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SUMMARY.

This issue of DEUCE News brings up to date the information on standard bricks and 
the interpretive programs which was published in DEUCE News 10 and its supplement.
These publications are now superseded.

Bound copies of this manual can be obtained at the usual charge from the DEUCE 
Library Service, Kidsgrove. Part I of the manual is available as a separate document..
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PREFACE.

This manual describes an interpretive scheme for matrix operations for the DEUCE 
computer. The scheme originated at N.P. L, and has since been developed by programmers 
at English Electric and other places.

Part I of the manual consists of a simple introduction to matrix algebra and the 
interpretive programβ It is written mainly for the non-programmer type of user and 
beginners but is worth reading by even experienced DEUCE programmers. This part is 
available as a separate document.

Part II of the manual is intended mainly as a reference document. It is 
complete in itself and does not refer to Part Io
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PART I
INTRODUCTION,

This part of the manual, is intended to provide a simple introduction to matrix 
algebra and the interpretive program,, There are two distinct sections to this part 
of the manuals the first. Section A, deals with elementary matrix operations, and is 
intended for those who have no previous knowledge of the subject) the second, Section B, 
is intended as a simple introduction to the General Interpretive Program for DEUCE.

Section A contains the description of a matrix, the size of a matrix,and the 
operations of matrix addition, subtraction, multiplication by a scalar, multiplication 
by another matrix, inversion and transposition.

Section B introduces the idea of standard "bricks" (i<,e. programs to perform 
matrix operations), and deals with the block, floating point notation, the storage of 
matrices .in DEUCE, reference to the position of a matrix in the store, program 
organisation, the form of instructions, brick reference numbers and special reference 
numbers.

In Section A there are some exercises on the elementary matrix operations, by 
doing these the reader will be able to satisfy himself that he has understood the 
basic rules. Section B contains a few simple exercises for the reader as well as 
examples intended to illustrate the use of the General Interpretive Program.

SECTION A - ELEMENTARY MATRIX OPERATIONS.

A matrix is an array of numbers, these numbers being termed the elements of the 
matrix. The following are examples of matrices;

'l 4 7*l [?] p -4 2'

2 3 θj 6 690.2J L7 7 3.
It is useful and usual to refer to a matrix as e.g. matrix [A] , rather than, to write 
out the matrix in full on each occasion. It is similarly usual to write a,, . as a 
typical element of matrix [A] where a,. . lies in the ith row and the jth ' column 
of matrix [a] .

The size of a matrix is described by referring to the number of rows and the 
number of columns of elements in the array. In general, a matrix is said to have m rows 
and n columns, and is, therefore, said to be an "m x n" matrix. The three matrices 
set out above are, respectively, 2x3, 3x1, and 3 χ 3, Any matrix like the last 
mentioned, which is of the form m x m, is termed a square matrix.

For matrices, as for ordinary numbers, there are rules of arithmetic. Firstly, 
consider the rules of addition., subtraction, multiplication of a matrix by an. ordinary 
number, and multiplication of one matrix by another.

MATRIX ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION.

Let matrix [a] be m x n, matrix Γb] be q x r. It is only possible to form the
sum matrix [C] = [A] + [B] if the matrices are the same size and shape, i.eβ m = q
and n = r. If this condition holds then these matrices are said to he compatible
for addition. Addition is performed by adding each element of the first matrix to the
corresponding element of the second, e.g. if a.. is the element in the ith row and
jth column, of matrix [A] , and b„ . is in the saf⅛e position in matrix [BJ , then the
element c.. of the sum matrix ΓcT'is formed as c.. = a.. + b..«ιj L J ιj ij χj

The same condition of compatibility exists for matrix subtraction, and the
difference matrix Γd∣ = Γa1 - Γb1 is formed in a similar fashion, i.e. d. . = a. . - b. ..

t∙ *j u j u ιj 2.<3
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MULTIPLICATION OF A MATRIX BY A SCALAR,

It is possible to multiply a matrix by a scalar, i.e. an ordinary number, and 
this is performed by multiplying each element of the matrix by the scalar«

EXAMPLES;

(1) Find the sum matrix £c] = [aJ + [b] , where = 9 ∣J an⅛ B = θ γj

then Γd -Γ1 + 6 9 + ° 2 + 0l _ l^7 9 2*∣
,h..n [CJ ∣^q + 5 2 + 2 4 + 7J [5 ⅛ 1lJ

(2) Multiply the matrix [pj = 3 6 1 2 J ^lθ scalar 3, i.e. form £(/} = 3x [pJ

.∙, M -Γ3 x 1 3x4 3x2 3xθlΓ3i26θl
π LyJ " [3 χ 3 3 x 6 3χ1 3 χ 2 J ^ |_9 18 3 6 J

EXERCISES;

(1) With the matrices m and M of example (l) above, form the difference 
matrix M = M - [b]

(2) Further, form the sum matrix M = [c] + W with the matrix ra of example (l), 
and matrix D>] above,

(3) Form the scalar product M =■ 2 x [A] , and verify that W ∙ M ∙
MATRIX MULTIPLICATION.

Thus far the rules governing matrix arithmetic are similar to those governing 
ordinary number arithmetic. The case of matrix multiplication is, however, different.

The rule for constructing the product matrix £pj of two matrices [Aj and 
(such that 03 = [a3 .[b3) is as follows;

The element p . of [P] is obtained by multiplying the elements of the ith row
of [ Aj by the eleme⅛⅞s of the jth column, of M - the first element of the one by the
first element of the other, the second by the second, and so on -» and summing these
products, i.e.. p. . = a. . b. . + a∙, „ b„. + a. b, . + ,...,. a. b .

-U1 li 1j ι2 2j 13 3 J rq qj

It follows from this that for the product 03 = Γa3 ∙ OtHθ bs obtained, as above, 
there must be exactly as many elements in a row of matrix £a3 as there are in a 
column of matrix [B] . If [A] is m x n and [b3 is ∙ q x r, then [A] must have as many 
columns as ΓB∏ has rows, i.e, q - n. Further, the size of the product matrix 
[p3 of 03 0 x n) and Γb3(π x r) will be m x rc

Note that the product [B] . [A] s, of the matrices [A] and fb] above, will not, 
in general, exist, since this product would require that r = m in addition to q = n. 
Further, even if the products Γa] ∙ L θ∙ud » [Aj do both exist, they will not in 
general, be equal (see the example and exercise below Y»

The computation of the product of two large matrices (mxn by nxr say) involves 
a great many minor calculations (m,rn multiplications and mr additions) so that this 
work takes a great deal of time and effort if performed by hand.

EXAMPLE;

Find the product, matrix [pj = [a] . [Bj , .hen [A] = [j∙ 2q 3 and [b] = Γ∣ Π

Lj 4-l o
Note;[a] is 2 x 3, Lb3 is 3x2, therefore M is 2 x 2.

r - Γlv5 + 2.2 + 1 .3 1 .1 + 2.0 + 1 .4^l Γ12 5
lpJ =

[ 4.5 + 0.2 + 3.3 4.1 + 0.0 + 3.4J |_29 16
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EXERCISES;

(1) Verify that the product matrix .M = W ∙ W of the matrices [A] and [bJ ab ove, 
is different from the matrix Γp1 „

[3 "1 √
(2) Find the product matrix = QxJ o ^Y^ when [x] = 10 2

[1 15.

Γ-2 9-2'
and [YJ = -3 11 “2

1 -4 J

Γ1 4 o^
(3) Form the product matrix Γf1 = [g].M⅛M= 2 9-1

.3 7 2_

Γ-4 3 6 
and Γh1 = 1 -1 3

L 7 2 1_

(4) Calculate the matrix [r] = [t] ([u] - 3. [v] .[w])

r 1 Γ3 0 11 r η Γ 20"when LτJ = I 2 4 ”1 and |_^J ~ 76
[l 3 5J [r11.

and [V] =Γ-1 7 j and [w] = [J

L6 oj

MATRIX INVERSION:
• l ~

In ordinary number arithmetics as well as the operations already mentioned,, 
there exists the operation of division. Before examining the comparable operation 
in matrix arithmetic, consider the following set of simultaneous equations:

x + 4y + z = 12

2x + 3y ~ z = 11

x + y - z = 4

This can be written in matrix form as s

^1 4 l"l Γxl Γl2^

2 3 “1 □ y = 11

. 1 1 -1 J Lz J 4.

For simplicity write this

[a] β [x] = [f] , where Γa] = 2 3 -1 » Γ∑) = y s [?] = 11
L1 1 "1 J L55J L 4.

Now it is desirable to rearrange this equation in the form W = [a]-1 .[f]
i.e. "divide" by matrix £aJ . If this rearrangement is possible, then this new 
form of the ψatrix equation yields the solution to the given set of equations. The 
matrix £a} , is called the "inverse of matrix. w ", and it is that matrix which.,
when multiplied by l>] produces the "identity matrix", which has "ones” all down its 
diagonal and "zeros" elsewhere, i.e. W ∙ M = M ∙ M = M the 
identity matrix. The identity matrix is necessarily square, i.e. it has the form m x m, 
A typical identity matrix is pQ =1 0 0

0 1 0
|_0 0 1.. The identity matrix has the property

that for any matrix 01 , [1] . [λ] = [A] . [1] - [A] , hence the term, "identity?
« [l] is also known as the unit matrix.
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Note that the inverse matrix [aJ 1 of matrix £aJ can only be produced if [aJ 
is a square matrix.

There are various methods for inverting matrices, that used most generally 
for the inversion of large matrices is set out in the example below. The inversion 
of a large matrix by hand is a most lengthy and tedious process. Some idea of this 
can be gained from studying the present example, where the size of the matrix is 
only 3 x 3.

To invert the matrix : find two matrices w and [u] sunh that 
W = M ∙ M and M and [U] have the following formss

10 0 xxx
[l^j - x 1 0 and (_UJ = 0 x x

x x l _ 0 0 x

It is assumed here that the matrix [A] is 3 x 3.

Next, construct the inverse of matrix ω i.e. matrix ΓhJ ‘, remembering 
that M . [u] = [I] . Note that will also have the form Γl 0 0*1

x 1 0
x x 1 _

Since [a] = [L] . Γ∏J then [a] ^1 ≈ ( [l] . [u] )"1 = [u] ~1 . [l] ~1 .

Remember: ( [l] {jj] ) . ( [u] ^1 [l] ~1) = [l] [l] - [l] = [a] [a] "1 .
Then J^Aj' 1 is obtained from the relation £uj . £aJ “ = £lJ * (since and

^L^ are known by this stage).

Consider now the inverse of the matrix Γa^1 = 1 4 1 which arose fromL J 2 3-1
4 A -ΛI I — I ∙

the se"; of simultaneous equations listed above.

M = [l] . M

’141] Γι o ol Γι 4 i“
2 3-1 ≈ 2 10 . 0 -5 -3
11-1 1 I 1 J 00 “1

" u 5 l 5j

Since. W ■ [l] ^, = [l] , [l] ^' is found by inspections

M ∙ H ^' = Id

'1 o o^∣ Γ ι o o^l Γι o o
2 10 . -2 10 ≈ 0 10 
1 I 1 J 1 -3 1 0 0 1

5 L 5 5 -J

Now [u] . [aJ “ ‘ = [l] ^1

M . [a] "1 ≈ [l] ~1
'l 4 1^1 Γ-2 5 -7^∣ Γl 0 o'

0 -5 -3 . 1 -2 3 = -2 10 
o o -ι L"1 3 ^5J 1 ”2
~5 5 5

and the solution of the set of simultaneous equations iss-

W = DQ " ‘ . [fJ
x] Γ-2 5 -7^1 p2*t ∣*3^∣

y = 1-2 3 . 11 = 2
.zJ “1 3 -5_ .4. Li.

•»
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WARNINGS It is not always possible to invert a square matrix.

[a] = [lJ [u]

Consider the matrix Γa1 = 12 1 100 121
0 3 -1 = 0 1 0 . 03 -1
18-1 12 1 0 0 0∣- a u j u j

Whenever a row of zeros appears in the matrix [uj , when the matrix w 
is split into [A] = [L] . [ul , then the inverse of matrix does not exist.
In such a case the matrix is called a "singular1* matrix.

EXERCISES;

(1) Invert the matrix [∆J = 101
1 1 0 

_0 1 0_

(2) Solve the following set of simultaneous equations:

χ + 3y -z + 2t = 6

—x +z + 3t = -2

y +z - t = 6

χ - y -z - t = -3

by inverting the matrix ΓaJ = 13 -1 2
-10 13

0 1 1-1 
1 -1 -1 -1• U -J ∙

INVERSION 0E A MATRIX WHOSE (191) ELEMENT IS ZERO.

When a matrix is of the form: 0 x x 3 of any size, the process of
XXX 
XXX

inversion outlined above cannot immediately be applied. The method in such a case 
is to exchange the first row with any other row, the rth row say, which has a non-zero 
element in the first column. Invert this resultant matrix by the customary procedure, 
and then in the inverse matrix interchange the first column with the rth c olumn. The 
result of this is the inverse of the original matrix.

e.g. consider the followings [aJ = 010
2 4 5 
J 3 2_

Exchange the first and third rows, say, to obtain a non—zero (1,1) elements

W* = Γ1 3 2l

2 4 5 
,° 1 0.

now i32 100 132
245 = 210 0 -2 1

.0 1 Oj ∣ 0 -⅛ 1 J L0 0 ⅜.

and Γl 3 2^1 Γ5 -2 -7"l Γ1 0 0
0-2 1 0 0 1 = ⅛2 1 0 

_0 0 ⅛J 2 1 2 J [_-1 ⅜ 1.

r
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Therefore Γa*J ~1 = ~5 -2 -7
0 0 1

-2 1 2_

Therefore jjkJ = ~√ -2 5

1OO by exchanging the first and
_ 2 1 -2_ third columns

NOTE: The method would have been eαuallv successful if M had been produced
by interchanging the first and second columns, s⅛y, and at the end1 
interchanging the first and second rows of [A*] “ to produce W^'∙

MATRIX TRANSPOSITION:

A simple operation on a matrix is that known as transposition, in which the 
first row of the matrix is made the first column of the transposed matrix, the second 
row is made the second column, and so on. The transpose of a matrix [A] is written 
as [A] ’ , and if £aJ is m x n then [Aj ’ is n x m.

EXAMPLE:
----- ----------— r* ∏ r* ∏

121 14
[a] = 4 0 3 then l^Ajl * = 2 0

L1 3_

SECTION B - GENERAL INTERPRETIVE PROGRAM FOR DEUCE .

STANDARD BRICKS.

From this brief survey of the basic operations of matrix arithmetic, the 
desirability of applying digital computers to this field becomes apparent. There 
are, in fact, certain standard programs known as ’’bricks” which have been designed to 
perform the various operations of matrix arithmetic. In some cases one brick is 
sufficient to perform an operation, e,g. there is just one brick required to perform * 
matrix additionj but in other cases it may take several bricks to perform an 
operation, e.g. matrix subtraction, which requires two bricks,

BLOCK FLOATING POINT.

In general, the elements of a matrix will not be integers, i.e. they will be 
numbers given to so many decimal or binary places. Before a matrix is handled in a 
computer, each element of the matrix must be given to the same number of decimal or 
binary places. The elements in an array are scaled so that the largest element 
is sufficiently small to be held conveniently in the computer, and the elements are 
recorded as integers, while a separate note is kept of the number of binary places.

STORAGE OF MATRICES IN THE COMPUTER: SPACE REQUIRED.

A matrix of m rows and n columns contains mn elements. When a matrix is stored 
in the DEUCE computer the elements are stored consecutively, the elements of the 
first row in order followed by the elements of the second row In order, and so on.
In addition to storing the elements of the matrix, it is necessary to record the number 
of rows in the matrix (m), the number of columns in the matrix (n), the number of 
binary places of all elements of the matrix (p), and a further number which is of 
significance in checks on the acouracy of matrix handling inside the computer. Thus 
the storage space required for an m x n matrix is (mn + 4) "pigeon-holes".

For convenience, the numbers are stored in tracks, of 32 "pigeon-holes” each, 
inside the computer. If, however, one such track (or two or three or more such tracks) 
is not big enough to accommodate the entire matrix, and a part of a further track 
is required, then the whole of this further track is also allocated to the matrix.
Any subsequent matrix will start in a new track. To discover how many tracks a matrix 
will occupy, the number mn + 4 is calculated, and the required number is the next 
integer bigger than or 32 equal to this.

A
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EXAMPLE: j

Find the number of tracks required to store a 17 x 12 matrix.

In this case mn + 4 = 17x12+4 = 208 = 6⅜ » Thus 7 tracks
32 32 32

are required to store a 17 x 12 matrix.

EXERCISES;

(1) Find how many tracks will be required to store a 3 x 3 matrix.

(2) Find how many tracks will be required to store a 12 x 5 matrix.

(3) Find how many tracks will be required to store a 10 x 3 matrix.

STORAGE OF MATRICES IN THE COMPUTER,: REFERENCE TO POSITION OF MATRIX.

The position of the matrix in the store is referred to by giving the reference 
number of the first of the tracks occupied by the matrix. The tracks available 
are numbered from 0 - 255, but in allocating these tracks for matrix storage some 
important points must be remembered:

(i) When using standard bricks to perform a calculation involving matrices, 
it is necessary to write a series of orders to control the operation of 
these bricks. These orders are obeyed by the computer under the control 
of a special programmes the General Interpretive Programme (G.I.P.).
Thus it is necessary to' leave room in the store for the standard bricks 
that are required and for the G.I.P. itself which requires 23 tracks.
The space for these is kept from track 255 backwards, as much as is 
required, e.g. tracks 207 - 255 if 49 tracks are needed, (i.e. 2.3 tracks 
for G.I.P. and 2.6 tracks for bricks).

• (ii) When a calculation such as matrix multiplication is being performed, it
is necessary to leave some of the store as working space. Consult 
the specification of the brick concerned to find out how much space is 
required. This working space Is kept from track 0 onwards.

ORGANISATION OF A CALCULATION.

When a calculation is to he performed, the first thing to do is to find out 
which standard bricks are required. These bricks are then listed, in any order, and 
numbered for reference from 1 onwards. Each order which uses a brick to perform 
some operation on a matrix (e.g. transposition), or on matrices (e.g. addition), 
must specify this reference number. Further, the order will specify, where necessary, 
the reference number of the matrix or matrices involved, and also the reference 
number of the track in which the result of the calculation is to he placed.

Certain bricks are said to have "two sections* or *three sections* or whatever, 
in place of the standard "one section". When a brick has two sections, for instance, 
it is given the reference numbers r and (r + 1), instead of simply rα This brick wi.ll 
still be referred to by the 3eferer.ee number r, but the next brick or the list will, 
be given the reference number (r + 2.) . A trick is split Into several sections at the 
discretion of its author, e.g. if it contains a great many orders. The number of seetic 
any particular brick has, and the number of tracks it requires, are specified in the 
catalogue of standard bricks.

Suppose it is required to add matrix [A] to matrix [b] , where matrix M
is stored in tracks 40 - 49, and. matrix [B] in tracks 50 - 59, and it is decided
to store the sum matrix Cc3 in tracks 120 - 129≈> Further suppose that the brick
to add two matrices together has been given the reference number 3 for this
calculation. The order to perform this would then he written; ∙≈

Matrix M Matrix [B] Matrix [c] Brick Reference Number

? 40 50 120 3

»

3eferer.ee
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In certain cases it is necessary to specify only one matrix in the order.
Consider the operation of reading a matrix from cards and storing it in the computer. 
Suppose that the matrix [_C] on cards is to be stored in tracks 98 - 101, and that 
the brick to do this has been given the reference number 1 for this program.. Then 
the order to read [C] from cards and store it in tracks 98 - 101 is:

Matrix [A] Matrix [βj Matrix [Cj Brick Reference Number

- - 98 1

Note that the positions which, refer to matrices [A] and [B] are left blank in this 
case.

All orders used under the control of G.I.P. have the same form as those shown, 
above, i.e. each order takes the- form: a b c r, where a, b and c refer 
to matrices, and r is the reference number of a brick. The exception to this 
is when, one of several special "r" numbers is used, in which, case a, b and c no 
longer refer to matrices. This matter will be dealt with later.

It must be stressed that the brick reference numbers referred to above, which 
are written in the "rκ column, of the orders, have no connection, with the bricks* 
library numbers, but are assigned to the bricks for use in a particular program and 
have no significance whatever outside that program.

The orders which form the program. to perform any calculation are referred to 
as "codewords”. The codewords of a program are numbered in sequence (in. the order 
in which they are to be obeyed) starting from zero. These numbers are referred to 
as codeword numbers.

SPECIAL ,lrlt NUMBERS,

There are times when a calculation, has to he repeated, e.g. when the same 
operation is to be performed on several different sets of matrices. It would be 
possible to start the whole program afresh with each set of matrices in. turn, but 
a quicker and more convenient method is to cause the computer to repeat the calculation * 
automatically as often, as is required. This can he done by using one of the special.
"r" numbers whose functions are permanently specified (as opposed to the ordinary "r" 
numbers, whose functions are specified by the programmer). The q>ecial "rw numbers 
are all 3,32. These special wr" numbers affect the codewords of the program., not the 
matricesσ

EXAMPLE:

A program to calculate and punch out the sum matrix M = M ÷ [B] where 
[A] and W are matrices.

The stages of the calculation ares

Read in matrices [A] and M
Add [A] to Cb3
Punch out [Cj = [aJ + £bJ

The bricks required are thus:

Brick Reference Library Operation Sections Tracks
Number______ Numb er Required

1 LRO7B∕2 Read binary matrix 1 3

2 LH01B∕3 Add 1 7

3 LPO3B∕1 Punch binary matrix 1 3

G.I.P.8 23

36

Total number of tracks required for the standard bricks and G.I.P.8 is 36. This 
leaves 220 tracks (tracks 0 - 219) for the matrices. The following track allocation

*
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will suffice as an illustration (although many variations of this arrangement are 
possible):

π tracks: 64-127 for matrix [A]

tracks: 128 - 191 for matrix [βj

tracks: 8-71 for matrix [c3 (which may possibly overwrite matrix [aJ
Programme to calculate and punch out [c] = [A] ÷ [B] :

Codeword Operation Brick Codeword Notes
Number Used a b e__ r

0 Read binary matrix LRO7B∕2 0 0 64 1 Read [a] into track 64
onwards.

Read binary matrix LRO7B∕2 0 0 128 1 Read [Bj into track 128
onwards.

2 Add LHO1B∕3 64 128 8 2 Puts [CJ = [aJ + [bJ into
track 8 onwards.

3 Punch binary matrix LPO5B∕1 8 0 0 3 Punches out [c] = [aJ + [b

EXAMPLE:

Suppose it is required to calculate the product matrix [cl = [a] . [b] for 
three sets of matrices [A1] , [B11 = C∙s∙2J , [B2) : [A,] , [B ] j giving the
products [C^J , [Cp3 , [C^j respectively.

It is a peculiarity of the f ast. multiplication brick that when it has to multiply 
the matrix at track a, matrix [A] say, by the matrix at track b, matrix [βj say, it

• actually forms the product of the matrix [Aj and the transpose of the matrix [Bj , 
i.e. the product matrix [cj = [aJ . [Bj ' . Thus in order to obtain the product
[CJ = [AJ . [Bj , the transpose of matrix [B] , i.e. matrix EbJ ’ . , must be 

supplied at track b, since the transpose of [Bj ’ is thθ original matrix [bJ , 
and so [c] = [Aj . [b' ] τ = [aJ . [BJ .

It should be noted that the "transpose" brick requires an apparently redundant "one" 
to be punched in the "b" column of e-.ch codeword which uses this brick.

The bricks required for this calculation are:

(i) Read binary matrix: LR07B∕2

(ii) Transpose matrix: LT03B∕l (See however note (i) on page 16)

(iii) Multiply two matrices together: LM08B.

(iv) Punch binary matrix: LPO5B∕1

List these in any order and also make a note of the number of sections of each 
brick, and the number of tracks each requires (see the library catalogue).

Brick Reference Library Operation Sections Tracks
____Number______ Number Required

1 LRO7B∕2 Read binary matrix 1 3

2,3,4 LMO8B Multiply fast 3 16

5 LPO5B∕1 Punch binary matrix 1 3

6,7 LTO3B∕1 Transpose matrix 2 9
A

Note : Since the brick LMO8B has three sections it has to be allotted three consecutive 
reference numbers (in this case 2,3 and 4)∙ It will be referred to, however, as

∙α brick 2.
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The number of tracks required, by these bricks is3+l6+3+9=31. The 
G.I.P. (version 8, library number ZC01T∕6), which will control the programme, requires 
23 tracks, thus 31 + 23 = 54 tracks must be reserved (from track 202 to track 255 
inclusive) for the G.I,P. 8 and the standard bricks. This leaves 202 tracks (tracks 0 - 201') 
for the storage of the matrices w .,w and [C] , and for working-space. Thus 
space must be kept for five matrices (two matrix spaces for the multiplication working- 
space). It is possible, with 202 tracks available, to leave 40 tracks for each matrix.
The following allocation of space is thus appropriate:

tracks 0 - 79 for workingτspace

tracks 80 - 119 for matrix ΓAJ .

tracks 120 - 159 for matrix [Bj ' .

tracks 16O - 499 for matrix [Bj initially and then for matrix [C] .

Note that W tracks will hold a matrix with anything up to (40 x 32 - 4) elements, 
i.e. 1276 elements. Thus this space will, hold a matrix of up to e.g. 1 x 1276 or 
35 x 35 in size, or, of course, any smaller matrix. Therefore, as long as none of the 
matrices with which this program is concerned has more than 1276 elements, the program 
can now be written ..without further trouble.

Program to calculate and punch out [c] = Γa]i. [b] for three* pairs of 
matrices ( [Aj , [BjJ ) j ( [ A^J , [BpJ ) J ( [ A J , [B?J ) :

Codeword Operation Brick Codeword Notes
Numb er Used a b c r

0 Read binary matrix LRO7B∕2 0 0 80 1 Read [Aj into track 80
onwards.

A
1 Read binary matrix LRO7B∕2 0 0 16O 1 Read [Bj into track 16θ

onwards.
⅜

2 Transpose matrix LTO3B∕1 16O 1 120 6 Transpose matrix Cb3 and
place ΓbJ * in track 120 
onwards.

3 Matrix multiply LM08B 80 120 16θ 2 Form [C] = [A] . [Bj
= [A] . [BJ and place [c3 
in track 16θ onwards.

4 Punch binary matrix LPO5B∕1 l6θ 0 0 5 Punch matrix [cj .

5 0 0 0 33 Return to codeword 0, Here,
with r = 33, only the 
number c has any effect, 
and the meaning of this 
code-word is: go back 
and obey the orders again 
starting at code-word 0.

, In fact this program will calculate and punch out [cj = [A] . [ B j for a
many pairs of matrices ( CAJ , Lb] ) as are supplied to the computer.

If it is required to calculate [c] ≈ [A] . [B] where one or more of [AJ s [Bj , and 
Cc3 contain more than 1276 elements, then the above program can be rewritten, with a 
afferent allocation of storage space. The matrix [BJ can initially he read into t.he 
racks reserved for working-space, since it is not required later on (the matrix [B J ' 
nee constructed, must be stored outside the working-space, as must matrix [AJ) . 
urther, the product matrix [cj can he stored where either the matrix [Aj or the 
atrix [BJ , was stored. Thus it is only necessary to leave space for four matrices, 
nstead of the five allowed for in the programme above, and so each matrix can have 
3 tracks. Thus the track allocation will he:

A



tracks 0-99 initially for matrix [B^) and then for working-space

tracks 100 - 149 for matrix [a]

tracks 130 - 199 initially for matrix £b] ' and then for matrix [c] .

The program now becomes:

Codeword Operation Brick Codeword Notes
Number Used a b c r

0 Read binary matrix LR07B∕2 0 0 100 1 Read 03 into track 100
onwards.

1 Read binary matrix LR07B∕2 0001 Read [B^ into track 0
onwards.

2 Transpose matrix LTO3B∕1 0 1 150 6 Transpose £b] and put [bJ i
into track 150 onwards.

3 Matrix multiply LM08B 100 150 150 2 Form [c] = [A 3 . [ Bj and
put cσ into track 150 
onwards, overwriting the 
matrix [B] ' .

4 Punch binary matrix LP05B∕l 150 0 0 5 Punch matrix [cj .

5 0 0 0 33 Return to codeword 0.

Since this new version of the program allows 50 tracks for each matrix, it 
follows that it can accommodate any matrix with up to 1596 elements, ⅜.eβ 320 more 
elements than in the previous version of the program.

„ EXAMPLE:

Required to obtain the matrix £x] from the matrix equation

[A] . [∑] = [B] . [Cj - [A] ∙ .

Now the given equation can he rewritten as [X] = [A J '■ . ( [b] . [C] ~ [Aj ∙ ) , 
In order to obtain the right hand side of this equation, the program, must calculate 
the matrix ( [B] . [Cj- [A] ')', because of the peculiarity of the multiplication 
brick which was mentioned in the previous example. Now ( CBJ .fc] - [a] ∙)∙ =
Ccj t .03 « - 03 . To calculate [c3∙ .03’ the program requiresQcJ , and L Bj
The stages of the calculation are:

Read in matrices [a3 , ω and [c3 ,
Calculate the product [c3j .[B3∙
Form [C] ’ . [B] ’ - 03
Invert matrix ΓAj “ this forms |_A J t in fact.
Transpose [A^j , gθ't ΓaJ -,
Calculate the product ΓA J^Γ ( [b] . [CJ - [a] , )
Punch [X] = [A] "I ( t≈J ∙ EG - [A] ’ ).

1
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Brick Reference Library Operation Sections Tracks
Number Number Required

1 LRO7B∕2 Read binary matrix 1 3

2,3 LTO3B∕1 Transpose 2 9

4,5,6 LMQ8B Multiply fast 3 16

see 7 LWO1B Subtract 1 1
note
(i) 8 LHO1B∕3 Add 1 7

see 9,10,11,12,13 LV04B Invert 5 18
note
(ii) 14 LPO5B∕1 Punch binary matrix 1 3

G.I.P.8 23

80

Notes; (i) The "subtract" brick must be followed immediately in the
list by the "add" brick, because the "subtract" brick sets 
up the elements of the matrix that is being subtracted in a 
negative form, then calls in the "add" brick automatically:

[C] ≈ [A] - [B] is thus formed as [C]≈W+ (-[B] ).

(ii) This brick performs matrix inversion, and produces the 
transpose of the required inverse.

Total number of tracks required for the standard bricks and G.I.P.8 is 80.
This leaves 176 tracks (tracks 0 - 175) for the matrices and for working space. This 
working-space is required not only by the multiplication brick but also by the 
inversion brick. *

The following allocation of storage space is possible: 

tracks 0 - 69 for working-space

tracks 70 - 104 for matrix QbJ initially, and later for matrix [A

tracks 105 - 139 for matrix w initially, and later for matrix w1

tracks 12+0 - 174 for matrix [^C∏J s initially, then for fθj , » [b] ' ,
then for [C] - . [b] ' - [A] , and finally

for [a] ^1 . ( [B] . [C] - [A] ‘ ) .

i.e. 35 tracks have been allowed for each matrix, hence this program, can. handle
matrices of up tc 1116 elements. The "invert" brick, however, can only handle matrices 
up to 30 x 30 in size.

Program to calculate and punch out £x] = [A.J » ( “ [∙a∙J ’

A



Codeword Operation Brick Codeword Notes
Number Used a b c r

0 Read binary matrix LRO7B∕2 0 0 105 1 Read [A^] into track 105
onwards

1 Read binary matrix LR07B∕2 0 0 70 1 Read [B] into track 70
onwards

2 Read h inary matrix LR07B∕2 0 0 1⅛0 1 Read [cj ’ into track
1⅛0 onwards

3 Matrix multiply LM08B 140 70 1⅛0 4 Put [c] ‘ . [B] ,
into track 12+0 onwards

4 Subtract LW01B 12+0 105 1⅛0 7 Put[c], . [fi] , - [a]
into track 140 onwards

3 Invert LV04B 105 0 70 9 Put [λ 1] , into track

70 onwards.
—'l

6 Transpose LT03B∕l 70 1 105 2 Put [aJ , into track
105 onwards

7 Matrix multiply LM08B 105 12+Jθ 140 4 Put Γa3
( [BJ ∙ M - [A]‘ )
into track 12+0 onwards

8 Punch binary matrix IPO5B∕1 12+0 0 0 14 Punch Γx3 = [a3
([B].tC]-[Ap ).

9 0 0 0 33 Return to codeword 0.

’ EXAMPLE;

Program to calculate and punch out M÷[b]÷[c] and [A] . [bJ . [cQ .

This program has been written more t 0 display the use of special ”r" numbers 
than to find the easiest version of the program to fit the present case. Note: the 
value of this program is more obvious if the sum and product of a large number of 
matrices, n say, are required. In which case n would be punched in place of 3 in 
codeword 23.

Stages in the program:

r-→ Read [a] ( [b] , [ c] )

Accumulate Ca3 +[b]÷[c3 

Count three times
____________ I

v
Set identity matrix

—>Porm product ^Aj . [ B^ . [ C^

Count three timesl--------------------- , I

Punch Qa^ + E bJ + M and W∙[B].[C]

⅜
r
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Bricks required:

Brick Reference Library Operation Sections Tracks
______Number_____ Number Required

1 LRO7B∕2 Read binary matrix 1 3

2 LHO1B * Add 1 8

3 LZ25B Form a x h zero matrix 1 3

4 LHO2B Add fl] to square matrix 1 7

5 »6 LTO3B∕l Transpose 2 9

7,8,9 LMO8B Multiply 3 16

10 LPO5B∕1 Punch 1 3

11 LZ20B Move matrix 1 4

G.I.P,8 23

~

* Used with LZ25B, therefore, must not use LH01B∕3.

Track allocation:

tracks 0-39 working space

40 - 59 matrix [A]

6θ - 79 matrix [B]

80 - 99 matrix [cj

100 - 119 matrix W + M + [c]

120 - 139 matrix W ∙ [≈J . [c]

Program to calculate and punch out W + [B] + [c] and W . [B] - [c]
where ^Aj , j Bj and [)cj are m x m matrices.

Codeword Operation Brick Codeword Notes
Number Used a b c r

0 26 0 5 40 Put a copy of codeword 26
in the place of codeword 5

1 27 0 6 40 Put a copy of codeword 27
in the place of codeword 6

2 28 0 13 40 Put a copy of codeword 28
in the place of codeword 13

3 Form m x m zero LZ25B m m 100 3 Forms m x m zero matrix
matrix in track 100.

4 Move matrix LZ20B 100 0 120 11 Puts copy of m x m zero
matrix in track 120.

5 Read binary matrix LRO7B∕2 0 0 0 0 Filled by copy of
codeword 26

6 Add LH01B 0 0 0 0 Filled by copy of
codeword 27 ■

7 5 22 5 38 Replace codeword 5 ⅛y the
sum of codewords 5 and 22,
i.e. modify codeword 5»



9

Codeword Operation Brick Codeword Notes
Number Used a b ___ c r

8 6 21 6 38 Replace codeword 6 by
the sum of codewords 6 
and 21 s i.e. modify- 
codeword 6.

9 25 24 25 38 Replace codeword 25 by
the sum of codewords 25 
and 24» i.e. use codeword 
25 as a c ounter.

10 23 25 5 37 Jumυ to codeword 5 if
codeword 25 does not 
equal codeword 23, if it 
does then proceed normally

11 Add Γlj to square LH02B 120 0 120 4 Forms [lj + zero
matrix matrix = M at track

120.

12 Transpose matrix LTO3B∕1 120 1 120 5 Transpose the matrix at
track 120.

13 Multiply Fast LM08B 0 0 0 0 Filled by copy of
codeword 28

14 13 20 13 39 Replace codeword 13 by the
difference of codewords 13 
and 20, ife, modify code
word 13.

15 25 24 25 39 Replace codeword 25 by the
* differer.qe of codewords 25 

and 24, i.o∙. count down 
using codeword 25, which 
was left at 3 by codeword 
10.

lζ 25 17 12 35 Jump to codeword 12 if
codeword 25 is non-zero 
otherwise jump to codeword 
17.

17 Punch binary matrix LPO5B∕1 100 0 0 10 Punch [Aj + [b] + [c]

18 Punch binary matrix LPO5B∕1 120 0 0 10 Punch [A] . [B^J , [cj

-)9 0 0 0 33 Return to codeword 0
to reset codewords and 
prepare to run programme 
again.

20 20 0 0 0

21 0 20 0 0 Modify” codewords

22 0 0 20 0

23 3 0 0 0

24 1 0 0 0 Used for counting

25 0 0 0 0

26 0 0 40 '1 Codewords to be reset in
their appropriate

27 100 40 100 2 positions
*

28 80 120 120 7
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SOME OF THE COMMONER BRICKS WHOSE USES HAVE SO FAR BEEN ILLUSTRATED.

Library Operation Sections Tracks
Number Required.

LRO7B∕2 Read binary matrix 1 3

LPO.5B/1 Punch binary matrix 1 3

see note (i) LTO3B∕1 Transpose matrix 2 9

see note (ii) LM08B Matrix multiply fast 3 16

see note (iii) LWO1B Subtract 1 1

LHO1B∕3 Add 1 7

see note (iv) LVO⅛B Invert matrix 5 18

NOTES: (i) The "transpose" brick requires an apparently redundant "one" to
be punched in the "b" column of each codeword which uses this 
brick. Note that LTO2B∕1 is a much faster "transpose" brick and 
takes less space, but does not allow [A] s to overwrite M.

(ii) The "multiplication" brick forms the product matrix [C] = W . [B] ■ 
where matrix [AJ is referred to in column "a" of the codeword, 
matrix Cb3 in column "b", and the product matrix Ec] in column "c".
Thus to produce Ec] = Ea] . Eb] the matrix Eb] ' must be
referred to in column "b" of the codeword. Remember that working-space 
must be left from track 0 onwards.

a
(iii) The "add” brick (LHO1B∕3) is used on its own, but the "subtract" 

brick (LWO1B) must always be followed immediately in the list of 
bricks by the "add” brick. This is because the "subtract" brick sets * 
up the elements of matrix [β](where the subtraction to be carried
out is Lc] = [⅜J - [B]) in a negative form, and the "add" brick is 
immediately and automatically called in to add (— Γβ] ) to TA] , 
i.e. to form QC] = W ÷ (-M ) = W - M ∙

(iv) This brick carries out the operation of matrix inversion. The matrix 
produced by it is actually the transpose of. the required inverse. Working 
space must be left from track 0 onwards for this operation as for matriι 
multiplication. The largest matrix which can be inverted by this
brick is 30 x 30.

PROGRAMMING EXERCISES.

(1) Write a program to solve the set of simultaneous equations:
Ea] . Ex] = E*,] , where EA] is m x m, Eχ] is m x 1 and Qf] is m x 1 .
Assume that it is unnecessary in this program to cater for m > ⅛.

(2) Write a program to calculate Qκ] ’ where [κj = XEb] - Ec] .[d] for
three different values of λ , ( λ is a scalar).

(3) Write a program to form and punch out successively[A13 . [b13 + Cep
Ea1] . [b23 - Ed13

Ca2] . E bj3 + Cc23 0
Ea2] . Cb43 - ∣>p
W ∙ ⅛J + tcn3

DU ∙ Cb2∏3 - Ldπ3



MISCELLANEOUS EXERCISES.

1. Perform the following matrix operations:-

(i) La1 ∙Cb3 1 r -1 r -1 r 1
/for A , I BI and I CJ square matrices of order 30.

(ii) (W + [B] ) [cjj

LAJ ,a matrix, 30 x 30
(iii) ([A] - λ [lj ) [ qj given √ X ,a scalar, e.g. a latent root of [aJ

LO ,a vector of order 30, e.g. a latent 
vector of M

What is the largest order of matrices for which programs (i) and (ii) can be 
constructed with the program and data stored on the drum?

2. Write programs for:-

(i) the solution of a set of linear equations, m + n <31

and

(ii) matrix inversion of matrices up to order 30,

3. Use the iterative scheme:-

W n+1 = [B] n (2 [I] - [A] [b] r ι) to improve an approximate

inverse, 0 » ma"triχ [A^j .

Assume £bJ available on cards as output from the program for example 2 (ii).

4. Form:-

* W Eτ]^1 . [A] . [τ]

(ii) 12 [a]γ and Y^ o<r [a]
r=0 r=0

where the matrices involved are of order 30 x 30 and the OC are scalars, r

5. Let Q¾3 = f∖1 > G2,",', %3 where Gr (γ=1j 2,..., n) are c olumn vectors.

Evaluate:
n
Σ ∖qi

i=1 1 1

4»
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1 ∙ INTRODUCTION.

The schemes described make use of Standard Bricks which are DEUCE programs which 
obey some simple rules (see 2.5, page 21 ). These standard bricks (usually referred to 
as "bricks") can be obeyed in sequence from the reader or, more usually, under the control 
of an interpretive program (G.I.P )

The schemes available are designated Scheme A, Scheme B and Scheme Z and they all 
deal with matrices. With scheme A only one matrix (and also, possibly, one diagonal and 
two scalars) is kept in the machine at any one time. While this is usually inconvenient 
it does allow matrices to be handled when they would otherwise be too big for scheme B. 
With scheme B more sophisticated problems can be tackled but on smaller matrices (although 
large enough for most purposes). Scheme B is the method more usually adopted, Scheme 
Z is largely obsolete. The forms of storage (they differ) used in the 3 schemes are 
described in 5 2 etc., page 32.

Gc. I,P. (General Interpretive Program) is a program for controlling standard bricks . 
It reads from cards and stores on the drum a number of standard bricks and then obeys 
them in a manner specified by a series of codewords. These codewords (which constitute 
the only programming necessary for a problem being solved by the use of G.I.P.) are of 
the form a, b, c, r, where (with the exceptions described later) the r'th of the stored 
bricks is to be obeyed and provided with parameters a, b, c. These parameters usually 
specify what data is to be used and where the result is to be stored. The meanings of 
a, b, c differ from brick to brick and in a particular case the description of the brick 
in Appendix 2 should be consulted.

Several versions of G.I.P. exist but, unless specified otherwise, this report 
henceforth will refer to G.I.P.8 which is the latest and most convenient version,. G.I.P,8 
does, however, require a 64 column machine and if this is not available G.I.P.5 or 6 
should be used (see 6.2, page 39 for differences),

2. STANDARD BRICKS.

• Standard bricks are programs intended to be assembled into a single pack of cards
capable of performing the desired operation or to be used under the control of an 
interpretive program. Any DEUCE program qualifies as a standard brick if it meets the 
conditions described in 2.5, page 21.

Standard bricks are divided among 3 schemes, A, B and Z and into 2 types, type I 
and type II. They may also contain one or more sections.

2.1 Type I and type II bricks.

The only difference between type I and type II bricks from the user⅛ point of 
view is that when bricks are being obeyed in sequence from the reader a type I brick 
can and must be the first to be obeyed (unless preceded by an "initial pack", see 
Appendix 1, page⅛) and this can be followed by either type I or type II tricks or 
a mixture of both. More simply, a type II brick must not be run. in with the 
Initial Input key. (if it is, the reader stops and the program "drops out")
Note that when bricks are being obeyed under the control of G. I.P, the two types 
are indistinguishable. Type I and type II initial cards are described in 2.5*6»

2.2 Scheme Ai B and Z bricks,

A scheme A brick is one which requires no parameters and which assumes that, 
when required, matrices, diagonals and scalars use the standard stores as described 
in 5∙2 etc., page 32.

A scheme B brick is one which may require up to 6 parameters, a, b, c, a^, b^, 
Cp specifying data etc. For- the method of supplying a brick with a.p b,, and'c^ 
see 3.2.5 and 6.6,4, pages 26 and 43 <≥ A scheme B brick also assumes that, when 
required, matrices, scalars etc., use the standard stores as described in 5∙2, 
page 32 .

A scheme Z brick is one which may or may not require parameters hut which 
. uses a non-standard form of storage for matrices Scheme Z has largely been

superseded and is no longer used.
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⅜
2.3 Interchangeability of scheme A, B and Z bricks.

The bricks used under control of G.I.P. need not be scheme B bricks. They 
may be all scheme A or a mixture of scheme A, B and Z bricks. The important 
point is not which scheme it belongs to but that each brick, when it is obeyed, 
finds what it requires, where it requires it.

For instance, the brick LR04A, Read Scalar, could be used in a program of 
scheme B bricks. The codeword or codewords referring to it will have zeros for 
a, b, c. (See Appendix 1, page 48 )

2.4 Multi-sectioned bricks.

If a brick,, which would otherwise be too large, can be divided into sections 
each of which fits into the high speed store and obeys the rules for standard 
bricks, it is known as a multi-sectioned brick. When assembling the G.I.P. pack 
(3.1, p 23 ) the value of N is the total number of sections in the bricks in the 
pack. From the point of view of a codeword referring to a multi-sectioned brick
the value of r is the number of the first section; the numbers of the other 
sections of the brick are never referred to by the codewords since G.I.P. obeys 
automatically the sections after the first.

2.5 Rules obeyed by standard bricks.

This section and the next can be ignored by the user of standard bricks; 
they are mainly for programmers who intend to write standard bricks.

Any DEUCE program is a standard brick if it obeys the following rules:-

2.5.1 It is small enough to be stored in the DL's or it can be divided into 
sections, each of which obeys this rule.

2.5.2 It ends (or each section ends) with 12-1 (32 m.c.,s) calling 1,„,
Also TS13 must be left containing

(a) zero if it is the last section or the only section,
(b) a negative value if it is not the last section (or more exactly 

if it is always followed by the same brick or section). There 
is also a further facility which is rarely used, namely TS13 
should contain

(c) rip'<7 if* bb always leads to brick or section r^.

2.5.3 It should not use certain m.c.'s of DL12. It is difficult to be precise 
here since it is really a question of weighing advantages and disadvantages t 
the following table will act as a guide, Naturally, any m.c. of DL12 can be 
used if its contents are stored somewhere on entry and replaced before exit,

m.c. Scheme A (see also 5∙2.4, p. 32 ) Scheme B,

12θ Can be used but must be zero at exit. Can be used.

12,∣ _ Can be used only if the matrix parameters Can be used,
are not required by a following brick.

12f, g Can be used but should be avoided if Can be used,
possible (they are used by a diagonal)

12q-∙^ and 12^-^□ can he used other than as scalar stores but this should be
avoided if possible. Bricks which overwrite the scalar stores are a nuisance,

12j∣2 Can be used. Can be used.

1213-15 sθθ 129-11 above* See 12Q--ii above,
12^g_2g Can be used. Can be used but the brick cannot

then be used with Z C14 (see 
6.3.3, P 41 )

122q_3>| 122^ 3j can be used but this should be When the brick is under control of
avoided if there is any chance of the brick G.I.P. 12 are different from
being used with G.I.P, (See opposite). when the brick is being obeyed from
12jo can be used but must contain the reader and therefore planting
1, 12-24, 0, 0 on exit. instructions in i229,1 before exit

excludes one or other of these 
methods of usine the brick.
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2.5.4 Card column 1 is not used to clear" the read.

2.5.5 The brick may be in the 64e^field only or in both oi. and p fields.
A brick which has its instructions punched in the σC -field only is said to be 
in "32 col. form", or "64<* form" and a brick which has its instructions 
punched in both <√ and p fields is said to be in "double field form" or in 
"fall 64 col. form" or simply in "64 col. form”. The DLss should be 
arranged in reverse order, i.e. with DL1 last. The triads should have 
standard DL filling instructions(but see 2.5.7 below).

•-«
2.5.6 It has either a type I or type II initial card. A type I initial 
card is punched as follows:-

Toc-row 1, 1- 1, 0, 28 X )
0<κ-row 1, 4-24s 0, 28 X )
2oh-row 1, 31-21, 1, 0, 28 X J The other rows
4<x-row 1, 27-22, 0, 28 X ) are blank.
6<x-row 1, 21-28, 1, 0, 28 X >
8«.-row 1, 30-21, 1, 0, 28 X )

A type II initial card is punched as follows:-

8o6-row 1, 9-24, 0, 6 X. The other rows are blank.

The sole purpose of a type II initial card is to prevent the brick being run 
in with the Initial Input key.

2.5.7 It begins with 12-24 or 9-24 depending on whether it is to read data 
from cards or not. If the latter then if bricks were being obeyed from the 
reader and the stop key were at STOP the 9-24 would not be obeyed until the 
next card was passing through the reader, i.e. too late. To overcome this 
the last row of the "fillers" on the last DL (assumed here to be DL1) is 
altered so that the "fillers" read as follows,

• .
Y <k -row Blank )
X<-row 1, 0- 1, la 26, 25 X ) 32 col. versions. Similar
0<-rc∣w 1, 0— 1, 30, 31 X ) alterations apply to 64 column
1c√-row II, 9-24, 0, (m-l)X,) versions.

where entry is at M and 1,. can no longer be used because the last row of the , m 31 . a
last card (which usually contains 1,j,} is ignored.

2.5.8 Type I bricks must contain the sequence 

1230"2δ
Z∕ ×NZ where I = 1, 12-24, 0, 0.

τ r> YJ For convenience I is usually ''χ-.
,30

2.5.9 If it is a scheme B brick it may require up to six parameters
a, b, c, a1, b1, cj, in 18q^ 2> 17θ 1 2 respectively.

2.5.10 It is desirable for a brick to use cohsecutive DL's from n down to 1
(for ZC11 etc.).

2.6 Miscellaneous notes for writers of new bricks.

This section is included for the benefit of programmers writing new bricks and 
lists some common programming errors and inadequacies. Paragraph 2.5 should also

A~ be read in this connection.

A brick should cater for both null matrices and non-existent matrices.

A null or zero matrix is one in which all the elements are zero. It is 
therefore non-standard in that the leading digit of its element of largest modulus 
is not P7iqJ also it usually has zero b.p. These facts mean that a brick may need 
to take special action in the case of a null matrix (e.g. matrix add, LH01B). A new 
brick should always be tested with a null matrix as well as "ordinary" ones.
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A non-existent matrix is one in which m≈n=0 and usually arises because of a 
program fault (e.g. incorrectly specifying one of the parameters a, b, c)c Many 
of the existing bricks go into a loop if presented with m=0 or n=0 and this is a 
nuisance. This fault can be avoided if the instructions which count up the 
elements, or rows, etc. are placed at the beginning of their loops rather than at 
the end (see for example the flow diagram of LZ 45B). This is described more 
fully in DEUCE News 21, para. 8»

One of the most frequent programming errors made in writing bricks is that 
the track in which the elements of the resultant matrix are formed is not cleared 
initially and therefore if a matrix occupying less than one track is formed it is 
liable to be stored with an incorrect grand sum. This fact will not be discovered 
till the matrix is used again.

Another source of error particularly applicable to bricks is leaving the 
decalling of the reader or punch till too late, by doing a magnetic read or write 
operation before obeying 9-24∙

The Library subroutines in category B can be used to advantage in bricks, 
especially where space is not particularly important. They cover much of the 
tedious fetching and storing associated with matrices and thereby reduce the chance 
of error.

2.7 Standard Failure Instructions.

The bulk of standard bricks are for linear algebra operations and for this 
purpose elaborate precautions against any possible errors have been made. There 
are a number of checks in most bricks, based on the intention that no errors by 
operator, programmer or machine will be allowed to go through. (Probably, 
operators errors are most frequent, machine errors least frequent). The failures 
are, to some extent, of standard types:-

A

Programme or operator's faults (no buzzer)

13—29 ) ∙
or 21-29 ) wrong row sum (eror 0n 0∙s∙)

27-29 Row sum not single length

29-29 A shift is too great or numbers are getting too large.

31-29 Wrong or impossible matrix inserted.

0-29 Two matrices are incompatible.

3, 7-18 X This is in G.I.P. itself and is caused by incorrect filling
instructions on a brick triad.

Machine faults (with buzzer)

29-31 Store failure

24-31 Arithmetic failure.

Earlier bricks tend to use these failures as standard rather more than later
ones.

3. USE OF BRICKS UNDER THE CONTROL OF G.I.P.

This is the more usual method of using standard bricks. For a comparison of this 
method with that of using bricks direct from the reader see 4.1, pc 31.

3-1 Assembly of a G.I.P. program pack.

The following pack should be assembled:-

G.I.P. 8 (ZC01T∕6, No. 699) Cards 0-33 
Parameter card with N.P^-, on Yo6-row (N < 62)
N standard brick sections
Triad(s) of codewords *
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Note that N is the total number of brick sections in the pack and not the 
number of bricks (unless every brick is of one section) see 2.4, p. 21. The brick 
sections must be in the order adopted for the purposes of the codewords.

G.I.P. itself reads ore triad of codewords (codewords 0-31) but can be made 
to read up to 3 triads (see r=47, 3.2.5, p. 26 ). If there are more than 96 
codewords in a program these can be dealt with by using ZC12B (p. 1θθ)<,

It is not necessary to read in G.I.P. with the Initial Input key (although 
this is the usual method). If a matrix has been formed on the drum by some other 
means (see appendix 1, p. 48) then G.I.P. can be read in as the next brick.
Provided DL11 is non-zero when this is done the drum will not be cleared.

3.2 Codewords.

Codewords are written in columns thus:-

C ode word] 7 Γ^ Γ~ T ∙n ∣ p„ a b c r D GNo,__________________________________________________________________________

0
1
2
•

The parameters a, b, c are integers in the range 0 to 255 inclusive and their 
meaning differs from brick to brick (see descriptions of individual bricks,
Appendix 2). In some bricks one or more of a, b, c may be redundant (and therefore 
not mentioned). All redundant parameters should be put equal to zero,

r is an integer in the range 0 to 62 inclusive and (if <32) refers to the 
brick being obeyed.

D and G are normally zero and these columns are often left out altogether.
The meanings of a, b, c, r, D and G are described in more detail below.

3.2.1 Codewords are numbered from 0 onwards.

3∙2,2 Codewords are obeyed in sequence.

Each codeword leads to the one following except for the special code
words described in 3.2.5, p. 26 and some DEUCE instructions (see 3.2.6, p. 27) 
Completely blank codewords (i.e. ones in which a=b=c=r=D=G=θ) are ignored by 
G.I.P. which carries on to the next one.

3.2,3 Codewords that cause bricks to be obeyed.

These codewords have either

(a) 1 $ r ≤t 31 and G = 0
or (b)32 ≤ r ≤ 62 and G = 1

and causr' brick section r to be obeyed. The N brick sections in the G. I.P, 
pack (3.1, p 23 ) are numbered from 1 to N in the order in which they appear 
in the pack. (The brick order is at the discretion of the user). The brick 
is provided with the parameters a, b, c (in 1δθ 2). Auxiliary parameters 
a1, bj∣, c1 may be provided by using the functioft f=48 (see 3.2.5, p 26 )

⅜
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If r=C=0 and. c∕θ brick section c will be obeyed, but no parameters will
be set (i.e, 1δθ 7, will contain rubbish),, However, any auxiliary parameters
set by the previous codeword, will be found in 17n z∙ u->

When a brick is being obeyed under the control of C.I.P., each section 
will find in the high speed store, at entry, whatever was left there by the 
previous section, except for:-

(a) the DL's the section itself occupies

(b) the parameters a, b. c, r in l8θ -, (unless r=0 in which case 
l8θ are unchanged),

(c) the auxiliary parameters a , b , c 48, in 17∩ -, if n=⅛8 has 
been used.

(d) any alterations made by intervening DEUCE instruction codewords.

(e) TS17> and DL's 1 and 11 which are always altered.

(f) 12~∩ , contain instructions (unless altered by the previous
brick) as follows:-

1229 1, 1-30, 0, 0 

i250 1, 15-31, 0, 29 

12 1 1, 11- 1, 1, 2, 1
The first brick section to be obeyed finds rubbish in the high speed 

store, left by C. I.P., except for the DL,s it occupies itself and its para
meters.

ft
3.2,4 G∙.I,P, stores.

C.I.P. 8 occupies 23 tracks on the drum and 4 of these 249 to 252 
(l5/9-12) contain the C.I.P. stores 0-127. They are as follows:-

0-95 the codeword stores
96-99 contents of 17n ∙z )

100 - 0^3 )
contents of TS16 ) as left by the last section obeyed

102-3 - ∕ and will be found there by the next
104-5 contents of 19p , ∕ section.
106-7 contents of 20∣, z
108-9 contents of 21p,z ∖

110 contents of TSl3 ) as left by the last DEUCE instruction and
111 contents of TS14 ) will be found there by the next DEUCE
112-119 - instruction.
120 zero
121 P1
122 P9
123 P1 + Pg
1⅛ P,7
125 P + P; r1 .17
126 4 + P17
127 P1 ÷ P9 ÷ p3

Except for the stores 0-99, 101, 104—111 the stores listed here must 
not be altered. Also stores 100, 102-3, 112-119 must not be referred to at all.
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3.2.5 Codewords that operate on other codewords, etc, (r 32)

Codewords with 32 $ r ≤- 62 and G=1 have been dealt with in 3.2.3∙
above. In codewords with 32 r ≤ 48 and G=0 the numbers a, b, c are used to
refer to the G.I.P. stores 0-127 (see 3∙2.4). Note that in this context 
A, B, C are used to indicate the contents of G.I.P. stores a, b, c respectively;
A, B, C are not the store numbers.

The effect of such codewords iss-

r = 32 a/0;b=0;c/0, Replace the c sections numbered a to
(a+c-l)byc sections in the reader (which must not occupy more 
tracks than those they replace unless overwriting of the extra tracks 
is allowable).

r = 32 b=0jc=0. Read N . P^ on data card and then perform previous
operation with a=1,b=0, c=N.

r = 32 b ∕ 0. Pass one brick through the reader and obey it with parameters
a, b, c.

r = 33 Jump to codeword number c. (a and b ignored).

r = 34 Jump to codeword b if A is positive or zero, jump to c if A is 
negative.

r = 35 Jump to codeword b if A is zero, jump to c if A is non-zero, 

r = 36 Jump to codeword c if B > A, otherwise continue normally,

r = 37 Jump to codeword c if B ∕ A, otherwise continue normally,

r = 38 Replace C with (A + B) and continue normally.

r = 39 Replace C with (A - B) and continue normally,

r = 40 Put a copy of A into C and continue normally, 

r = 41* Obey (A + B) add P^ to B, jump to codeword c. 

r = 42* Obey (A + B), add Po to B, jump to codeword c.

r = 43* Obey (A + B), add P to B, jump to codeword c.

r = 44* Obey (A + B), add C to B, and continue normally,

r = 45 Obey (A + B), jump to codeword c.

r = 46 Obey the codewords a to b inclusive then jump to codeword,c. It is
normally not possible to obey "second order subroutines", iue. for any 
of the codes a to b to have r=46. If this is done then the program 
will follow the directions of the second r=4⅞""codeword and forget all 
about the original one. Control by r=46 ends as soon as a codeword 
with a number greater than b is encountered. This must be considered 
if any of the codewords a to b is a jump instruction.
The "P32 on I.D." facility (see 3∙3∙2, p. 29) does not apply to code
words a to b but they will nevertheless be displayed on the 0.S. as 
they are obeyed.

-' ~. r = 47 Read a triad of 32 codewords into store 32c onwards, then jump to b.
(c = 0, 1 or 2).

r = 48 Place aj∣ , b^, c^ as auxiliary parameters for the next brick to be 
obeyed.

* NOTE that the order of the operations carried out by these codewords is: 
form A + B = K say, then modify B, then obey K, then jump to c.

*
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3.2.6 Codewords acting as DEUCE instructions.

Codewords may be written in standard DEUCE instruction format 
0, S-D (c) W T. This is written across the a, b, c, r columns with a D in 
the D column to indicate that a P31 is required. (it is customary to write
a G in the G column, and obligatory to punch it in card column 48, for "GO" 
instructions). This type of codeword is termed a "DEUCE instruction" and 
is obeyed as a normal DEUCE instruction stored in m.c. 30, except that the 
next instruction to be obeyed is determined as follows:-

(a) T may take the values 31, 0, (or 1 if the instruction is not a 
discrimination)r

(b) If T =31, the instruction must be a discrimination and will loop 
back to itself until a successful discrimination occurs, when the 
next codeword will he selected.

(c) IfT=O, the instruction leads to the next codeword, unless it is a 
successful discrimination, when the next but one codeword is obeyed.

(d) If T = 1, the next but one codeword will be obeyed,

DEUCE instructions will find the following information in the high speed store:-

TS13 ) whatever was left there by the last DEUCE instruction obeyed,
TS14 )

TS15 )
TS16 )
QS17 ) whatever was left by the last DEUCE instruction, if this was
QS18 ) the last codeword, otherwise nonsense.
DS19 J
DS20 )
DS21 )

DL 1- 8 Instructions for G.I.P, 8. These must not be disturbed.
DL 9-12 Contents of G.I.P. stores 0-127 (see 3.2.4, p. 25)

If a DEUCE instruction with destination 31 is obeyed then the heads so 
moved must be returned to position 15 before obeying a normal codeword.

The main uses of DEUCE instructions are:-

(a) transferring parameters from binary cards to G.I.P. stores.

(b) transferring blocks of 32 codewords from the drum to G.I.P. stores,

(c) performing arithmetic operations on G.I.P. stores.

3.2.7 Allocation of values to a, b, c.

While it is not necessary for the user to know in detail how G.I.P. 
works, it is necessary for him to know enough to be able to allocate values 
to a, b, c in the codewords, (Further details of G.I.P. are in 6.1, p. 38)

G.I.P. itself uses 23 tracks, numbers 233 to 255 inclusive, (li∕9 to 
15/15) and stores the bricks backwards from track 232 (1Z1∕8), Thus the 
number of tracks left for data is 256 minus 23 minus (total no, of triads in 
the bricks being used) = M, say, these being tracks 0 to (M-l) inclusive.

However a few bricks (notably the mult, bricks, LM05B, LM08B) use 
tracks 0 onwards to store intermediate results. The descriptions of 
individual bricks should be consulted to ascertain how many tracks, if any, 
are used in this way.
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The user will thus have a certain number of tracks available for 
matrices and these must be allocated with the following points in view:-

(i) The largest matrices likely to be met with at any stage must be 
catered for.

(ii) Overlapping and overwriting of matrices should be kept to a 
minimum.

These points can obviously conflict but (i) is more important 
than (ii).

Overlapping and overwriting of matrices is to be avoided as far as 
possible,since it makes location of errors (by operator, machine or program) 
more difficult and it can also make it impossible to restore control. Further, 
with some types of failure it is possible to return to the beginning of the 
brick and if either A or B has been (partly) overwritten this will not be 
possible.

If it _is necessary to overwrite matrices (because of their size or 
number) it is better, if possible, to overwrite matrices other than the ones 
being used by the current brick, i.e. each brick overwrites matrices which 
were finished with several bricks previously rather than the ones it is 
itself operating on.

As a last resort, it may be necessary to overwrite some of the bricks.

3.2.8 Codewords on cards.

Codewords ar⅛ punched in triads. A triad consists of 32 codewords 
punched on successive rows of 3 cards, starting on the 2oC-row of the first 
card (and thus finishing on the 9c<-row of the third card).

. Ordinary codewords are punched as follows:-

a in card columns 17-24 
b in card columns 25-32 
c in card columns 33-40
r in card columns 41-46
D in card columns 47
G in card columns 48

DEUCE instructions are punched in the usual DEUCE instruction form, 
with a P31 digit (column D) and with a "GO" digit (column G) if necessaryi

While G.I.P. rea,ds binary codewords it is often easier to prepare 
codewords in decimal and convert using ZC25T, see 6.6,1, p, 42.

3∙3 The G.I.P. program on the machine.

With a program of bricks being obeyed from the reader the operation is 
reasonably straightforward and if things go wrong it is usually not difficult to 
see why or at least where. With a G.I.P.-controlled program, however, the cause 
of an error is not usually obvious and to assist in locating failures a number of 
facilities have been built into G.I.P.

3.3.1 Display of codeword on 0.S.

Throughout the operation of a G.I.P. program (except while the punch 
is running) the 0.S. shows the codeword currently being obeyed or about to be 
obeyeds This is very useful when a failure occurs since the operator cam see 
in which brick it occurred.

Note that the code 0, 0, 0, 32 (i.e, P∑q) 1-s displayed on the 0<,S,
While the bricks are being read and the code 0, 5, 0, 47, while the first 
triad of codewords is being read.
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3.3.2 P32 on the I.D.

If a P32 (or for that matter any negative number) is put on the I.D. 
the program will stop before obeying each codeword. It stops with 0, 8-24 X 
on the I.S. lamps and the codeword about to be obeyed is displayed on the 
0.S. If a single shot is given the codeword is obeyed and the machine will 
stop on the next codeword and so on. If the P32 is removed the program 
will continue normally.

There are two exceptions to the above rule. The P32 facility is 
not applicable to either DEUCE instructions or to codewords being obeyed under 
the direction of function r = 46.

3∙3.3 G.I.P. "Request Stop".

If R.P,-7 is set on the I0D. the program will proceeed normally till it 
reaches codeword, number R (remember that codewords start at number θ) and then 
stop, on 0, 8-24 X, before obeying it. The machine will continue normally 
after a single shot.

There are two exceptions to the above rule. The request stop 
facility is not applicable to either DEUCE instructions or to codewords being 
obeyed under the direction of function r ~ 46.

3∙3∙4 G.I.P. "External Tree".

If the program is stopped at 0, 8-24 X by either the P32 facility or 
"Request Stop" the codeword about to be obeyed may be altered (i.e. replaced) 
as follows.

Put CONT TIL on, set required codeword on I.D., 
give a single shot and put machine to NORMAL.

The required codeword now appears on the 0.S. Check that it is 
correct (it may have an unwanted P,?). If it is not, reset the I.D., single 
shot and check again. If it is correct put CONT TIL off and single shot.

Note that

(i) The replaced codeword (i.e. the one on the 0.S. before the facility is 
used) is not obeyed.

(ii) The replacement is effective only for the one occasion - next time it 
is obeyed it will have reverted to its original value.

(iii) This facility is a good waster of (machine and programmers’) time and 
should be used, sparingly. Its main use is to inject the instruction 
0, 0, c, 33j which makes the program jump (usually back) tto codeword c.

3.3»5 Restore Control.

This can be done in one of two ways, as described below. Neither of 
these two methods is entirely satisfactory (although (ii) is preferable) and 
the inexperienced or out-of-practice user would probably be well advised, in 
the event of failure, to use Post Mortem, as described in 3.3.6, p. 30.

It is only possible to restore control if G.I.P. itself is not in the 
high speed store.

(i) The Manual Method.

Put STOP key to STOP 
Put External Tree ON
Set 14-31, £ on I.S. and press CONT. T.T. on and off.
Set 15-30, s on I.S. and press CONT, T.T. on and off.
Set 1, 11-1, 1 on I.S. and press CONT. T.T. and T.C.I. on and off. ' 
Repeat this last operation until 1, 1-1 appears on I.S. lamps.
Put External Tree, CONT. ToT. and T.C.I. off.
Put P^2 on,I,D. ∙
Put 01OP key to NORMAL
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5.2.11 Scheme B grand, sums etc.

These are all of the "spilt" or ''truncated" type, i.e. accummulated 
single length and any digits spilling over the top end are lost.

The grand sum of a matrix (22) consists of the unshifted sum of all 
its elements plus (m+n+p) P,-7. This is different from a scheme A matrix, 
see 5.2.6, p. 33. 17

The sum of a scalar consists of the element, R, plus number of b.p.
pR*pi7*

5∙3 Matrices etc, on cards.

5.3-1 Binary.Matrices. (Scheme A or B)

Matrices (scheme A or scheme B) are punched by rows, each row starting 
in the c<-field of the Y-row of a fresh card. The last element in each 
matrix row is followed, in the next available card row (ot-field) by its row 
sum shifted down k places (θ≤6 k ^.16). The row sum is accummulated double 
length, shifted down double length and then the more significant half (zero 
if k is sufficiently large) is dropped. However, for all practical, purposes 
k can be put = 1 and more recent developments (e.g. LK16T) assume that k =1.

The binary elements can be punched either in 32 or 64 column form 
("column" referring to card columns and not matrix columns). In 32 column 
form the elements appear on successive rows of a card or cards, in the 
°t-field. In 64 column form the elements of a row appear as follows:-

Y<∖-row 1st element Y >S-row 2nd element
X<k~row 3rd element X B-row 4th element
0∙√-row 5th element 0 β-row 6th elemen∣t

. etc. etc.
It is important to note that bricks exist for dealing with either 

32 or 64 column binary matrices and that the two types are not always 
interchangeable, e.g. LRO7∑∕2 deals only with 32 column matrices.

Depending on whether the matrix is a scheme A or scheme B matrix the 
leading digit of the element of largest modulus is in the P_^ or P^θ position.

Each matrix is preceded by a parameter card with

Y <^-row m∙pi7 (no∙ of rows)

X<χ-row n.P^ (nθ∙ of cols.)

0<A-row P,B)7 (no. of b∙p)

1 <4-row k.Pjl(row sum shift)
17

When reference is made to a "binary matrix" (whether of 32 or 64 
column form) this usually includes the parameter card.

5.3.2 Binary Vectors.

These are simply 1 x n matrices (row vectors) or n x 1 matrices 
(column vectors)

5.3∙3 Binary Diagonals.

These are usually punched as row vectors but sometimes as column
vectors.

5.3.4 Binary scalars.

These are punched one to a card with

Y* -row Scalar
X ot-row Sum^i.e. (Scalar + b.p. times P, )
0√,-row b.p. times P'

• Note that this order is different from the order of the items in the
machine (see 5.2.3, p⅛ 32 )»
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5∙3∙5 Decimal Matrices.

There is no universally accepted, standard, form for decimal matrices 
although there are statements to the contrary in various items of DEUCE 
literature.

Most of the bricks for reading decimal matrices occupy a large number 
of tracks and generally speaking it is a good plan to convert decimal matrices 
to binary using a separate conversion program and then to use the binary 
matrices as input to the main program. LP14BT gives quite a flexible decimal 
output but programmers may prefer to punch out from the main program in 
binary and then to convert to decimal separately. The most convenient 
programs for doing these conversions are LKj∣5T and LK16T. A full description 
of these programs is included in the report K/AA. t 1354 but brief details are 
given in 5.3.6. below.

There are other programs for converting decimal matrices to binary 
and vice versa and details of these obsolescent programs can be found else
where,

LK04 Dec-bin. conversion, 1 per card, with scaling.

LK05 Dec-bin. conversion, non-zero elements only.
LK06 Bin-dec. conversion, 1 per card.
LK08∕'i Dec-bin. conversion, non-zero elements only.

LK09 Bin-dec. conversion, 3 per card.
LK10 Bin-dec, conversion, 4 per card.
LK11T Bin-dec. conversion, 6 9~digit elements per card.

There are also a number of bricks for reading and punching decimal 
matrices. These are listed in Appendix 2.

5∙3.6 LK15T and LK16T.

LKi5T converts decimal matrices to binary and LKl6T converts binary 
matrices to decimal.

.A decimal matrix can be punched in any r x s form, i.e, r elements 
per card with s digits per element (r ≤ 16s, 1 ≤ s 4 8), The elements may be 
in fixed point or fully floating form. There must be no gaps (blank card 
columns) between elements and the whole number field must be as far to the, , 
right on each card as possible (i.e. card column 80 must be punched'). The 
form of the conversion is controlled by a comprehensive parameter card.

A binary matrix produced by LK15T or for input to LKl6T,will be in the 
standard double field form described in 5.3.1, p. 34 » Note that single 
field binary matrices cannot be dealt with.

5 ∙ 5∙7 Bricks for reading and punching decimal matrices.

These are as follows (details being given in Appendix 2)

LP11BT Punch-6 9-Digit Elements Per Card
LP12BT Punch-8 8-Digit Elements Per Card
LP14BT Punch-R S-Digit Elements Per Card

LR19BM∕1 Read - Non-Zero Elements Only.
LR20BM Read - R S-Digit Elements Per Card.

5.3.θ Decimal Scalars.

There is no standard form for decimal scalars.

LP09A punches one or both scalars in floating decimal. )
) „

LR14A reads either one or two fixed point decimal ) bee
scalars. ) Appendix 2.
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The next codeword appears on the 0,S. and is not obeyed. It is 
extremely easy to make a mistake with this method, the favourite being to 
obey 14-31, 1 and 15~3O, 1 thus overwriting the restore control track and 
rendering further attempts impossible.

(ii) The Card Method.

Initial Input program ZCO7∕1, No. 385, with P^2 on I.D.

The next codeword appears on the 0.S. and is not yet obeyed. Since 
the Initial Input key has been used the D.L's will be cleared and therefore 
DL12, and in particular the scalar stores, will be destroyed.

3∙3∙6 Use of Post Mortem.

As with ordinary DEUCE programming every user has his own pet method 
of program testing. However for the ordinary user (and certainly for the 
inexperienced or out-of-practice user) the use of Post Mortem (z P29T∕3) is 
preferable to manual insertion of codewords, peering in the scope and the 
like when failures occur.

The operating instructions for Post Mortem are, briefly, as follows:-

(a) Remove all cards from reader
(b) Set computer to STOP
(c) Depress the External Tree key
(d) Set 30-0, 1 on I.S. keys
(e) Give a single shot
(f) Set external tree key to centre position
(g) Put computer to NORMAL
fħ) Press the READ key
(i) Run in the program

. The machine will then punch out, in order, the contents of the I.D,,
TS13-16, DS19-21, QS17 and 18. D.Lis 12, 11, .... 1 and tracks θ∕θ onwards. 
If the Discrim key is raised during punching after the buzzer starts sounding 
the computer stops at 3, 0-22 X and if TP^γ is then set on the I.D. and a
single shot given punching is resumed at track T. Full details of how to
use Post Mortem are given in the report on ZP29T∕3.

When using Post Mortem it is advisable to punch out all the D.L's and
at least the tracks applicable to the codeword at which the failure occurred.
Extravagance is better than parsimony when it comes to deciding which tracks 
to punch out. (To punch the entire drum takes less than 4 minutes.)

3.3∙7 Failures.

As stated in 2.7, p. 23 standard bricks contain a number of checks 
and when these fail certain instructions appear on the I.S. lights. It 
should be realised that the appearance of one of these instructions, more 
often than not, indicεtes a program or operator’s error, e.g. a matrix written 
at track 54 but read from 108 (54 shifted up one place) would very likely 
produce a grand sum error.

There is only one failure instruction in G.I.P. itself, namely 

3, 7-18 X

This is caused by incorrect filling instructions on a brick triad and 
therefore can only occur while the program pack is being read in. With 
library bricks this failure should not occur - if it does then either the 
machine has mis-read a card or, more likely, the pack is out of order in some 
way.
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Another source of error is the incorrect specification of N, the 
number of brick sections in the pack (see 3,1, p<> 23 ). This is usually 
caused, either by counting the number of bricks instead of brick sections or 
by forgetting to increase N if another brick is added to the pack later.
The result of an N too high is that the second card cf the first triad of 
codewords is read as the second card of a brick which causes the failure 
3, 7-18 X mentioned above. The result of an N too low is that a triad of 
a brick is read as a triad of codewords with an unpredictable effect. If N 
is incorrectly specified it may be that the r values in the codewords are 
also incorrect.

USE OF BRICKS FROM THE READER.

Any number of standard bricks may be stacked together and obeyed in sequence 
trough the reader, i.e. a brick is read into store, obeyed and then the next brick is 
ad in and obeyed and so on. The only requirement is that each brick, on being 
.tered, should be able to find the data on which it is to operate in the appropriate 
lore , ∩r if it requires data on punched cards then those punched cards should be next 
l the reader.

Use of bricks from the reader is not confined to scheme A bricks; scheme B bricks 
e sometimes used in this way and sometimes even a mixture of scheme A and scheme B 
■icks. The essential point is that each brick should find the data it requires where
requires it. Since scheme B bricks require parameters these must be planted before 

e brick is obeyed using ZCO⅛∕1.

See Appendix 1.

4.1 When to use this method.

The choice for a particular job lies between schemes A and B and between 
using bricks under control of G.I.P. and obeying them direct from the reader. The 
most convenient method is almost invariably scheme B bricks controlled by G.I.P.
This is the most flexible system, there is a wide range of bricks available and the - 
resultant program pack is comparatively easy to operate on the machine. However 
this method has one big drawback in some applications, namely that there is 
insufficient storage space in the machine for all the matrices involved.

In this case the bricks must be obeyed from the reader,, Scheme A bricks are 
slightly more convenient than scheme B bricks to use from the reader but this is often 
outweigh⅛d by the fact that there is a much wider selection of scheme B bricks avail
able.

If matrices are so large that the drum is embarrassingly small it is probably 
better to partition the matrices and deal with each partition separately either with 
or without the use of magnetic tape.

MATRIX CONVENTIONS.

The majority of problems solved by the use of standard bricks with or without G.I.P., 
e in matrix form and certain conventions have been adopted as tc the modes of storage 
matrices etc. on punched cards and in the machine.

5∙1 Block floating form.

Generally speaking, matrices, whether on cards or in +he machine, are in block 
floating form, i.e. all the elements are to the same number of binary places. The 
standard bricks take account of the number of b.p. in a matrix and, as far as 
possible, work to maximum precision. It should however be noted that block 
floating puts a limitation on the range of the elements of a particular matrix, e.g. 
the numbers 1 and 1θ''θ cannot be stored in the same matrix. Sometimes, even if it 
is possible to store them, e. g. 1 and 10 , the precision of the smaller elements 
may suffer.
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• 5 ∙ 2 Matrices, etc, in the machine.

5.2.1 Scheme A matrices.

The element of largest modulus of a block-floated, scheme A, matrix, 
vector or diagonal and a scalar has its most significant digit in the P,,∣ 
position, i.e. the P^ and P7>2 digits are different. This is different from 
scheme B, see 5.2.7, P- 33 v Note that sub-matrices may not obey this rule, 
see 5.5, p. 37 .

The drum is used to store a single m x n (mn^-8l92) matrix, starting 
at track 0 (θ∕θ) the successive elements being stored in m.c. 0 onwards of 
this and subsequent tracks. The matrix is stored row by row, the first 
element of a row being stored in the m.c. immediately following the last 
element of the preceding row. Thus the row sums are not stored with the 
matrix, Some bricks require the column sums to be stored as an extra row 
following immediately after the last element. The matrix parameters are 
stored in DL12 as listed in 5∙2,4, below,

5.2.2 Scheme A diagonals.

A diagonal matrix (or simply "diagonal") is stored (when applicable) 
in DL's 4-10 as a vector of order N (N ,<j( 224) or. in DL's 4-11 (N ^256), the 
elements being stored in reverse order starting with a^ in 4θ∙ The element 
of largest modulus has its most significant digit in the position.
The position of the parameters of a diagonal in DL12 are given in 5.2,4 below.

5.2.3 Scheme A scalars.

Two scalars R and S can be stored at any one time, in 12^ y∣,∣ and 
12^, . The contents cf these m.c.'s are given in 5.2.4 below. The value
of the scalar R (or S) is stored to p_ (or j '■ b.p, such that the most

• r* ∙ ∙ ∙ ∕ ∖significant digit of R (or S; is in the P^ position. Note that the order 
of t e 3 quantities R, pn and (R + po) or S, p_ and (S + p_) is different
xv in * ∕ ∖ S Sfrom their order on cards (5∙3∙4, p. 34 )∙

5.2.4 Use of DL12 in scheme A.

12θ Zero

121 m.P17 )

*3 n'pi7 ∖

< Matrix parameters
123 *pi7 )
12⅛ pA∙pi7 °r d∙pi, j

1⅛ 2£a ’

126 pd,,pi7

12_ ≤L ) Diagonal parameters
7 a 1

12a N,Pi7 )

1⅜ E >

12^θ Pr.P^ ) 1st scalar.

2n r + pr^pi7
1212

,213 S )

^214 pS'p17 ) 2nd sca∙par∙

1215 S + ps'pi7

*D.P3 is planted in 12, by LZ01A for example. The symbols not already 
described are detailed belnw.
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5.2.5 Scheme A row sum shift.

The row sum shift, k, is the number of places which the row sums will 
be shifted down when the matrix or diagonal is punched out. The value of k 
read in with a matrix is not stored in 12^ and if a value of k other than zero 
is required it must be planted by LRO5A (p. 70 )

5.2.6 Scheme A grand sum of matrix, diagonal or scalar.„

These are all of the "spilt" or "truncated" type, i.e. accumulated 
single length and any digits spilling over the top end are lost.

The grand sum of a matrix A <⅜> consists of the unshifted sum of 
all its elements plus the number of binary places p^ (times P^∙7). This is 
different from a scheme B matrix grand sum, see 5.2.11, p. 34. ‘

The sum of a diagonal d (^-*cp consists of the sum of all its 
elements, plus the number of binary places p^ (times P^∙-) plus N (times P77).

The sum of . a scalar consists of the element R (or S) plus,the number 
of binary places p^ or p^ (times ^7).

5.2.7 Scheme B matrices.

The element of largest modulus of a matrix or vector should have its 
most significant digit in the P position, i.e. P and P,g should be the 
same and P different from these two. (This is different from scheme A, see 
5.2.1, p. 32 and great care is needed if, for example, it is required to use 
scheme A matrices on cards in a scheme B program. See 5.7» P∙ 38.

Note that sub-matrices may possibly not obey this rule (see 5∙5, P∙37)

In scheme B several matrices or vectors can be stored on the drum at 
the same time. A m x n matrix is said to be stored at track "a", or simply 
at "a", if its elements are stored consecutively, without row or column sums, 
starting at m.c. 4 of track "a", the first element of a row being stored 
immediately after the last element of the previous row. The first 4 m.c.'s 
of track "a" contain

m.c. 0 (see 5.2.1l)
m.c. 1 m∙∑67
m.c. 2 n.P17f

m.c. 3 p.P^7 (no. of b.p.)

5∙2.θ Scheme B diagonals.

In dcheme B these are classed with ordinary matrices and are not stored 
in the DL's as in scheme A. A diagonal is usually stored as a row vector or 
column vector.

5.2.9 Scheme B scalars.

These are stored in exactly the same form as in scheme A, i.e. in 
12^ and 12^ with leading digit in P^ position.

5∙2.10 Scheme B row sum shift.

As in scheme A (5.2.5, above )the row sum shift k is not stored with 
the matrix. There is usually a means of specifying k in a brick which
punches out a matrix.
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5.2.11 Scheme B grand, sums etc.

These are all of the "spilt" or "truncated." type, i.e. accummulated 
single length and. any digits spilling over the top end are lost.

The grand, sum of a matrix (22) consists of the unshifted, sum of all 
its elements plus (m+n+p) P>∣γ∙ This is different from a scheme A matrix, 
see 5.2.6, p. 33.

The sum of a scalar consists of the element, R, plus number of b.p.
pR∙pi7,

5∙3 Matrices etc, on cards.

5.3.1 Binary .Matrices. (Scheme A or B)

Matrices (scheme A or scheme B) are punched by rows, each row starting 
in the ot-field, of the Y-row of a fresh card,. The last element in each 
matrix row is followed, in the next available card, row (ot-field) by its row 
sum shifted down k places (θ≤i k ^.16). The row sum is accummulated double 
length, shifted down double length and then the more significant half (zero 
if k is sufficiently large) is dropped. However, for all practical purposes 
k can be put = 1 and more recent developments (e.g. LKl6τ) assume that k =1.

The binary elements can be punched either in 32 or 64 column form 
("column" referring to card columns and not matrix columns). In 32 column 
form the elements appear on successive rows of a card or cards, in the

-field. In 64 column form the elements of a row appear as follows:-

Y<≈<-row 1st element Y >5-row 2nd element
X<*-row 3rd element XB-row 4th element
0'√-row 5th element 0 yS-row 6th element

. etc. etc.
It is important to note that bricks exist for dealing with either 

32 or 64 column binary matrices and that the two types are not always 
interchangeable, e.g. LR07∑∕2 deals only with 32 column matrices.

Depending on whether the matrix is a scheme A or scheme B matrix the 
leading digit of the element of largest modulus is in the P_^ or P^θ position.

Each matrix is preceded by a parameter card with

Y vrow m∙pi7 (no∙ of rows)

Xo<-row n∙∑51-7 (no. of cols.)

0<A-row R’P17 (no∙ oP b∙p)

1 o<-row k.Pjl- (row sum shift)
17

When reference is made to a "binary matrix" (whether of 32 or 64 
column form) this usually includes the parameter card.

5.3.2 Binary Vectors.

These are simply 1 x n matrices (row vectors) or n x 1 matrices 
(column vectors)

5∙3∙3 Binary Diagonals.

These are usually punched as row vectors but sometimes as column
vectors.

5.3.4 Binary scalars.

These are punched one to a card with

Y<~row Scalar
X<√-row Sum^i.e. (Scalar + b.p. times P )
0<A-row b.p. times P,-,

17
• Note that this order is different from the order of the items in the

m <-> /— 1-λ -i k> z-> 1 C r) A -v-χ ~7 Γ∖ 1
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5.3.5 Decimal Matrices.

There is no universally accepted standard form for decimal matrices 
although there are statements to the contrary in various items of DEUCE 
literature.

Most of the bricks for reading decimal matrices occupy a large number 
of tracks and generally speaking it is a good plan to convert decimal matrices 
to binary using a separate conversion program and then to use the binary 
matrices as input to the main program. LP14BT gives quite a flexible decimal 
output but programmers may prefer to punch out from the main program in 
binary and then to convert to decimal separately. The most convenient
programs for doing these conversions are LKh5T and LK16T. A full description 
of these programs is included in the report K/AA t 1354 but brief details are 
given in 5.3.6. below.

There are other programs for converting decimal matrices to binary 
and vice versa and details of these obsolescent programs can be found else
where .

LK04 Dec-bin. conversion, 1 per card, with scaling.

LKO5 Dec-bin. conversion, non-zero elements only.
LK06 Bin-dec. conversion, 1 per card.
LK08∕l Dec-bin. conversion, non-zero elements only.

LK09 Bin-dec. conversion, 3 per card.
LK10 Bin-dec. conversion, 4 per card.
LK11T Bin-dec. conversion, 6 9-digit elements per card.

There are also a number of bricks for reading and punching decimal 
matrices. These are listed in Appendix 2.

5.3.6 LK15T and LK16T.

LK15T converts decimal matrices to binary and LKl6T converts binary 
matrices to decimal.

.A decimal matrix can be punched in any r x s form, i.e. r elements 
per card with s digits per element (r ≤ 16, 1 ≤ s $ 8). The elements may be 
in fixed point or fully floating form. There must be no gaps (blank card 
columns) between elements and the whole number field must be as far to the . 
right on each card as possible (i.e. card column 80 must be punched). The 
form of the conversion is controlled by a comprehensive parameter card.

A binary matrix produced by LK15T or for input to LKl6T'will be in the 
standard double field form described in 5.3∙1> p. 34 « Note that single 
field binary matrices cannot be dealt with.

5 ∙ 3.7 Bricks for ^*θ⅛ing and punching decimal matrices.

These are as follows (details being given in Appendix 2)

LP11BT Punch-6 9-Digit Elements Per Card
LP12BT Punch-8 8-Digit Elements Per Card
LP14BT Pun.ch-R S-Digit Elements Per Card

LR19BJ¾∕i Read - Non-Zero Elements Only.
LR20BM Read - R S-Digit Elements Per Card.

5∙3.8 Decimal Scalars.

There is no standard form for decimal scalars.

LP09A punches one or both scalars in floating decimal. )

LR14A reads either one or two fixed point decimal ) ,.
scalars. ) Appendrx 2.
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5«4 Other types of matrix.

So far the term "matrix" has been applied to blocks of numbers each of which 
occupies only one word in the machine or one 32-bit row on a card. There are, 
however, 3 types of matrix which occupy two words per element. These are double 
length, floating and complex matrices. The simplest way of looking at these is to 
consider each (two word) element as two consecutive single length elements of a 
single length matrix of double the size.

5.4.1 Double length matrices.

A double length m x n matrix A is one in which the elements are double
length numbers and is stored in the machine or on cards as an m x 2n single 
length matrix whose elements a_ are respectively

aθθ (less significant half of first double length element)

(more significant half of first double length element)

aθ2 (less significant half of second double length element)

As far as row sums, grand sum, 64∙< and full 64 column form are 
concerned the matrix is considered exactly as an m x 2n single length matrix, 
e.g. the grand sum is the single length, spilt sum of all 2mn, not mn, elements 
(plus m,2n and p if it is a scheme B matrix and p only if scheme A). The b.p. 
is measured from the less significant end of the less significant half.

5.4.2 Floating matrices.

A floating m x n matrix is one in which the elements are standard 
floating binary numbers and is stored in the machine or on cards as an m x 2n 
single length matrix whose elements are respectively

aQ0 (exponent of first floating element) 

aθ-j (mantissa of first floating element) 

aθ2 (exponent of second floating element)

o*
#*

As far as row sums, grand sum, 64∂L and full 64 column form are 
concerned the matrix is considered exactly as an m x 2n single length matrix, 
e.g. the grand sum is the single length, spilt sum of all 2mn, not mn, elements 
(plus m,2n and p if it is a scheme B matrix), p is meaningless and can be 
anything in a floating matrix.

5.4.3. Complex matrices.

A complex m x n matrix is one in which the elements are complex 
numbers and is stored in the machine or on cards as an m x 2n single length 
matrix whose elements are respectively

aθθ (real part of first complex element) 

aθ1 (imaginary part of first complex element)

ac2 (real part cf second complex element)

*
9

As far as row sums, grand sum, 64oi∙ and full 64 column form are concerned 
the matrix is considered exactly as an m x 2n single length matrix, e.g. the 
grand sum is the single length, spilt sum of all 2mn, not mn, elements (plus
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5.4.4 Null Matrices.

A null or zero matrix is one in which all the elements are zero. It 
is usually stored, with zero binary places. The G.I.P. user need, not make 
any special provision for null matrices, the bricks do this automatically 
where necessary (see 2.6, p» 22).

5.4.5 Constant matrices.

Matrices which are program constants (e.g. scaling factors, or zero or 
unit matrices of a given size) can be read directly to the drum by punching 
them in triad form with track number times P^ and inserting them after G.I.P. 
card 0003. Reading a matrix in this way saves a codeword.

Remember, however, that G.I.P. uses ZP39T and this does not allow 
blank yβ-fields unless they can overwrite track 0.

5«4.6 Trapezoids.

Many practical problems involve triangular or symmetric matrices and 
this means that about half the space occupied by a matrix is wasted. This 
has led to the trapezoid form of matrix.

A trapezoid has m rows and n columns (m^∙ n) the first row containing 
1 element, the second row 2 elements and so on up to the nsth which has n 
elements, any remaining rows containing n elements. The total number of 
elements is thus ⅜n (n+l) + n(m-n). The elements of a trapezoid are preceded 
by 4 parameters as in a normal scheme B matrix but instead of m and n there 
are 2 other parameters .u and y such that mV = ⅛n (n+1) +n (m-n). This 
means that many existing bricks can be used 'to operate on trapezoids.

A full description of trapezoids and how to operate on them can be 
found in DEUCE News 23.

5.4.7 C-type matrices.

A C-type matrix is one in which all the elements are -1, 0 or +1. 
Bricks which deal with this type of matrix are LR15P and LMlOB and 
LM1O√1, see appendix 2« Some other bricks for dealing wιtn this type of 
matrix have been made and they are described oh Information Cardsp 

5∙4.8 Mesh matrices and mod-2 matricese

A mesh matrix and a mod-2 matrix are physically the same thing but the 
methods of treating the two differ slightly. A mesh matrix (or mod-2 matrix) 
is one in which all the elements are either 0 or 1. , The bricks which operate 
on these matrices all assume that m, n^30 which means that the entire matrix 
can be stored in one track, each digit representing an element.-

Purther details of mesh matrix and mod-2 matrix algebra can be found 
in DEUCE News 57s para. 1 and on information cards 365, 366 and 434.

5->5 Sub-matrices.

A frequent operation in scheme B work is the extraction of a sub-matrix4, Most 
of the bricks for this purpose do not standardise the sub-matrix produced, i.e. do 
not shift up the elements so.that the one of maximum modulus has its leading digit 
in the P90 position (scheme B) or P position (scheme A‰ "While it is usually 
possible to leave the sub-matrix unstandardised it may be necessary to standardise 
it from considerations of accuracy. If this is so or if the sub-matrix is required 
in standard form by the next brick then either it can be multiplied by the scalar 
+1, or it can be added to a zero matrix, or brick LZ69B can be used, any one of these 
having the effect of standardising the sub-matrix.

5.6 Numbering of elements, rows, etc.

Where numbering is applicable, the elements, rows and columns of matrices are 
assumed to be numbered from 0 (not 1 ) onwards. There are, however, one or two 
exceptions to this rule (e.g. LP12∣BT) these being noted in the details of individual
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5∙"7 Interchangeability of scheme k and scheme B matrices.

The only difference between scheme A and scheme B matrices on cards is that 
the leading digit of the former is at P,,∣ position and of the latter at P^θ position. 
It is sometimes possible for a scheme B brick to use a scheme A matrix directly 
but this is not really safe unless the user knows something about the internal 
working of the brick in question, the brick LZ20B should be used. On the other 
hand it is often possible t< use a scheme B matrix as a scheme A matrix since there 
is no danger of overspilling.

In the machine the matrices are stored rather differently and to chεnge from 
one to the other the brick LZ20B should be used.

6. MISCELLANEOUS.

6.1, Internal details of C.I.P.

It is not necessary for the user to know about the internal workings of 
C.I.P. but some details are included here for anyone interested.

G.I.P. (including 2 preliminary codewords) is first read to the drum, the 
program being stored on tracks 12+∕9 to 15/8 and the 2 codewords on 15/9. The 
first of the 2 preliminary codewords (θ, 0, 0, 32) causes C.I.P. to read the various 
bricks which are to be used in the calculation and store them on the drum backwards 
from track 1⅛∕8. While this is being done the program extracts, and stores in a 
"directory", information concerning the drum storage location and the minor cycle 
of entry of each brick. These"program codes" occupy tracks 15/13 and 15∕l4∙
Track 15/15 contains codes which indicate to which D.L's the various tracks of the 
brick should be transferred when required in the high speed store. Initial cards
are detected by the zero destination in the X-row and are ignored. A triad of a
brick is read in 64 <χ column form if the destinations of the %.£> and 0 β rows of the 
first card are both zero, when the destination in the Xol row determines the DL from 
which the triad will eventuε,lly be obeyed. A triad of a brick is read in full 64 
column form if either of the destinations in the Xβ or 0∕2> rows of the first card 
are non-zero, these destinations determining the DL's of the cκand∕⅛ fields

β respectively. The entry point of the brick is taken from the HIS and timing no. 
in the 1ct row (64 ck form) or 1 jg row (full 64 col. form) of the first card of the 
last triad of each brick section. A triad is the last of a brick section if its 
"entr " (from the 1-row of the first card) is other than at 1θ∣or at 1θ and a DL 1 
for this section has already been read.

When all the bricks have been read the second of the 2 preliminary codewords 
(0, 5, 0, 47) causes the first triad of codewords to be read to track 15/9. The
program then enters this sequence of codewords at codeword 0 (the first).

At the end of each brick the instructions 

12 - 1 (32 mc's)

130 15- 31

129 1 - 30

131 11 - 1 (32.mc's)

12

are obeyed, thus bringing down a track of C.I.P. This then writes DL12 in track 
15∕12 and interchanges the contents of DL's 2-10 with the "representative tracks", 
15/2 to 15∕l0, DL n being written in track 15/n. The next codeword is then 
examined and if a brick is required it is read from the drum and re-written in the 
representative tracks 15/1-10 or as many of these as it needs, DL ∩ again going into 
track 15/n. The parameters for the brick are plεnted in l8θ 2 z DL12 is
replaced from track 15/12, DL's 1—10 are interchanged with the representative tracks 
and the brick is enteτ'''d.

In the C.I.P. 8 program pack the first 4 cards (θ-3) are ZP39To
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6,2 Differences between the versions of G.I.P.

Later versions of G.I.P. usually contain all the facilities of earlier ones 
and some more. The details of earlier versions are included here for reference 
and as an historical record.

The details of any particular version do not contain all its differences from 
earlier versions. e.g. to see how G.I.P. 3 differs from G.I.P. 8 it is necessary 
to read 6.2.3, 6.2.4, 6.2.5, ...................... .. 6.2.8.

6.2.1 G,I<,P. 1. (ZCO1, No. 208)

The original version of G.I.P. It is now obsolete.

6.2.2 G.I.P. 2. (ZCO1∕1, No. 209)

The special functions with r 32 are not as comprehensive as in later 
versions. Not more than 32 bricks and not more than 64 tracks of bricks are 
allowed.

6.2.3 G.I.P. 3. (ZC01/2, No. 21θ)

The special functions with r 32 are not as comprehensive as with 
later versions. Not more than 31 bricks and not more than 59 tracks of 
bricks are allowed. This version is the first to include "restore control" 
as a built-in facility. If required, further bricks can be read in or 
obeyed direct from the reader by using r = 32.

6.2.4 G.I.P. 4.

This version was never published since it was quickly followed by
G.I.P. 5.

6.2.5 G.I.P. 5. (ZCO1∕3, No. 323)

Up to 62 bricks can be read in at a time and these can occupy up to 
235 tracks. The special function list is altered and increased slightly from 
G.I.P. 3; it is also the first version to contain r=4δ, plant a,∣, b,∣, c .
This version does not begin by clearing the drum and can therefore be run in 
with matrices alre dy in the machine. G.I.P. stores 120-127 contain the 
various combinations of P^, P∩ and P digits. r=32 with b∕θ can be used 
with any bricks, including multi-sectioned ones, r=32 with b=c=O will read 
a data card N and N bricks.

6.2.6 G.I.P. 6, (ZC01/4, No. 418)

This version can obey any DEUCE instruction, earlier versions are 
liable to fail on certain DEUCE instructions, namely in some cases where rows 
of cards are being read. It is not, however, possible to stop on DEUCE 
instructions using the P32 facility.

6.2.7 G.I.P. 7. (ZC01T∕5, No. 475)

This version differs from others as follows:-

(i) The drum is cleared only if DL11 is empty (as it would be if G.I.P. 
were run in with the Initial Input key) otherwise the drum is un
touched. Thus it is possible to run in G.I.P. with matrices already 
on the drum.

(ii) It reads either 32 or 64 column bricks (see 2.5.5, P∙ 22 )

(iii) It has P,,∣ clock tracks in both 12√,l51g and 15∕l5^g. This makes it
compatible with Post Mortem, etc.

(iv) It uses 23 tracks for itself as against 21 by G.I.P. 5 and. 6.

(v) It can obey any DEUCE instruction but will not stop on this type of
codeword with the P32 facility. .
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6.2.8 G∙.I.P. 80 (ZCO1T∕6, No. 699)

This version differs only slightly from G∙.I.P. 7∙ It obeys DEUCE 
instructions with the 0.S. clear. It also has a slight internal re
arrangement which meakeε it more convenient for magnetic tape working 
(see 6.9, p47 ).

This version is the current standard one and should be used 
in all new G.IoPo programmes,

6.3 Other brick assembly programmes.

6.3o1 Special Interpretive Programme (S.I.P. 2)

G∙.I.P. is a comprehensive programme, rather too 
comprehensive for some purposes, This is particularly so when dealing 
with small matrices where the time taken to interpret a codeword can be 
large compared with the time taken to perform the operation specified 
by it. ⅛us G.I.Po was altered slightly to produce S.I.P. (Special 
Interpretive Programme) which at the price of two fairly trivial restrictions, 
cuts the time taken to interpret a codeword to about half (or less)of 
the time taken by G∙.I.P. The extra restrictions imposed by S.I.P. are:-

(i) DL's 1,2,3 ,,».,11 are lost (instead of 1 and 11 only with G.I.Po) 
after obeying a brick. DLβs are however preserved between 
sections of a multi-sectioned brick.

(ii) Brick sections must not contain more than 8 triads although these 
may include DL’s 9 and/or 10.

Restriction (i) does not apply if a G.IoP. programme consists solely 
of library bricks, Restriction (ii) can usually be overcome quite easily,

• a simple alteration to the "Filling" instructions on one of the triads is
sufficient. This has the effect of dividing the appropriate section into 2 
smaller sections, The alterations necessary for the only library bricks 
affected are as followss the card numbers referring to the 64 column 
versionss-

LP11BT Section 2, card 2, 8⅛ row Blank becomes 1, 12-1, 1, 11, 10
Section 2, card 10, 1Λ row 1, 0=2, 30, 31 becomes 8, 0-2, 30, 17

P13BM card 10, 1β row 1s 0-2, 30, 31 becomes 6, 0-2, 30, 24
_j?14BT Section 3, card 3, 4ft row Blank becomes 1, 12-1, 1, 3, 2

card 10, 1∕} row 1, 0-2, 30, 31 becomes 8, 0-2, 30, 25
LR19BM∕1 Section 1, card 10, 1∕⅛ row 1, 0-3, 30, 31 becomes 5, 0=3, 30, 16
LR20BM Section 1, card 10, 1β row 1, 0=3, 30, 31 becomes 4, 0-3, 30, 28
LR21BT Section 2, card 10, 1^> row 1, 0-3, 30, 31 becomes 8, 0=3, 30, 17
LZ39B Section 2, card 10, 1∕J, row 1, 0-2, 30, 31 becomes 3, 0-2, 30, 25
LZ53B card 10, 1↑P> row 1, 0=2, 30, 31 becomes 4, 0-2, 30, 28
LZ61B Make sure the mods, listed in DEUCE News 66 have been made.
LZ61BM∕1 Section 1, card 10, 1 ∕⅛, row 1, 0-3, 30, 31 oecomes 6, 0-3, 30, 26

The only other thingthe programmer has to do is to remember that the 
brick in question now has one more section than is stated in the "list of 
bricks" in Appendix 2 and make allowance for this in his codewords etc.

The restore control card (card 1000) used with this programme will work 
when used at any time while the programme is in the machine, including times 
when SoI.P. is in the high speed, store. It should be run in.with the 
standard pcst Mortem nrocedure (30-0,1 on Extern''! Tree etc.)

There is one further point: if a brick contains a IS)L12, 12ofa , must 

contain the instructions listed in 6 1 p. 38 before being used with S.I.P.

The version of S.I.P. in current use is S.I.P. 2 (ZC24T∕1 No. 700)

• 6,3.2 ZC11 - Programme Changing Routine.

This programme has been largely superseded by ZC14 (see .6»3.3 
e below). Full details can be found in the programme report on ZC11,

nnmo'lv NR +. 1 '176
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6.3.3 ZC1⅛ and ZC14T∕1 - Brick Assembly

It sometimes happens that the matrices being dealt with by a 
G.I.P. programme (and the bricks it uses) are so small that the time 
spent by G.I.P. in interpreting the codewords is disproportionately 
large compared with the time spent in performing the operation 
concerned. S.I.P. goes some way towards mitigating this (see 6.3..1 
above) but there can still be a lot of time spent in interpretation 
rather than useful work.

With ZC14 and ZC14T∕1 the reduction of interpretation time 
is carried a stage further. This is achieved at the expense of 
programming effort - the programmer has to write his own control 
routine. This is nevertheless quite easy and well worth while if 
a programme is to be infrequent use.

With this scheme ^21g.28 are used∙ be-tween bricks.

Full details .are included in the reports on ZC14 and ZC14T∕1, 
namely NSt 1198 and h∕A⅛ t 1470.

6.4 Comparative times of G.I.P., S.I.P. and ZC14T∕1.

The times given in the tables below are the times taken to interpret 
one codeword i.e. the time taken between leaving one brick (or section)
and entering the next and does not include the time taken by the bricks 

themselves. Separate times are quoted for the cases where the brick or 
section being fetched is of 8 DL,s stored in one head position on the drum,
6 DL,s partly in one head position and partly in another, and of 1 DL only.
These cases are further divided in the case of G.I.P. and S.I.P. according 
as TS13 was zero or negative at the end of the previous brick i.e. according 
as the section being fetched is the first or not in the current brick.
The times for the case where the previous brick ends with TS13 = rP 7 arβ
the same as for the case where TS13 is negative. In ZC14T∕1 the stare of
TS13 on leaving the previous brick is immaterial but the particular head «
from which the current brick is being fetched affects the time as also
does the position of the Master Routine (MR) on the drum. The MR is
assumed to be simple enough for the time taken to obey it to be assumed
negligible.

TABLE 1. G.I.P., S.I.P. AND ZC14T∕1 TIMES

8 D.L,s FROM SAME HEAD 8 D.L,s FROM 2 HEADS 1 Do Lo

TS13 = 0 TS13 = -ve TS13 = 0 TS13 = -ve τs13 = 0 TS13 = -ve

G.I.Po 8 1.27 secs 1.21 secs 1.29 secs 1.22 secs 1.03 secs .96 secs

S.I.P. 2 .67 secs .53 secs .71 secs .56 secs .47 secs .33 secs

8 D.L,s FROM SAME HEAD 8 D.L,s FROM 2 HEADS 1 D.L.

HEAD 15 NOT HEAD 15 HEAD 15 NOT HEAD 15

ZC14T∕1 •32 secs* .34 secs* .37 secs* .17 secs * .19 secs*
* These times assume that the Master Routine (MR) is stored in head 
position 15 (See Table 2).
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TABLE 2. ZC1⅛T∕1 TIMES

MR IN HEAD 15 MR NOT IN HEAD 15

8 DoL,s IN HEAD 15 .32 secs .39 secs

8 D.Lβs IN SAME HEAD (NOT 15) .34 secs .4-1 secs

8 D.L's IN 2 HEADS .37 secs .44 secs

1 D.L. IN HEAD 15 .17 secs .24 secs

1 D.L. NOT IN HEAD 15 .19 secs .26 secs

The times were obtained experimentally, on machines having 
rationalised magnetic interlocks but the increase in time (theoretically 
about .05 secs for ZC14T∕l) for an unrationalised machine would not 
significantly affect the comparison.

From the above figures it can he seen that as a rough general rule
S.I.P. is twice as fast as G.I.P. and that ZC14T∕1 is twice as fast as
S.I.P. (the comparison applying to "interpretation time" and not to 
overall programme time).

Further, if it is decided to use ZC14T∕1 the master routine (MR) 
should he stored in head position 15 and should not move the read/write 
heads (if possible) and as many of the smaller bricks in the programme as 
possible should he stored in head position 15»

6.5 Times for scheme B operations.

There are very few hard and fast rules which will enable the time to 
do a job to be estimated. The following formulae have, however, proved 
useful in estimating the time taken to do two of the more common matrix 
operations, namely mult, and inversion.

Mult, using LMO8B

The time to multiply an m x n by an n x 1 matrix is approx.

9 + (.00692 + ~~¾ mnl seconds.5 $ n ≤ 30

Inversion using LV04B

The time to invert an n x m matrix is approx.

11.67 - 7.78(⅛) + 15.O6(¾)2 + 9.852¾)3 seconds

6.6 Auxiliary programmes

6.6.1 ZC25T. No. 701 Codeword compiler

This programme takes codewords punched one per card in decimal 
and converts them to binary triads. Codewords may refer to other code
words by reference numbers, in the range R01 to R99« The cards 
are punched with R, a, b, c, r and G in DEUCE columns 3-5, 9-11,
15-17, 21-23, 27-29, and 32 respectively, (R in col. 3 and G in col. 32 
being X and 9 and Y and 7 respectively). DEUCE instructions and 
constants may he inserted by punching them in binary on the Y-row 
of a card. The data cards must be followed by a card punched only 
in the 1-row of DEUCE column 1. If more than 32 codewords are read in 
with the ID clear the programme will insert 0, 1, 1, 47 and (if more 
than 64 codewords) 0, 2, 2, 47 as the first 2 codewords. If the I.D. 
has a P32 these codewords will not he inserted.

The output is in the form of binary triads and if a singLe 
shot is given at 2,2-24X, decimal codewords and a reference directory

• are punched. If TIL is forced at 2,2-24X the programme returns to the
beginning for the next case.

*
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Failures are

5, 12-24X Card incorrectly punched - 0.S<, indicates incorrect
columns.
Clear 0.S. and S.S□ to read corrected card.

1) 3-3X Too many codewords read (max = 94 or 96)

1,5-5X Number in R field is not a reference

1, 11-11X Reference used twice (R.P^-, on 0.S.)

6, i3-i3X Too many codewords formed (max = 96)

So So to restart the programme.

6.6.2 2C06 No. 257 Decimalise Codewords.

This programme reads a triad of codewords and converts them 
to decimal. It treats a codeword as a DEUCE instruction if P,, =1 
and as an ordinary codeword if P7, =0. It punches 32 cards 
(or less if the remaining codewords are all zeros) each containing
8.4-digit numbers. These 8 numbers are either m, a, b, c, r, G, 0, 0 
if P31=0 or m, N, S, D, G, Yir, T, G∙if P31≈1 where m is the m.c. number.

6.6.3 ZP45 No, 389, Place reader links.

To obey a set of scheme B bricks direct from the reader it is 
necessary to have instructions in DL 12 such that at the end of each 
brick the instruction 12-1, 1 calling 1,q (see 2.5.2) has the effect 
of calling in the next brick. This pro-gramme plants

1, 12-24, 0, 31 in i230

and 1, 30- 1, 31, 31, in 127.
√ ∙ ∙

which have the required effect.

See also the example in Appendix 1.

6.6.4 2C03∕l No. 388 Place a^s

This programme is to he obeyed from the reader before a 
brick wnich requires (auxiliary) parameters a , b^ and c. in 17θ ,
Punch a P + b P + c P on the 9-row of the programme card. ,
This programme ends like1a brick, i.e. with 12-1 (32) leading to 
l3θ. It will normally be followed by ZG04∕l.

6.6.5 ZC04/1 No. 387 Place a, hs c

This programme is to be obeyed from the reader before a 
brick which requires parameters a, b, c in 18∩ , Punch
aP, + hP∩ + cP.7 on the programme card. Thisυpr<⅛ramme ends like 
a brick, i.e. with 12-1 (32) leading to 13θ.

See appendix 1.

6.6.6 LZ35 No. 265 Omit elements from vector

This programme reads a parameter card with nP,7, k. P17> 
kpP.7, W., W ....Wq on Y,X, 0, 1, 2 .... 8 rows respectively1And 
tπen'a 32 coτ. vector of order n with a row sum shift of k,.
It punches out, with a row sum shift of k„ the vector obtained by
omitting elements corresponding to 1,s in2the composite word
(W W ....Wβ). Failure 3, 31-29 GO Sum check (error on 0.S.)

I g 2. y o

or store check (error 
on 0.S.)

n ≤ 256, k-1 $ 16, k2 ≤16.
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6.6.7 LZ36 No. 266 Shift matrix elements up or down

This programme reads a 32 col. matrix and punches it out 
with the elements shifted down s places and rounded off if 1 ≤ s ≤ 32 
or shifted up (-s) places if —31 ≤ s $ -1, where s.P.-7 is set on the 
I.D. -31 ≤ s ≤ 32. 1 fFailures are 5, 0-15X s incorrect

3, 29-2910 Row sum check ( error on 0.S.)

3, 29-31X Store check (S.S<, gives error on 0.S.)

6.7 Latent roots by scheme Z

This method is not very convenient to use and has been superseded.

6.8 Standard magnetics sequences

Many bricks use "standard magnetics sequences" which are, in effect, 
subroutines for reading a track into DL11 or writing a track from DL11, 
given the track number T as an 8 bit quantity. The subroutine also adds 
1 to the track number ready for next time. The term "standard" is a 
misnomer, now, since there are at least 3 such sequences, two of them out 
of date. They are included here since many bricks use them and they are 
often not included in the flow diagrams of such bricks.
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6.8.1 Version I (Superseded.)

G∙iven T.P5 in 213s link in 13«

Results Read Adds 1 to T, reads track T, sums it in 13

Direct Read Reads track T, sums it in 13«

Write Writes to track T, adds 1 to Ts sums track in 13.

Read Direct Read Write

⅛ 3° ~ 212 219 3°-212 220222-212 (P15> 

227 13 ” 130

*⅞ 215 - 22j (P5) 224 13 - 130

214 212 - 28 r---------------------- > 23 26 - 13 (2 0-31 0 θ)

2γ 213 - 14

N0Z0 29 23 - 14 (8 m.c.)218 212 "23
221 2⅛ " 14 (4 m.c.)226 14 - 25
228 13 ~ °

q30 a -31

20 230 " 13 (2 0"5° 0 2)

212 24-14 (4 m.c.)217 14 ~ 26
2^ 21 - 25 (2 m.c.)228 - 0
Q30 B -30

22 212 “ 28
_________ <Λ____________________n°2°____________ I I2

---------------------------- ^24 30-13 <-----------------

215 11 - 25 (32 mocβ)

130 link

Auxiliary Sequences.

225 193 - 25 229 193 “ 13
22g 13 - 0 2 28 - 25

Q30 21 13 -193
28 210 ” 26 ^P22^211 13 " 2θz∕ ∖ κ∙z∙
1 VConstants Available 13 14

2 - P2210
213 ^ p5 
9 - P1S
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6β8<,2 Version II (Superseded.)

— ⅛ 213 " 2⅛ Write 220 2^ - 21g (P15)

Direct Read 2 q 30 - 21
x⅛> <2-------
227 15 " 130

¾0 ¾ ~ 13 (2, 0-31, 0 s 0)

2c 21, - 14
5 3

27 23 - 14 (8 moco)

218 212 ~25

2g^ 24 - 14 (4 m<>co)

226 14 " 25

228 13 - 0

Sθ 2j A 31

2θ 22 - 13 (2, O-J)s 0, 6)

2^ 24 “14 (4 ∏uco)

29 14 - 26

2^2 212 3 - 25 (2 nioCo)

• 228 13 " °

Q50 22 B - 30

26 212 “28 
∕Z N.2?\^

y∕ 217 213 ~ 223

2i6 30 - 13 <--------------------------------- 1

2% 11 - 25 (32 m.c.)

130

Auxiliary Sequences0

225 “ 25 229 i95 - 13

22θ 13-0 231 28 - 25

So 21 13 “ 1S

2δ 210 " 26 <p22>

211 13 - 28
z × ∖t>.z.

113 11⅛Constants availableP22 in 21θ s P5 in 2 s P15 in 2£2
»
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6*8.3 Version III

READ WRITE

p5-8 " 1L__ p5-8,15 " 15
A 13 - <1,∩ T is in TS14

_________________________________ ≤Ξ__________________  LINK in TS1J
(a) 23 - 14 (4 aoc.)

(b) ι1 - 13 (ι1~ 17-30)

(c) 15 - 25

B 25-25

13-0

(θ+ - 3∣) s or 1
(d) 24-14 (4 m.c.)

(e) I2 - 13 (I2 = 17-29)

(c) 15 - 25

c 25-25

13-0 
(θ+ - 3θ) s or 1 

14 - 13
D (f) 27 - 25 (16 m.Co)

13 - 14 (T + 1)

30-13

E 11 - 25, 1

130

As written this routine assumes the track number is times P,-
but by making instructions (d) and (a) the first and last in section C and making
(f) a tι∙ansler lor 1 m.c. onιy ⅛ne υxacκ numuex∙ u<m ∪c aυ√i∙eu 1.1mes P.
(the more usual manner).

If head block shifts are being anticipated then section B can 
come after section D.

This subroutine has not been coded since the programmer can use 
as many or as few of the sections A, B, C, D and E as he pleases 
and there is some choice in their order and the storing of T.

6.9 4atrix γ∕ork using magnetic tape.

Full details of the conventions etc. adopted in using magnetic tape 
for matrix work are given in DEUCE News 61. Details of the 4 bricks written 
so far are included in Appendix 2.



APPENDIX 1. EXAMPLE.

• It is required to solve the set of n equations with m R.H.S., A X = B, and to punch
out the values of each variable multiplied by various quantities, i.e. to punch out
k1 I-, 2E1 > k2⅛⅞, .............kn —n -n whθre k1 ’ k2................kn arθ scalars> ⅛ ’ ⅛................-n

are column vectors andxj, xq, ...... xj, are (l x m) vectors containing the solutions, i.e.

the values of the respective variables.

It is assumed that n ≤ 84, m ≤ 6 and thεt the column vectors 1 have < 28 elements.

This example is a composite one and is in 3 distinct parts. The 3 parts are treated 
below as separate entities, they have been linked together to show how the solution of 
linear equations can be part of a bigger program and how programs can combine the two 
methods of using scheme B bricks, i.e. from the reεder and under the control of G.I.P.

Part 1 reads into track 16 the matrix B’ (since in general m is much smaller than n, B’ 
occupies considerably fewer cards than B) transposes to get B (in track θ) and then reads 
matτ*iχ A into track 1≤. Matrices A and B are then in the form required by the solve 
linear equations program LΞOθ∕l. In part 1 the bricks are obeyed from the reader
using ZP45, ZCO⅛∕1 etc. ZP49T is primarily a read-to-drum program but cards 0-2 are 
effectively an initial pack. .

Part 2 solves the equations and leaves the (n x m) matrix of solutions X at track 128.

Part 3 extracts the rows (actually columns, see note (ii) below) of X in turn, these being
denoted x,, x, ...... x s reads in the values of k and 1 and forms the required products— 1 — 2 —n —
kci--c s = 1 s - > ...... n)

S'™* S°,βS

As it stands the program is not foolproof,since only if DL11 is non-zero when G. I.P. E 
is read in will the drum be left intact. It would be better to insert say ZP34 between 
LE06∕l cards 5200-5217 and G.I.P. 8.

Pack

A ZP49T cards 0-2 
ZP45 <
ZC02+∕l with 0, 0, 16, 0 on 9-row 

β LR16BT
Part 1 √ Matrix B’

) ZC0i∕l with 16, 0, 0, 0 on 9^row
LT02B/1
ZCO⅛∕ 1 with 0, 0, 16, 0 on 9-row 
LR16BT

s, Matrix A

λ ZC0i∕l with 16, 0, 0, 0 on 9~row 
LE0β∕l cards 1500-1503

Part 2 < 1400-1420
∣ 2000-2045

4000-4071 
V 5200-5217

r G.I.P. 8
Card with 1θP-]γ on Y-row 
1. LZ10B l'
2-4. LM08B
5. LZ38B
6. LR16BT
7. LP15BT
8. LR04A
9. LS02B

Part 3 √ 1θ∙ LT°2Al

3 triads of codewords (see note (i) below)
Matrix
Scalar k^
Matrix 19
Scalar k9 © <-

0 ,β
t

Matfix 1m
∖ Scalar k » × m
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The Codewords.

These were written for ZG25T (See 6.6.1 p. 42) and are included here more 
or less as they were written.



♦

(i) These 2 codewords and the second and third triads of codewords are redundant in this 
example since there are less than 32 codewords. They are .included simply to show 
the usual method of employing function 47. ∙

(ii) The matrix X is transposed because the mult, brick LM08B requires Xg as a column 
vector and not as a row vector. X occupies 16 tracks and is in track 128.

(iii) This double codeword extracts a column of X and writes it in track 123 onwards.
r = 48 takes the numbers in the a, b, c columns and plants them as values of aj∣, b^,
cj, in 17„ The value of c. will be m, as planted by codeword R05∙ The values

1 θ,1,2 1
of a, b are increased by one each time round the loop by the codeword with r = 38.

(iv) Note that this is a case of a scheme A brick included in a scheme B program.

(v) The vectors 1 occupy up to one track each.

(vi) G. I.P. stores 123 and 124 contain + P^ and P^ respectively.

(vii) These codewords reset codewords R01, R02, and R03 to their initial values. It is
slightly less natural but more correct (from the point of view of restarting if 
things go wrong) to put these codewords at the beginning of the program.

(viii )lt is possible to store the product matrix at track 0 although the brick uses tracks 
0 onwards as temporary stores.

(ix) There is not much point, in this example, of going to the trouble of counting the 
vectors and scalars. It would be quite adequate to have a main loop of codewords 
which simply extracted the next column of X, read in the next scalar and vector, 
and punched out the product, the process ending when there were no more vectors and 
scalars to be read. However, as written, the program has the virtue that there is 
a check on the number of vectors, etc.

Decimal Codewords and References as punched by ZC25T.

The following are straight tabulations of the input and output from ZC25T.
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Input.

O o o O O 1 O O 1 O A 7
O o o 0 0 2 0 0 2 O A 7

3 O 9 1 2 θ O O O 16 0 O 1 O
R O 5 R O 3 0 3 3 1 2 θ O O 5

R O 2 0 3 2 1 2 θ O O 5
R O 3 1 6 O O O O O O O O A θ
R O 1 o O O O O 1 1 2 3 O O 1

o O O O O O 12 6 O O 6
o O O O O O O O o O O θ
1 2 6 O O O 12 7 O O 9
1 2 7 12 3 O O O O O 2
o O O COO O 33 O O 7
R O 1 12 3 R O 1 O 3 θ
R O 2 1 2 A R O 2 O 3 9
R O 2 R O A R O 3 O 3 5

R O A R O 6 O O O R O 2 O A O
R O 7 O O O R O 3 O A O
R O θ O O O R O 1 O A O
O O O COO R O 9 O 3 3

R O 7 1 6 O COO O O O O A θ
R O θ o O O O O 1 12 3 O O 1

1
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Output.

0 O O O 0 O OOl 001 O 4 7
0 O 1 0 0 O 0 0 2 C 0 2 O 4 7
0 O 2 1 2 θ OOO 16 0 O 1 O
0 O 3 O O 5 0 3 3 1 2 θ O O 5
0 O 4 O 2 1 0 3 2 1 2 e O O 5
0 O 5 1 6 O OOO 000 O 4 θ
0 O 6 O O 0 OOl 1 2 3 O O 1
0 O 7 O O 0 OOO 12 6 O O 6
0 O θ O O 0 OOO OOO O O θ
0 O 9 1 2 6 OOO 1 2 7 O O 9
0 1 O 1 2 7 12 3 OOO O O 2
0 1 1 0 O O OOO 0 3 3 O O 7
0 1 2 0 O 6 12 3 0 0 6 O 3 θ
0 1 3 0 2 1 1 24 0 2 1 O 3 9
0 1 4 0 2 1 0 15 0 0 5 O 3 5
0 1 5 0 2 2 OOO 0 2 1 O 4 O
0 1 6 0 1 9 OOO 00 5 O 4 O
0 1 7 0 2 O boo 0 0 6 O 4 O
0 1 θ 0 0 O 000 0 0 2 O 3 3
0 1 9 1 6 O OOO OOO O 4 θ
0 2 O 0 0 O 001 12 3 O O 1

R O 1 0 O 6
R O 2 0 2 1
R O 3 0 O 5
R O 4 0 1 5
R O 5 0 O 3
R O 6 0 2 2
R O 7 0 1 9
R O θ 0 2 O
R O 9 0 O 2
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APPENDIX 2<

DETAILS OF THE INDIVIDUAL BRICKS.

The brick numbering system,

A standard brick is one form of program in the DEUCE Library and the numbering 
system for programs is as follows. The program has a code number, a serial number and 
(usually) a report number. This last is of the form NS t .... or ^K∕kk t .... and usually
contains the flow diagram, the sheets of which each have a number of the form S6∕.......... ..
The serial number is a straightforward number, all programs having been numbered from 1 
onwards. The code number consists of several parts: 2 letters denoting the main 
category and sub-category respectively, a 2-digit serial number within the sub-category,
0, 1 or 2 modifying letters and possibly a stroke number,

e.g. ZP29T∕3

Z is the main category - miscellaneous, P the sub-category - programmers’ aid 
programs. This program is the 29th in the ZP group, the "T" denotes that it is a program 
for a 6⅛ column machine only and the /3 means it is the third modification of the original 
ZP29.

A full list of programs, program categories, modifying letters etc. can be seen in j 
DEUCE News 55. The brick categories are as follows:-

GL - Differential equations,
LA - Diagonal pre-mult.
LB - Back substitute.
LC - Check.
LD - Diagonal post-mult.
IE - Linear equations.
LF - Form row or column sums.
LG - Form grand sum,
LH - Add.
LJ - Reduce. *
LK - Conversion, bin-dec, or dee-bin.
LL - Latent roots.
LM - Mult,
LN - Trapezoid bricks.
LP - Pinch.
LQ - Determinants.
LR - Read, z
LS - Scalar mult.
LT - Transpose.
LU - Residuals.
LV - Invert.
LW - Subtract.
LX - Linear programming.
LZ ~ Miscellaneous,

XR - Regression analysis.
XT - Statistical tabulation.
ZC ~ Control schemes or accessories.
ZP - Programmers’ aids.
ZT - Transformations,
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The key to the brick details.

On the left hand page are the code number, serial number and title and description.

Where a brick has been superseded or where there is another similar brick, this is 
stated in the title. Where a brick has been superseded its full details are still given 
so that G.I.P. programs which already exist are covered. The exception to this rule is 
where a brick has been found to be faulty; in these cases no details are given and 
programs which use the faulty version must be changed.

In the description certain symbols and conventions have been adopted. A, B and C 
refer to matrices stored at a, b and c respectively, these being the values of the 
parameters supplied to a brickj p^, p,θ and pθ are the numbers of b.p. in, and √L∙θ

and 2. Q are the grand sums of, matrices A, B and Cl m, and are the dimensions of A 
and similarly for B and C, The scheme A diagonal is denoted "by d.

Where a brick has no description all the necessary information is conveyed by the
title.

On the right hand page in the three left hand columns are the number of sections (s), 
the type (Ty) which is either I or II and the number of tracks (Tr) occupied by the brick 
on the drum. Note that the number of sections is always the number of tracks and
ppears in the left hand column. Normally if a single-sectioned brick requires n tracks 

uhese occupy DL’s. 1-n when it is obeyed. A few bricks use other m.c.’s of the high speed 
store, this fact being noted where it applies.

Next to S, Tyand TY come the failures and their meanings. The instruction given is 
the one which appears on the I.S. lights. If the brick goes into a looped failure 
(e.g. 7, 31-29 GO in LZ0δB consists of 3 instructions) then it will appear as a single 
GO instruction on the IS lights. At a failure the buzzer may or may not be sounding; 
this is not mentioned unless it distinguishes between 2 different failures in the same 
brick. In more recent bricks it is often possible to continue after a failure (albeit 
with the wrong result)^ Thus in the list of failures the expression "S.S. exits" means 
that after a single shot the brick will jump to its exit point and the program will 
Continue; "S.S. repeats" means that after a single shot the brick will have another 
attempt at the operation which caused the failure. Note however that in some failures 
"S.S. leads back to start of brick" and this may means the operator has to take some 
action, e.g. in a read-from-cards brick the matrix being read would have to be re-assembled 
in the reader.

The last three columns of the brick details are as follows. The DL12 column gives
+he m.c.’s of DL12 which are actually overwritten by the brick - it does not list the
.c.,s which are merely referred to e.g. LS02B overwrites m.c’s 12-15 and refers to m.c.’s 

9-11 but only m,c.'s 12-15 are listed.

The column F,D. (Flow Diagram) gives the number of the report in which the flow 
diagram can be found. This number is of the form NS t .... or K/AA t .... but only the 
.... part is included in this column. The report number given will usually be that of 
the ordinary brick report but may be one of the four reports containing miscellaneous brick 
flow diagrams (these are report numbers 1174» 1200, 1454 and 149θ).

The last column is the code number repeated, for ease of reference.

In various places the expression "Modified for use from the reader", is used. All 
this means is that the brick has the "fillers" of its last triad in the form described in 
2.5.7, P<- 22«

•»
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NUMBERS. TITLE AND DESCRIPTION.

GLO3B 310 Two-Stage Runge Kutta.

The vector of initial conditions (y∩) is at a and a vector (k∩) at (a+l)

where k^θ = ,yi0. The vector of initial values (xθ) is at b. The
dx

marker M in codeword c is 0 for a 1 st stage and non-zero for a second 
stage, M to be changed by the programmer between stages. The interval 
h is stored as a scalar in codeword stores c+1, c+2, c+3, treated as a 
scalar store. After 1st stage (xj∣) is at b, (y ) at a and (k^) at a+2 

(as p^ for 2nd stage) where x^ = x^θ + ⅝h, and y_^ = y^θ + ⅝k^θ. After

2nd stage (x7) as and (Yp) as a^ts a w4ere x^ = + ⅛ and =

∙^i1 + - ∕'⅛iis Vectors x, y, k, p must have not more than 28

elements.
b/a, a+1 or a+2. c∕ 29, 30, 31, 61 , 62, 63, 93, 94 or 95.

LAO1A 122 Diagonal pre-mult.

The product dA, is formed in the matrix store and a card punched with

Y-row Shift times P.-7 
17

X-row Most sig, half of modulus of largest element of dA before 
shifting.

LA02B 139 Diagonal pre-mult. (Superseded by LA02B∕l)

LA02B∕ 1 401 Diagonal pre-mult, with compatibility check.

C = A,B where A is a diagonal stored as a row or col. vector. Checks
that no. of rows of B = no. of elements in A (unlike LA02B). c = b is ∙
permissible.

LB01Z 150 Back-⅛ub,i, lιn, equations, punching. (Superseded, 2.2p. 20 )

The r solutions are nunched as 1xm matrices. Should follow LJ02Z and 
he followed by LC02Zj

LB02Z 166 Back-sub,, inversion, punching. (Superseded, 2.2ρ. 20 )

Punches the transposed inverse. No arithmetic checks - the inverse may 
be checked by multiplying by the original matrix. To follow LJO1Z.

LB03Z 170 Back-sub,t inversion, storing. (Superseded,2.2 p.20 )

Stores the transposed inverse in scheme A form. No arithmetic checks.
To follow LJQ1Z,

LB04B 171 Back-sub., inversion, storing. (Superseded by LB04B∕ 1)

LBO4B∕1 251 Back-sub., inversion, storing. (Superseded by LV04B)

Stores the transposed inverse in scheme B form. No arithmetic checks.
To follow LJO1⅞∕1 and should be followed by LCO45^1. c must be m.

LB05B 450 Back-sub,, lin. equations, storing. (Superseded by LE06∕l)

The r solutions are stored as an r x n matrix at c. Should follow 
LJ02Z and be followed by LC02Z.

GB06B 451 Back-sub.9 lin. equations, punching. (Superseded by LE06∕l)

The r solutions are punched as an r x n matrix. Should follow LJ02Z 
and be followed by LC02Z.
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S _ZX_

II

Tr FAILURES. DL12 F.D. No.

1 8 7, 29-31 X Sum failure of h 12--15 1173 GL03B
1, 29-31 X Sum failure of y
6, 29-31 X Sum failure of k
5, 29-31 X Sum failure of p
6, 0-29 X y and. k incompatible
7, 0-29 X y and. p incompatible

6 II 8 1, 31-29 Matrices incompatible 4, 5,9 1490 LA01A
1, 24-31 Distributive check
1, 29-31 Diagonal and. matrix store checks
1, 29-29 Shift too big

1 II 7 Same as LA02B∕ without 7, 31-29 X 1-
12

5,9
-15

1200 LA02B

* 1 II 7 3, 24-31 X Distributive check 1- 5,9 1454 LA02B/1
29-31 X Sum failure of A 12--15

∕, 29-31 X Sum failure of B
4, 24-31 X Shift too big
7, 31-29 X No. of elements of A.-^no . of rows of B

1 II 5 2, 31-29 Equations too ill-conditioned, for solutior 1454 LB01Z

1 II 5 3, 31-29 Matrix too nearly singular for inversion 1454 LB02Z

2 II 7 3, 31-29 Matrix too nearly singular for inversion 4, 12 1454 LB03Z
1, 29-31 X Drum store check 13

1 II 6 3, 31-29 Matrix too nearly singular for inversion 12 ,13 1454 LB04B

1 II 7 3, 31-29 Matrix too nearly singular for inversion 12 ,13 1454 LBO4B∕1

2 II 10 31 -29 Equations too ill-conditioned for solutior 1292 LB05B
29 -31 X Store failure - a S.S. repeats

2 II 9 31∙-29 Equations too ill-conditioned for solutior 1293 LB06B

•
29∙-31 X Store failure - a S.S. repeats
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NUMBERS. TITLE AND DESCRIPTION.

LC02Z 149 Check store, lin, equations. (Superseded, 2.2 pt, 20 )

LC03A 16O Check Matrix Store.

The grand sum of the elements is checked and if this fails the sum of 
each track of A is checked. Any faulty track is brought down 
repeatedly, the track number being displayed on the 0.S. If a P32 is 
put on the ID and removed the check will be performed on the next 
track. If the TIL key is pressed the grand sum of A is rechecked.

LC04Z 167 Check store, inversion. (Superseded, 2.2 p. 20 )

To follow LB02Z or LB04B but not LB03Z.

LC04Z∕l 252 Check store, inversion. (Superseded, 2.2 pβ 20 )

LC04Z modified for use from reader after LB04l∕l<>

LC05A 245 Check Diagonal Store.

The diagonal store is sum-checked.

LC06B 377 Check grand sum of matrix at a.

LDO1A 125 Diagonal post mult.

A.d is produced with a similar output to LA01A. The matrix A is 
required with column sums (formed by LE01A or LF014∕l. )

LD02B 140 Diagonal pest mult.

C = A.B where B is a diagonal stored as a row or col. vector. Stores ∙
double length col. sums at c and then overwrites them with C. If A
has only one row these col. sums will occupy nearly twice as much space 
as C. c=a is not allowed.

LE07B 504 Unsymmetric band equations.

Solves the equations A^x = R where A,_ is an unsymmetric band matrix,

hand width 2k+1, b^=k ≤ 14, n ^.256, and R is n x 1, i.e. 1 R.H.S.

The matrix of coeffs. and R.H.S. , at aj∣, can either be (i) in standard

form i.e. n by (n+l) when section 1 should consist of cards O-18, or 
(ii) in "squashed form" i.e. n by (2k+2) when cards 1000~1018 should 
be used. e.g. n=3, k=1.

∖ Γ s '7 Γ× 0 cθ d,θ'v 0 would be 0 cθ dθ Rθ where Rθ g
∖ x
∖b,∣ cj∣ dγ on the b^ cj d,∣ R,∣ is the

0 '×χb2 c2 0'.drum as b2 c2 0 R2 R.H.S.

The vector x is stored at c^ to c b.p. Section 1 of the brick puts

each row of the matrix in a separate track starting at track 0 and the 
re-arranged rows can overlap A1 provided elements are not overwritten

before they have been dealt with. The brick forms L, U, S where 
A^ = LU and R = LS, L being lower triangular with units on the diag

onal, and it is important for the user to know something about this 
process since he has to specify a, the no. of b.p. in Land bjthe 
shift down Of the elements of U before entering Redιce. If n > 160 
tracks 96, 97 and 98 are used.

«■»
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S Ty Tr FAILURES. DL12 F.D. No.

1 II 2 2, 29-31 Drum store check +- 1490 LC02Z

1 II 3 2, 29-31 X Matrix store check 1490 LC03A

1 II 1 1, 29-31 X Drum store check - 1454

i

LC04Z

1 II 2 1, 29-31 X Drum store check j-

!

1454 LC04Z∕l

1 II 1 1, 29-31 X Diagonal store check ' 1490 LC05A

1 II 1 1, 29-31 X Sum failure of A. 30-13 Cont. T.T. 1222 LC06B
and S.S. exits.

5 II 7 1, 31-29 Matrices incompatible 5,6 1490 LD01A
3, 29-31 Diagonal or matrix store check
1, 24-31 Distributive check
1, 29-29 Shift too hig

2 II 9 4, 1-31 X c = a 5-15 1200 LD02B
6, 1-31 X c = b

4» 4, 29-31 X Sum failure of A
5, 29-31 X Sum failure of B
4, 24-31 X Distributive check
1 , 24-31 X Shift too big

4 II 18 1 -31 X a or c > 30 12-15 1335 LE07B
2-31 X A is incorrect shape
3-31 X k > 14

5, 4-31 X
∖ Sum check failure on Aor 1, 4-31 X

Buzz and continue — Transient reading from drum
error.
1, 7-24 X Division failure
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NUMBERS, TITLE AND DESCRIPTION.

LF01A 127 Form column sums, n ≤ 128 (See also LFO1A∕l)

1Forms ∕64 column sums ancL stores at end of matrix.

LF0l4∕l 317 Form column sums ~ Slow - Any n

As LFO1A but slower and n is unlimited. For use with LDO1A.

LF02A 235 Puroh column sums.

“k
Punches the column sums formed, by LF01A as a 1 by n matrix with 2 sum.
No. of b.p. is p. - 6.

LFO3B 421 Form row sums

Stores row sums of A as standard 1 x m vector at c.

LFO∙+BM 501 Form column sums of trapeιzoid or matrix.

Stores 1 x n standard vector C of col. sums of A. If A is a trapezoid 
b - 1, otherwise b = 0. n≤,32

LH01B 76 Matrix add.

Forms C = A+B, Caters adequately for null matrices (unlike LH01B∕3) 
a=b, c=a, c=b are permissible.

LHO1B∕1 275 ) w , . λλ ,o j jλ
LHOjIB∕9 332 ) Mat,r tx acld-. ESuperseded) c

These are almost identical to LH01B∕3.

LHO1B∕3 371 Matrix add. ∙

Forms C = A+B. This brick uses 1 less track than LH01B but does not 
cater adequately for null matrices (see LH01B).

LH02B 138 Add I to matrix.

C = A+I where I is the unit matrix. C is not shifted to standard form 
even if A = -I, c = a is permissible.

LH03A 157 Matrix add.

A+B is formed in the matrix store given B in standard form on cards.

LH04B 705 Add a square matrix to a diagonal matrix.

C = A+B where A is square and B is a diagonal stored as a row or col. 
vector. The brick works for zero matrices and for shifts > 32 if 
needed,

CJO1Z 165 Reduce0 inversion. (Superseded by LV04B)

Should follow LR12Z, LJ03Z or LJ04B and be followed by LB02Z, LB03Z 
or LB04B.

[∣J01¾∕l 249 Reduce, inversion. (Superseded by LV04B)

Similar tc LJC1Z but can be usod before LBO4B∕ 1 also.

4T02Z 152 Reduce, lin. equations. (Superseded, 2.2pc 2θ)

To be followed by LB01Z,

IJOjZ 168 Prepare scheme A matrix for LJO1Z.- (Superseded, see LV04B)

*
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S τ,y Tr FAILURES. DL12 F.Do No.

2 II 3 Buzzer A column sum (x2 has exceeded LF01A
single length

1 II 2 Buzzer A -6column sum (x2 ) has exceeded 1200 LFO1A∕1
single length

1 II 3 None 1200 LF02A

1 II 5 1, 29-31 X Sum failure of A. 1-j 1261 LF03B
12--15

1 II 6 2, 31-29 X n > 32 1-' 1332 LF04BM
1, 31-29 X m is negative
5, 29-31
6, 29-31

$
Sum failure of A

1 II 8 6, 0-31 X A and B are incompatible 12-•15 1174 LHO1B
1, 29-31 X Sum failure of A or B
4, 29-31 X Brick fails to store parameters for C

-
1 II 7 S ame as LH01B 12-

12-
•15
•15

1200 LHO1√1
LH01B/2

1 II 7 6, 0-31 X A and B are incompatible 12-•15 1216 LH01B∕3
1, 29-31 X Sum failure of A or B
4, 29-31 X Brick fails to store parameters for C

1 II 7 4, 31-29 X A is not square 1490 LH02B
1, 29-31 X Store failure
6, 24-31 X Arithmetic failure

1 II 7 3, 31-29 Matrices incompatible 4,5 , 1490 LH03A
2, 21-29 Row sum check 12
4, 29-31 Matrix store check

1 II 8 o-31 x A is not square. S,S. exits 0-2!8 1494 LH04B
1- 1 X B is not a row or col. vector. S.S. exits
2~. 2 X Matrices incompatible. S<,S. exits
3- 3 x) 

29-31 X) Store failure. S. S. exits

2 II 7 1, 29-29 Numbers growing too large 1454 Ld 0 i Z
4, 24-31 X Arithmetic error

2 II 7 1, 29-29 Numbers growing too large 1454 LJO1Z∕1
4, 24-31 X Arithmetic error

1 II 5 2, 29-29 Numbers growing too large 5,9 1494 LJ02Z
2» 24-31 Arithmetic error

•

1 II 4 3, 29-31 X Sum failure of A 4,6 1454 LJ03Z
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NUMBERS. TITLE AND DESCRIPTION.

LJ04B 169 Prepare scheme B matrix for LJO1Z. (Superseded, see LV04B)

LJ04B∕ 1 250 Prepare scheme B matrix for LJO1Z∕1<. (Superseded, see LV04B)

LJO5B 290 Prepare for reduce, lin. equations. (Superseded,2.2 p. 20 )

LL04Z 172 Iterate.

The scheme A matrix (A-p,l) where p’ is on I.D. to 5 b.p. less than A, 
is repeatedly post-multiplied by a vector in DL8 to produce a new 
vector. rτιhe process ends when this vector converges or when the TIL 
key is held down, X , the corresponding root, then being on the 0.S. to 
5 b.p. less than A. 17θ is left zero on convergence or with a P^2 if 

TIL was used. l8θ is always left non-zero (for LL15Z),

LL05Z 173 Punch X , p, k.

Used immediately after LL04Z the current X (as a scalar), a selected 
row p of A such that pk = X , and the current vector k are punched and 
the store is left ready for LL06Z. p has its row no. times P as 1st

-5 1 ' .
element. p and k have 2 row sums but no parameter card. 17θ ιs 

left zero unless n=1 when it stops on 2-2X before exit with P^2 in 17θ∙

LL06Z 174 Remove root.

This must follow LL05Z or LL15Z and reduces the order of A by 1 and adds
1 to v in 12.. .

14

LL07Z 175 Speed convergence.

Replaces the current vector by x, derived by Aitken's formula:- 
2

x, = x^Xj-x2- ; x^, x^, x being the last 3 iterations.

xj, +x,-2x-
1 3 2

LL08Z 176 Store away current vector.

The contents of DL8 are written on track 32.

LL09Z 177 Read good guess.

-5A vector, ∩rder n, with 2 row sum and no parameter card is read to Dl8.i 

LL1OZ 178 Iterate with (A-pt«l) once with pi in 1st scalar store.

The no. of b.p. in p, is immaterial.

LL11Z 179 Punch un~normalised vector.

This is of use if a single residual is required. Thus 
Read Matrix (l<R02A)
Read good guess vector k (LL09Z)
Read scalar X card (LR04A)
Iterate once only.(LL10Z)
Punch un-normalised vector (LL11Z)

will produce A.k - X .k 

LL12Z 247 Back substitute.

The k’s on the drum are converted to the latent vectors and the X ’s 
to block-floating form.

LL13Z 248 Punch final X 's and vectors.

When used after LL1 97, nrerinees tħe v X' s s∩ far fennel (v < as a.
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1 II 4 3, 29-31 X Sum failure of A
4,6, 1454 LJ04B

1

1

II

II

4

4

3, 29-31 X

2, 29-31 X

Sum failure of A

Sum failure of A

1,2,
4,6,

1,2,4,
5,9>1O

1454

1159

LJ04B/1

LJ05B

1 II 5 Alarm, cleared, each iteration. Sum failure of A 6,7,
12,13,
15

1200 LL04Z

1 II 3 None 6,8,
12

1454 LL05Z

1 II 5 5, 29-31
5, 24-31
2, 1- 1

Sum failure 
Arithmetic check 
n = 1

1,2,
5,14

1200 LL06Z

1 II 3 None - 1200 LL07Z

>

1 II 1 None 1200 LL08Z

1 II 1 1, 21-29 Row sum wrong (should be x2 - 1200 LL09Z

1 II 4 None 1200 LL10Z

1 II 1 None 4 1200 LL11Z

3 II 10 Loop of 5 instructions) m ., , . ,,
in ∖ Two identically zero roots 1,2,8,

10, 1490 LL12Z

12-15

•
1 II -> 3, 29-31 X General store check 

vectors
of roots and - 1490 LL13Z
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NUMBERS. TITLE AND DESCRIPTION.

LL1⅛Z 253 Read, back λ as8 p's, kls for back-sub.

The cards produced by LLO5Z are read, to the drum as required by LL12Z 
and LL19Z.

LL15Z 279 Store X , p, k.

As LL05Z except that λ only is punched and X, p, k are stored on the 
drum as required by LL12Z, and LL19Z. If 1δθ = 0 on entry v in 12^

and tracks 96, 97 for X ,s are cleared. Otherwise it proceeds normally 
leaving 17θ with a if n=1, zero otherwise, adds one to v in 12^ and 

goes to 2-2 X before exit.

LL18Z 282 Read back final ∖ ts and vectors for LL19Z.

The cards produced by LL13Z are read back to the drum for LL12Z or LL19Z.

LL19Z 283 Form and punch residuals.

Can only be used after LL12Z or LLl8Z and with A in scheme A store.

LL20Z 284 Punch k' s and current vector.

Used before LL12Z to provide good guesses if further roots and vectors 
are required later.

LM01A 120 Matrix mult. (AB’, n ≤ 96)

Similar to LM06A but about 5% faster. w

LM02A 128 Shift matrix.

To be read in immediately after LM01A, LM06A or LM03A to convert the 
double ^Length product from LM01A or LM06A to a standard binary matrix 
with 2 sums and preceded by a parameter card for use with LK04A. 
k ≤ 32.

LM03A 129 Prepare for shift after restarting matrix mult..

This is used after Mult, if it was necessary to restart it. A parameter 
card with 1, m, (p^ + pβ), and k (all times P^7) 0n Y, X, 0, 1 rows 

respectively is followed by the double length product.

LMO⅛A 130 Restart shift matrix.

The special parameter card from LM02A or LM09A is read in and the store 
prepared for obeying one of these bricks again.

LM05B 73 Matrix mult - A.B’ (Unrestricted n)

C = A.B’. If B is 1 x n (Bs n x l) space must be left at track 0 for 
4n words of double length column sums of A and B or- 2ml words of double 
length product, whichever is greater.
a=b, c = a, c = b, c=0 are permissible. a ∕ 0, b =∕ 0.

LM06A 159 Matrix mult. (AB'i , n ≤ 128)

Punches rows of AB’ double length (assuming B in matrix store and A on 
cards). This brick should be followed by LM02A or LM06A. After a 
failure LM06A can be restarted by re-reading the program and current 
row but then LM03A must be used before LM02A or LM06A.
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1 3 3, 13-29
2, 21-29

X-card sum check 
p or k vector sum check

1,2.4
14,30

1490 LL14Z

1 II 4 None 1,2,6
8,12,
14,

1200 LL15Z

1 I 3 5, 21-29
2, 31-29

Row sum check
λ ’ s and. vectors incompatible or 
vectors have not 3θ b.p.

8,10,
13,14,
30

1200 LL1δZ

1 II 5 2, 31-29

1, 29-31 x

A not square or matrix and. vectors 
incompatible
Before punching - matrix sum check; 
after punching - residuals store check

-l

1200 LL19Z

1 II 2 None - 1200 LL20Z

1

•

II 6 Same as for LM06A 6-12,
14,15

1454 LM01A

1 II 6 1, 29-29
2, 31-29

1, 29-31

Shift too big
(i) Row sum check or (ii) grand sum 
different from stored value (Wrong 
matrix read)

Store check

7,
9-11,
13

1490 LM02A

1 I 2 1, 13-29 Row sum check 1,3,4
6,8,12
14,30

1490 LM03A

1 I 1 None As
LM03A

1490 LM04A

3 II 16 3, 29-31 X
5, 24-31 X

1, 24-31 X
5, 22-31 X

Sum failure of A or B
Distributive failure. S.S. repeats. 
(May be due to having A or B too near
track θ)

Shift too big
Shift or round off or store failure

1,4,
9,11,
12-15

1174 LM05B

1

«

II 6 6, 31-29
4, 21-29
1, 29-31
5, 24-31

Matrices incompatible
Row sum check
Matrix store check
Distributive check

6-12,
14,15

1454 LM06A
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LM07B 184 Scalar product of A and. B.

A, B are vectors, row or column and their scalar product is put in the 
first scalar store if c = 0 or the second scalar store if c ∕ 0.

LM08B 206 Matrix mult. - A.B' (n ⅛ 64)

This is similar to LM05B and the same rules about track 0 apply. It is 
up to 20% faster than LM05B but n must be <r 64.

LM09A 244 Shift and store matrix.

Similar to LM02A but shifted matrix is left in store.

LM10B 296 Norm C1ZC (n2 < 16N)

Eorms P = C,ZC at c from C-type matrix C (see LR15B) at a and diagonal 
Z, as row or col. vector, at b. n^ must be <16N where n is the dim
ension of P (square) and tr; cks 0 to N-1 are available for storing P 
double length. Z must have ≤ 92 elements. '2
c = a, c = b, c = 0 are permissible. If c∕ 0 then c must be “

LM1OB∕1 297 Eorm C,ZC.

Similar to LZ10B but the restriction on n has been removed at the 
expense of 3 extra tracks.
c = b, c = 0 are permissible but c = a is not.

LM11B 326 Change b.p. by + c (See LZ15B and LZ51B)

b.p. of A increased by c if b = 0, decreased by c if b ∕ 0,

LM12B 453 Change b.p. of C to b.p. of A.

If b = 0 b.p. of C is changed to b.p. of A and ( pθ- p^) P^ stored 

in 122g .

If b ∕ 0 ^2θ is added to b.p. of C.

LM13BM 485 Complex matrix mult.

C = A.B, where A,B are complex matrices. If m=1, n £ 62, if m > 1, 
n ⅜,49∙ The brick has been organised so that it is fast for the 
pre-mult, of a matrix by a row vector as opposed to a col. vector.

LNO1B 411 Extract trapezoid from matrix.

Extracts from A the trapezoid of elements on or below the principal 
diagonal and stores at c. The max elements of C may possibly not 
reach P^∩.

LN02B 412 Expand trapezoid to triangular matrix.

The complement of LN01B, i.e. produces from a trapezoid A at "a" a 
matrix at c with zero elements above the principal diagonal.
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1 II 4 1, 29-31 X A or B sum failure 9-11
or

13-1

1454 LM07B
3, 31-29 A is not a row or column, vector

5

3 II 16 3, 29-31 X Sum failure of A or B 0-31 1174 LM08B
6, 24-31 X Distributive failure. S.S. repeats.

(May be due to A or B being too near
1, 24-31 X Shift too big track θ)
5, 22-31 X Shift and round off check
4, 1-31 X n > 64

1 II 4 4, 13-29 Card row sum check ‰2,4 1490 LM09A
2, 29-29 Shift too big 5,14
4, 31-29 Wrong set of cards fed in

3 II 15 3, 13-29 C and Z incompatible 0-28 1200 LM10B
7, 29-31 Grand sum failure of C
3, 29-31 X Distributive failure

4 II 18 3, 13-29 C and Z incompatible 0-28 1490 LM10B/1
7, 29-31 Grand sum failure of C
4, 29-31 X Distributive failure

1 II 1 None — 1200 LM11B
•

1 II 2 None 28 1295 LM12B

3 II 14 1, 0-29 X Matrices incompatible) „
1 i_ ® ∖bβb. exitsn too big )

0-28 1322 LM13B
1, 29-29 X
3, 29-31 X Sum failure of A or B, S.S. repeats
3, 24-31 X Distributive failure. S.S. repeats
4, 29-31 X Store failure. S.S. exits if c=0 or

repeats if c∕ 0.
2, 13-29 X Results are so small that there may be an

error,< Pn where Pr appears on 0.Sβ afte 

a S,S., the program continuing normally.

r

4, 22-31 X C has no element reaching P2^ because the

shift required was > max. possible.

1 II 5 4,
3,
2,

29-31
2- 13
3- 13

X
X
X

Store failure
Fetching from 15∕l4z^)z , , . '
Storing in i5∕i551 Γ bq6)

- 1253 LN01B

1 II 5 4, 29-31 X Store failure 1254 LN02B

•

3,
2,
5,

2- 13
3- 13 

27-27

X
X
X

Fetching from 15∕l4,,)∕σ . ..
o, . . .r-∕.c 31∖∖See subroutineStoring in 15/15,1 y Γ bq6)
y is even. '
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LN03B 413 Expand, trapezoid to symmetric matrix.

Produces from an m x n trapezoid A at "a" a matrix at c symmetric about its 
principal diagonal. (θ ≤ n m)

LN04B 414 Extract general sub-trapezoid.

Extracts from an m x n trapezoid at "a" a sub-trapezoid C. (05n≤m<256)
A "sieve" of 256 bits, Pθ, P^ ...... ^255’ ^^s reGuirei 17θ I9g

20 (Gt.I.P. stores 96-99, 104-107) at entry, C contains the elements

of a. . for which P.=P.≈≈1. C may be null. The max. element of C 
ι<1 1 J

may possibly not reach P^q∙

LN05B 446 Extract or omit sub-trapezoid (double-length)

Extracts a sub-trapezoid C from the double length trapezoid T at a,.
C contains the rows of T from (and including) b,∣ up to (and excluding) 

c,∣ and the cols, of T from (and including) a up to (and excluding)

b, where row 0 (or col, θ) is considered as following immediately 
after row m-1 (or colt, n-l). The max. element of C may possibly not 
reach P^q∙ This brick-is analogous to LZ46B.

LN06B 501 Renumbered as LP04BM.

LP01A 116 Punch binary matrix.

LP02A 117 Punch diagonal.

LP03A 118 Punch scalar. (from 1st scalar store)——- - ' w

LP04A 119 Punch grand sum.

Punches grand sum of A on Y-row of a card (Useful in LLO1)

LP05B 74 Punch binary matrix (Superseded by LP15BT)
— c

Punches A with 2 truncated row sums and b.P9 on 9-row of parameter 

card. 0 ≤ c ≤ 16.

LP05l∕l 391 Punch binary matrix (Superseded by LP15BT)

— q
Punches A with 2 truncated row sums and b.P9 on 9-row of parameter

card. 0 ⅛ c $ 16o This brick copes with non-existent matrices 
(unlike LPC53, LP10BT, LP15BT).

LP06B 137 Punch matrix continuously.

A is punched with a standard parameter card, with 2 rounded row sums, 
with each row starting on the card-row next to the sum of the preceding 
row. 0 ≤ c $ 16. Punching is in 32 col. form.

LP07A 163 Punch transpose of A.

LP08B 199 Punch matrix for LL01o

A is punched with elements shifted down 2 places and rounded off, row 
sums divided by 64, and followed by a sum card as required by LLO1,
No. 31.
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1 II 6 3, 29-31 X Store failure — 1255 LN03B
4» 4-18 X Storing in 15/15, (See subroutine B06)
6, 27-27 X V is even.

1 II 6 5, 29-31 X Store failure - 1256 LN04B
4,
3,

3- 13
4- 13

X
X

Fetching from 15∕14, V 
Storing in 15∕15,1

is even.

subroutine B0£0

6, 27-27 X

2 II 9 6, 5- 5 x) Array selected is neither a 1-3s 1288 LN05B
4, 4- 4 x trapezoid nor a special case 5,6
5, 6- 6 x) of one.
5, 29-31 X Sum failure of T.

1 II 3 1, 29-31 Matrix store check 1490 LP01A

• 1 II 2 1, 29-31 Diagonal store check - 1490 LP02A

1 II 1 1, 29-31 Scalar store check 1200 LP03A

1 II 1 None - 1490 LP0⅛A

1 II 3 5, 29-31 X Sum failure of A. 12-j 5 1174 LP05B

1 II 3 3, 29-31 X Sum failure of A. 12-j 5 1234 LP05¾z1

1 II 5 3, 29-31 X Sum failure of A. - 1494 LP06B

1 II 4 4, 29-31 X Matrix store check 1200 LP07A

1 II 3 3, 29-31 X Sum failure of A 12-1 5 1200 LP08B

•
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LP09A 288 Punch scalars in decimal.

With ID clear 1st scalar- is punched, with a P32 on ID both are punched.
Give a S.S. at 0-27 X.

LP10BT 365 Punch binary matrix - double field. (Superseded by LP15BT)

•“CPunches A with 2 truncated row sums and b.P^ on 9-row of parameter- 

card, in standard form. 0 ≤ c ≤ 16.

LP11BT 393 Punch decimal matrix - 6 per card.

Punches A in decimal with 6 elements per card. c = zero or non-zero 
according as matrix has its most significant digit at P^ or P^θ∙ The

decimal parameter card has m, n and decimal places in card cols. 17-26,
27-36 and 39-48 respectively and the elements are punched (as in P18T,
No. 208) in the order a^, a^ ...... a^, a21, a22.............a^, a ,

ajjg ...... Cards containing elements for the m’th row have col. 80,

9-row punched and the last card has col. 79 9-row punched, thus 
facilitating tabulation. To use with S.I.P. see 6.3.1.

LP12BT 398 Punch decimal matrix - 8 per card.

Punches a decimal matrix with 8 elements per card. c = zero or non
zero according as matrix has its most significant digit at P^ or P^q∙
The decimal parameter card has m, n and decimal places in card cols.
.17-24, 25-32, and 39-48 respectively and the elements are punched (as
in P19T, No. 250) in the order a1 j, a^, ...... a^, , a22...........

am8’ a29, a2 10 o∙, , ’ Cards containing elements for the m'th row

have col. 80s X-row punched and the last card has col. 79 X-row
punched, thus facilitating tabulation. β

LP13BM 442 Punch decimal sterling matrix, non-zero elements only.

A (binary pounds,b.p. > 5) is punched, non-zeros only, one element per 
card. The decimal parameter card (having a P^2 on Y-row) has m, n,

b, c, in card cols. 21-24, 28-31, 35~38, 42-45 respectively, and the 
element a_ has sign, £, s, d, (b+iby∣), (c+jc^) and (b+ib1+c+jc,j) in

card cols. 21, 21-27, 28-29, 30-31, 35-38, 42-45 and 49-52 respectively, 
i,j start at zero. If b^ and c are not planted (by function 48) 

the brick assumes b =cj∣=1. To use with S.I.P. see 6.3.1.

LP14BT 479 General decimal matrix punch.

A is punched R S-digit elements per card, with decimal points and with 
the row number in each card. b=RP^ + SP^, 1 ≤ R ≤ 11, 3 $ S $ 9∙

The maximum values of corresponding R's and S,s are (R,S) = (5,9),
(6,8), (6,7), (7,6), (8,5), (1O,4), (11,3). The output tabulation 
has a very convenient layout with a space after every c^ cards and c2 

blocks of m-rows per page where c=c^P'-, + ≈2∑*21 +O^P24 ^cι^ 15,c2 ≤ 7)

where oζ =0 or 1 according as leading digit of A is in P, . or P,r,
51 3U

position. If c^(or c2) is not specified the brick assumes cj∣=m(or 
c2-max. permissible). The output is of 3 types; Type 1, has m,x,n 
(x=0 and 7. row) in cols. 17-19, 20, 21-23; Type 2 has the col. nos. 
of the next m rows to be punched with signed no. of d.p.(=D) in col.
19 and R 3-digit col. nos. in cols. 20-80; Type 3 has R S-digit 
elements in cols. 20-80, each element occupying S+2 columns, with 
signs (over the least sig. digits) in cols. 21+S, 23+2S, 25+3S, .... 
and with row no. in cols. 17-19. Markers to aid tabulation are:
P2in Y-row of last type 3 card of a c? group; Pyj in X-row of all type

2 cards and all type 3 cards which are the first of a c^ group; P2 
in X-row of the last card of a page and of the matrix. To use with
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No.

LPC9A

LP10BT

LP11BT

EN&LISH ELECTRIC CO. LTD., KIDSGROVE. Repor

S Ty Tr

None

X

X

FAILURES.

Sum failure of A

Sum failure of A. A S.S. with a P32
on the ID calls and stops on, the 
next codeword.

Shee

DL1

1-8

2 F.D.

1157

1210

1236

1

1

2

II

II

II

7

3

14

3,

1,

29-31

13-29

2 II 13 1, 13-29 X Sum failure of A. A S.S. with a 1-8 1241 LP12BT
on "the ID calls, and stops on,

r

the next codeword.

•

1 II 9 5, 12-28<-ι Sum failure of A. Force discrim. 3,5-■11 1284 LP13BM
2, 7-24 to go to end of brick 17-1 9,
1, 29-31 X 24
5, I X Card non-decimally punched. S.S. 

exits γ 
b.p. of A ≤ 5 i.e. element >£105, 6- 6 X
S.S. exits

3 II 20 6, 28-23 X R too large. A S.S. replaces R 
with R-1 and repeats

0-25 1315 LP14BT

8, 9-22 X C£ too large. A S.S. replaces c

with max. C£ permissible.

6, 12-29 X Sum failure of A. S.S. exits.

•
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LP15BT 488 Punch binary matrix - single or double field,
_ ]£

Punches A with b,P^ On 9~row of parameter card and with 2 truncated 

row sums where c=kP + qPz∙ (0$ kζ 16) where q = 0 or 1 according as
1 D

A is required single or double field. This brick does not cope with 
non-existent matrices. Occupies DL's 2 and 3 but uses DL1.

LR02A 111 Read binary matrix,

LRO3A 112 Read diagonal matrix,

LR04A 113 Read scalar into first scalar store.

LR05A 114 Read "kt' card,

Reads a card with k,P,_, on Y-row into 12, so that subsequent matrices
-k 17 3

punched have 2 row sums.

LR06A 115 Read decimal integer matrix. (See also LR064∕l)

Reads a decimal matrix of the form described in program LK04 (No. 133)
and LK08/1 (No, 273) with row and column sums. If the elements are
not integers (i.e. if D ∕ θ) LZO1A∕l and LSO1A can be used to scale
them. Leaves D.P. in 12, .

1 4
LRO6j⅛∕1 374 Read decimal integer matrix.

Similar to LR06A but the elements are punched 3 per card, signs in DEUCE * 
cols. 1, 11 and 21 and digits in cols. 2-10, 12-20 and 22-30, unused 
fields being punched zero. Exact row and column sums are punched in 
DEUCE columns 2-15 with sign in col. 1, The parameter card has ∏P17, ∙
nP^7 and DPon Y, X and 0-rows respectively.

LR07B 72 Read single field binary ma,trix C. (Superseded by LR07B∕2)

LR07B∕ 1 327 Read single field binary matrix C.,, (Superseded by LR07⅞72)

Similar to LR07B but reads b.P^ from 9-row of parameter card.

LRO7B∕2 468 Read single field binary matrix C.

Reads C in single field form with b,Pr on 9~uow of parameter card.
5

Can be used as a type II scheme B brick or a type I scheme A brick, 
i.e. if on entry 12^^ is non-zero,C is read as a scheme B matrix and 

if 12j,∣ is zero^ C is read as a scheme A matrix with b=0. This 

brick does not shift the elements of C.

LR09B 136 Continuous read.

C (single field) is read with a normal parameter card and 2 
rounded row sums and with each row starting on the card-row next to 
the sum of the preceding row. 0 $ k ≤ 16.

LR10Z 151 Read for linear equations. (Superseded by LEO6∕1).

A, single field m by m+r, is read to the drum as required by LJ02Z. 
m+r ≤ 31∙

LR11A 156 Read scalar into second scalar store.

LR12Z 164 Read for inversion, (Superseded by LV04B etc.)

A, single field m x m, is read to the drum as required by LJ01Z. 
m=n <30.
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S Ty Tr FAILURES. DL [2 F.D. No.

1 II 2 3, 15-28 GO Sum failure of Ao To continue stop
the machinej clear TS13, using External 
Tree and Cont. T.T. and put STOP key to 
NORMAL.

1325 LP15BT

1 •I 3 2, 21-29 Row sum check. 1,2 1200 LR02A
4,5

1 I 2 2, 21-29 Row sum check. 6-8 1490 LR03A
30

1 I 1 1, 13-29 Sum check 9-1' , 1490 LR04A
30

1 I 1 None. 3,3<) 1490 IR05A

1 I 5 4, 31-29 Punches a card for non-decimal punching, 
wrong row sum, or wrong column sum. It 
any failures occur the next brick is not 
called.

- LR06A

1 I 9 As for LR06A - LRO6A∕1

•

1 II 3 3, 29-29 GO Row sum failure 12--15 1174 LR07B

1 II 4 3s 29-29 GO Row sum failure 12-j 5 1200 LR07ψl
4, 31-29 X b is wrong. S.S. repeats

1 II 3 2, 31-29 X b is wrong. A S„S£ with TIL off 0-5j 1308 LR07B∕2
leads back to start of brick. A S.S. 14, 5
with TIL ON will carry on reading Ce 30

1, 21-29 X Row sum failure. A S.S. with TIL ON 
carries on reading C.
TIL must be put back to normal before 
continuing.

1 II 3 3, 13-29 X Row sum failure - 1494 LR09B

1 I 3 6, 13-29 Row sum failure 0-2j 1494 LR1OZ
4,5, 9,
10,j 0

1 I 1 1» 13-29 Sum check 13-1 5, 1490 LR11A
30

1 I 4 3, 21-29 Row sum failure 1,2, ' 1454 LR12Z

•

4,6s 30
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NUMBERS. TITLE AND DESCRIPTION.

LR13B 272 Read, n scalars and store as floating matrix.

LR1⅛A 287 Read decimal scalars.

A decimal scalar has its sign in DEUCE col, 1, S digits (S ≤≈ 9) in cols.
2 to S+1 and D decimal places times P (θ D $ 9) on 9-row. This

brick reads one or two such scalars, the one for the first scalar store 
(having a P32 on Y-row) following the one for the second (if required).
The scalar(s) must be preceded by a card punched on 1-row in cols. 2 to 
S+1»

LR15B 295 Read ∙tCh type matrixt,

Reads a "C"-type matrix (one whose elements are -1, 0 or +1) to track c.
There must be ≤ 31 non-zero elements in a column. The parameter card 
has mPjγ, AP'iy’ (no.-, of non-zero elements = N) P^ on Y, X, 0 rows. The

1st card of each col. has col. no,, no. of non-zero elements in col, and
algebraic sum of (row no, x element) in fields P, , , Pr o, Pn ..l-4∙ p-o 9-12
respectively. Subsequent cards ( $ 4) of the col. have (row no, x 
elements) 8 per card as for R07∙ e.g, if col. 17 (cols, numbered 
from 1 ) is +1 , +1, 0, 0, -1, +1, -1, 0,1st card,of col, would be 
OOI7OOO5GOO3 blank, 2nd would be ∞θlθθθ2δθθ5θθθ6θθθ7 blank.
Cols, must be read in order, m.cu,s 0-3 of track c contain grand 
sum, nP^7, mP^7, NP^ respectively with the elements in me 4 ohwards.

If the m.c. has Py∣ (or P^) element is +1 (or -l), P7 q is row no. and

P o col. no, P,n .r andPn. should be blsnk,1 ∕,-2ρ 10-16 24-32 „

LR16BT 366 Read binary matrix - double field.

■“ kC is read in double field form and with 2 truncated row sums. »
0 ≤ k ≤ 16.

LR17B 429 Read matrix in partitions.

If a=b=0, C is read to track c. If a=0, b∕θ the first b rows of C 
are .read if m b; m, and s are left in 17p z where m’ is the no. of

rows still to be read and s is the row sum shift. If a∕θ. b∕θ and 
m*, s have been replaced in 17 (G.I.P. stores 98 and 99) a further

b rows will be read (and stored as a b x n matrix) and parameters left 
in 17g The whole matrix has been read when m' is left = 0. When

a∕θ the partition must be stored at the same track as the previous one.

LR18B 441 Read and pack matrix of positive binary integers. (Superseded)

This brick fails in certain cases - use LR18B∕1.

LR1δl∕l 47θ Read and pack matrix of positive binary integers.

C, single field, positive binary integers, is stored oζ elements to a 
m.c. with bits per element (1 ≤∙ od ≤ 16), The parameter card has 
m^17, np>∣7, P17’ & P1 n0^ pi7) an∙4 Pi-p P on X>X>

0,1 and 2 rows; the elements are positive binary integers with 0 b.p.
(e.g. as produced by LK05∕ 1) » 2q are left containing respectively

P1-p ’ ^P17’ P tP (for use by subroutine B12).

LR19BM 474 Read non-zero decimal elements of C, (Superseded by LR19BM∕l)

This brick fails in certain cases - use LR19B⅛∕l.

*
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S Ty Tr FAILURES. DL12 F.D. No.

1 II 3 1, 13-29 χ Scalar sum failure 1200 LR13B

1 I 4 3, 9-24 Card, not decimally punched 9-1 1, 1156 LR14A
2, 9-24 Result not single length 30 or

13- 15,
30

1 II 8 o, 31-29 X More than 31 non-zero elements in 
column being read

1494 LR15B

7, 31-28 GO Incorrect sum in column just read
3, 29-27 GO N not equal to sum of non-zeros for 

columns.

»
•

1 II 3 2, 21-29 Row sum wrong. Error on 0.S. 1211 LR16BT

1 II 4 3r 29-29 GO Row sum failure. Error on 0.S. 12- 15 1272 LR17B

1283 LR18B

1 II 4 1» 5- 5 X Element out of range. S.S. returns 1,2 3 1305 LRl8l∕l
to start of brick. 12- 15,

3, 29-29 GO Row sum failure 18-20

1311 IE19BM
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LR19BM∕ 1 5 61Read non-zero decimal elements of C»

The parameter card has mP.-7, nP dP. (d=no, of d.p.), zero, zero, i P.~,,
17 17 ∣ 0 17

,i P P on rows Y-5 respectively, where the most sig. digit of C stored in 
0 17 r

scheme B form is required in P^ position (if 5~row is blank r is assumed=3θ)

and the first element is c-: λ . Thus submatrices can be read and zero 1O<J0
rows and cols, can be inserted at the beginning. The elements are 
punched 1 per card, sign in DEUCE col. 1, digits in cols. 2-10, row 
and col. nos, in cols< 15—18, 22-25 respectively. Row iθ+m = column 

sums and col,∙ jθ+n = row sums, The last row sum and the grand sum 

(element iθ+∏1, jQ+n) must be punched, whether zero or not. Only the

9 least sig. digits of sums are to be punched, If the brick is obeyed
from the reader rows i to i +m-1 must be placed after section 1 and 00
row i0+m (col. sums) after section 2. To use with S.I.P. see 6»3®1.

LR20BM 481 Read general decimal matrix - 32 column,

C is read from cards and stored in scheme B form at c with its label 
LP^ in 20^ (G.I.P. store 106). C is punched by rows, r s-digit

elements per card (r ≤∙ 31, s $ 9) with D decimal places, occupying
first rs, digits of each card where s,=s or s+1 according as signs
are punched over or preceding most sig. digit. Card cols, not
containing elements are not read. A row of spilt col. sums and/or
a col, of spilt row sums are optional. The elements are preceded by
decimal card(s) containing r, s,L,ι+m,+n, D as a 1 x 6 integer matrix
with spilt sum, -m and -n indicating that col. sums and row sums
respectively are present. The no, of digits in each parameter (which
need not = s) must be indicated by a + sign in the card col. immediately β
following the least significant digit of r. P^2 tabulation markers

can be punched on the Y-row of the first and last parameter cards and 
on the X-row of the last card of each row. If the brick is obeyed 
from the reader the 1st parameter card, remaining parameter cards, 
matrix rows, col. sums must be placed after sections 1, 2, 3 and 4 
respectively. On an 80 col, machine alter 2^, section 3 from

2, 28-26, 1, 27, 15 to 2, 28-26, 1, 2, 1ρ. To use with S.I.P. see 
6.3.1 *

LR21BT 706 Read decimal matrix, 6 per card.

Reads C with 6 9-digit elements per card. The decimal parameter card 
has m, n, no. of d.p< in card cols, 17-26, 27-36, 39-48 respectively 
with + signs in cols, 17, 27 and 39∙ The elements are punched in 
card cols. 18-26, 28-36, 38-46, 50-58, 60-68, 70-78 with signs in cols.
17, 27, 37, 49, 59, 69, in the order a^, a12 ...... a^, ag1, a22,.....

a2g ......afflg, a^, a^g ...... When i = m col. 80 9-row must be

punched and the last card must have col, 79 9-row punched instead of 
col. 80, Any unused fields in the last cεrd of each row must be 
punched zero. To use with S.I.P. see 6.3,1.

LS01A 121 Scalar mult,

Forms A,R where R is in the first scalar store and A has no column 
sums. A card is punched with shift times P^ on Y-row and most

sig, half of modulus of largest element of AR, before shifting, on 
X-row.
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Tr FAILURES. DL12 F.D. Noβ

2 13 A failure is indicated, by a punched card, reading 0-8 1366 LR19B1√1
continuing automatically. 10-12,
5, 12-13 X The matrix has been completely read and 

at least one failure has occurred. After 
a S.S. the brick re-reads the matrix.
The failure cards are

30-31,

a) Wrong row sum: iP^γ, -^17> discrepancy >
on Y,X,0 rows. 1

b) Wrong col. sum: -P.7» jP.7, discrepant 
on Y,X,0 rows.

c) Card not dec., punched; i,P^γ, j,P17,

y»

incorrect col., zero, onY,X,0, 1 row£
d) Card in wrong order: i,Pjγ, j*P^γ, coZ 

no. discrepancy, ot, on Y,X,0,1 rows whe
. or row

sre
c.;, ι, is last correct element and oC =P^
(or P32) row (°r c°1°) in wrong order.

Failures of types c) and d) also cause failures of types a) and
b). With a very large, mainly zero, matrix the machine can seem
to be in a loop lasting 2 or 3 minutes.

5 II 24 4, 1-31 X No positive sign on 1 st parameter card 1-12, 1318 LR20BM
4, 2-31 X Unpunched col. in one of elements 14-16
4, 25-29 X Parameter card ) Stop key to STOP 18,

'not dec.punched) and S.S. gives 20-24
4, 13-19 X Parameter sum ) discrepancy xP,∣ 

is incorrect. ) on 0.S.
26,28

5, 7- 7 X All cards read but at least one 
failure card has been punched.

1, 29-31 x Store failure.
• 7, 29-31 X Store failure.

With any of the above a S.S. returns brick to the
beginning. Failure cards are punched as follows:

• a) Card not dec. punched: iP.7, jP^7, discrepancy, or
Y,X,0 rows.

b) Row sum -s
c) Col. sum

wrong: iP^, -P>∣ > discrepancy, on Y,X,0 rows, 
wrong: -P , jP , discrepancy, on Y,X,0 rows⅛

where error is in row i,' col. tj5 i, j starting at 0.

3 I 22 2s 9-245 Parameter card non-decimally punched 1495 LR21BT
3, 12-24 X Element card non-decimally punched.

S.S. to re-read corrected card.
5, 7-24 G-rand sum failure

6 II 8 1, 24-31 Distributive check. 4,5, 1490 LS01A
1, 29-31 Matrix or scalar store check 9-13

•

1, 29-29 Shift too big.
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LS02B 180 Scalar mult.

Forms AR, where R is a constant in the first scalar store, in which it 
remains unaltered rafterwards although a number in the second scalar 
store is displaced. c=a is permissible.

LTO1A 126 Transpose matrix. (mn ⅛ 4096)

A’ is formed in track 128 onwards before overwriting A.

LT02B 75 Transpose matrix. (Superseded by LT02l∕l)

LT02B∕1 359 Transpose matrix.

a=c not allowed but last track of C can be a.

LT03B 404 Transpose matrix (overwriting)

Partial or total overwriting of A is allowable. This brick is slower 
but more compact than LT03l∕l. It does not work on one-shots. Time 
is at least 100 m.s. per element.

LT03B∕ 1 502 Transpose matrix (overwriting) faster.

Partial or total overwriting is allowable. The value of b in the 
codeword must be 1. This brick is faster than LT03B, but uses more 
space. It does not work on one-shots. Time = 100 m.s. per element.

LTO⅛BM 464 Transpose matrix, real, complex, floating or double length.

No overwriting allowed. b=0 for single word elements, b∕θ for double 
word elements.

LU01A 124 Latent root residuals. (n ≤, 64)

Reads a card with l.Pj∣-,, n.Pj∣^, p.P^7 (16 p 31) and k.P^ 0n Y,Xjθ

and 1-rows, followed by 1 λ-cards (with root on Y-row) and then 1 
vectors xp with p b.p. and 2-^ sums. The residual vectors (Ax^-∖xp) 

are punched as an 1 by n matrix with b.p. of A. Used with LL01.

LV03A 286 Invert scalar in first scalar store.

LV04B 601 Invert matrix.

Forms (A )*. m, n ≤, 30. The smallest permissible value of a is 
such that the matrix at a finishes <⅛n track n. c=0 is permissible, 
otherwise c n.

LW01B 77 Matrix subtract.

Must always be followed immediately by LH01B or LH01l∕3.

LX03BM 500 Extract and sort simplex tableau.

See report K/AA t 1331.

LZ01A 123 Form conversion factor for matrix. (Superseded by LZ01A∕l)

LZO1A∕ 1 423 Form conversion factor for matrix.

Given DP^ in 12, (e.g. from LR06a) forms 10 D in the first scalar 
•“Dstore. Following this brick by LS01A multiplies A by 10 i.e. puts 

the matrix read by LR06A into standard scheme A form.
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1 II 7 5, 29-31 X Scalar sum check 12-■15 1200 LS02B
3, 29-31 X A sum check
6j 29-31 X A sum check (second time)
1, 24-31 X Shift too big
7, 24-31 x Distributive check

1 II 3 None 1,2 1490 LT01A

1174 LT02B

1 II 3 1, 1-31 X c=a 12- 15 1454 LT02B/1
1, 29-31 X Sum failure

1 II 6 1, 29-31 X Store failure 0-3>, 1246 LT03B
6,
4,

1- 1 x)
2- 2: x) Given value of a, m or n is 7,S

11
»,

impossible®

2 II 9 1, 1- 1 x} Impossible values for a, m or n 0-3 , 1333 LTO3B∕1
1, 2- 2 X) given. 5-7
6, 29-31 X Store failure ∖ 19∙z nz) or incorrectly 9,1 1

transferred element (l9g nz)

* 1 II 3 3, 13-29 X A’ will overwrite A 1306 LT04BM
4, 29-31 X Sum failure

•

1 II 5 1, 29-31 Matrix store check 8 1490 LU01A
4, 21-29 Vector sum check
5, 31-29 n on data card ∕÷ value stored with A

1 II 2 1, 31-29 Scalar zero 9-1 1 1200 LV03A
1, 29-31 X, buzzer. Scalar store check

5 II 18 3, 29-31 X Sum check on A 1,2 , 1392 LV04B
1, 29-29 Numbers growing too large in ' Reduce" 4,6 ,
5, 24-31 X Arithmetic error 12, 13
3, 31-29 Matrix too nearly singular to invert
1, 29-31 X Store failure

1 II .4
1174 LW01B

2 II 11 See report K∕AA t 1331 0-4 1331 LX03BM

- LZO1A

1 II 3 None 4,5 1263 LZO1A∕1
9-1 1

•
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LZ02B 78 Renumbered, as ZP33B q.v.

LZ04A 15θ Reverse signs of elements of matrix A.

Can be used, before LH03A to form the difference between 2 matrices.

LZ05A 161 Square 1st scalar.

Result in 1st scalar store is in standard form. If R=0 no. of b,p. 
is unaltered.

LZO6A ∣62 Divide first scalar by second scalar.

Result in standard form is in 1st scalar store.

LZ07B 182 Fetch scalar, (see also LZ12B∕l)

Fetches element b of A, assumed fully floating, into first scalar store.

LZ08B l8l Compound columns. (See also LZO8B∕1)

Columns of C are columns of A followed by columns of B. The b.p. of 
C is the lesser of those of A and B unless both matrices are null, when 
the greater value is used or one is null, when the value for the other 
is used. a=b is permissible. C may overlap A (or B) only if it does 
not also overlap B (or A) and the track containing the last element of 
C has a number no higher than that containing the last element of A 
(or B)a

LZO8B∕1 659 Compound columns. (see also LZO8B)

c=a (or 3-b) is permissible if C does not overlap B (or A). C may
overlap A (or B) provided it dees not start before A (or B) nor ∙
overlap B (or A).

LZO9B 183 Compound rows.

Rows of C are rows of A followed by rows of B. C must not overlap 
A or B unless it occupies a single track or σ=a and ¾4b. a=b is 
permissible provided c/a. The b.p. of C are determined as in LZ08Bc

LZ1OB ]85 Extract sub-matrix. (See LZ44B)

C⅛ a sub-matrix of A, consists of the elements common to rows b, to
1 1

(c.-l) and columns a to (b∙≈l) inclusive, of A . Remember that row 
1 1

and col® nos. start at 0. The max. element of C may possibly not 
reach P . e=a^ is permissible. 0 ≤ b^ ≤ cj, and 0 ≤ a ≤ b are 

assumed.

LZ11B 186 Extract diagonal.

C is aQQ, ans, ⅛2 ,",∙°agg where s is the lesser of m and n.

The max. element of C may possibly not reach P2θ∙ c=a permissible.

LZ12B l87 Select element, (Superseded by LZι2B∕l)

Fetches element b (not shifted up) of A into the first scalar store. 
e≈0 for A block-floated, e∕θ for A fully floated®

LZ12B∕1 294 Select element into either scalar store (unshifted).

Fetches element b (not shifted up) into first (c even) or second 
(c odd) scalar store® c=G or 1 for A block floated, c=2 or 3 for A 
fully floated. See LZ07B and LZ^2B∕2.

•
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- 1200 LZ02B

1 II 2 2, 29-31 X Matrix store check 5 1454 LZ04A

1 II 1 1, 29-31 X Scalar store check 9-11 1200 LZ05A

1 II 2 1, 29-31 X Scalar store check 9-11 1490 LZ06A
1, 31-29 Second, scalar is zero

1 II 1 None 9-11 1200 LZ07B

1 II 7 7, 31-29 00 Matrices incompatible, (∏iaAib) 11-15 1174 LZ08B

1, 29-31 X Sum failure on A
6, 29-31 X Sum failure on B

∙>
1 II 8 7, 0-29 X Matrices incompatible. 1444 LZO8B∕1

7» 31-29 X C overlaps start of A or B
5, 29-31 X Grand sum of A failure
1, 29-31 X Grand, sum of B failure

1 II 6 7, 31-29 GO Matrices incompatible 12-15 1174 LZ09B

3, 29-31 X
⅛⅛
Sum failure on A

1, 29-31 X Sum failure on B

1 II 4 3, 29-31 X Sum failure on A^ 8,
12-15

1174 LZ10B

1 II 4 1, 29-31 X Sum failure on A. 12-15 1174 LZ11B

1 II 2 None 9-15 1200 LZ12B

1 II 2 None 9-11 1162 LZ12B∕1
or

•
13-15

⅜
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LZ12∑∕2 427 Select element in⅞o either scalar store (shifted up).

Identical with LZ12¾∕1 except that element is shifted to standard form.

LZ13B 188 Insert zero rows and columns,

C=A, with the addition of (o,-b.) zero rows between row (b.-l) and row 
1 11 1

bj∣ and (b-a) zero cols, between col. (a-l) and col. a. Thus b^=c,∣ adds

zero cols, only and a=b adds zero rows only. Remember row and col. nos.
start at 0. 0 ≤ b, < c^ and 0 $ a ≤∙ b are assumed. c must not = a,.1 1 1

LZ13ψl 704 Insert zero rows and/or columns.

This brick is more general than LZ13B but uses more space, C is m' x n'
where m’ = m+c,-b. and n' = n+b-a and A is m x n. The inserted zero 11 1
rows are those where i is as follows:

b1 S i< o1 if b1, o1 > 0

or m'+b^ < i < m'+c^, if 0 > c^ > b^

or 0 ⅞ i < ∙.', and m'+b, $ i < m’ if c, > 0 and b. < 0 1 1 11
or m’+b,. ⅛ i < m' if 0. = 0, b,< 01 11

Similarly for columns. cj∣ > b^ and b > a are assumed.

b , c , a and b are treated as signed integers between -128 and +128 
• ' ¾-

and a negative value indicates numbering from the bottom or the right 
hand edge of C, e.g. the last row is row (-l).
Examples, (i) If b^=cj∣=O (or a=b=θ) no rows (or cols.) are inserted.

(ii) The parameters a , -2, 4, -7» 6, c produces an (m+6) by 
(n+13) matrix with the first 4 and last 2 rows and first 
6 and last 7 cols, zero,

LZ14B 189 Expand row vector as diagonal,- (Superseded by LZ14¾∕l)

LZ14Vl 319 Expand row or column vector as diagonal matrix.

C is square with elements of vector A as diagonal elements and zero 
elsewhere. c must not =a,

LZ15B 190 Shift up or down b places. (See LM11B and LZ.51B)

If 0$ b ≤ 32 C=A shifted down b places and rounded≈off. If -31 b ≤ -1 
shift is (-b) places up. b J> 32 or b < -31 gives null matrix, 
c=a is permissible.

LZ16B 191 Change A from fully floating to block floating C. 

c=a is permissible.

LZ17B 192 Reciprocal of row vector, element by element.

c„ . = reciprocal of a.. or 0 if a. . = 0o c=a is permissible.

LZ18B 193 Square root c∙f row vector, element by element, (Superseded by LZl8l∕l)

LZ18B∕1 415 Square root of matrix, element by element.

c. . = JaΓ. 
ιj x, ιj
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1 II 2 3, 1-31 X Selected element zero, S<,S<,
continue. . ' ,

to 9-1or
13-

1

13

12.67 LZ12B∕2

(This stopper, in 1,c-> can Bθ 
if desired).

removed

1 II 4 3, 29-31 X Sum failure on Aj,.
1

12- 15 1174 LZ13B

1 II 6 1, 1- 1 XJ if o4 > b, or b > n' 1493 LZ13¾∕1
6, 1- 1 ∑) if b.'<-m, or a<-n* 

c1 < b,∣ or b< a6s 31-31 X
5, 29-31 X Store failure

•

*

1 II 4 3, 1-31 X c=a 12- 15 1454 LZ14B
1, 29-31 X Sum failure on A

1 II 4 3» 1-31 X c=9 12- 15 1454 LZ14¾∕1
1, 29-31 X Sum failure on A
4, 31-29 X Neither m nor n=1

1 II 4 4, 29-31 X Sum failure on A. 12- 15 1200 LZ15B

1 II 4 1, 29-31 X Sum failure on A. 12- 15 1200 LZ16B

1 II 5 1, 29-31 X Sum failure on A. 12- 15 1200 LZ17B
4, 1-31 X AS 0
5, 23-29 co Sum failure on A (second time)

1 II 4 As LZ18√1 12- 15 1200 LZ18B

1 II 4 1, 1—31 X Negative element 12- 15 1257 LZl8ψl
1, 24-31 X Element reaches P31

• 1, 29-31 X Sum failure on A.

•
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LZ19B 194 Expand, scalar as (a x b) matrix,- (Superseded, by LZl9B∕l)

Produces matrix reaching P31.

LZ19B∕1 462 Expand scalar as (a x b) matrix.

c. . = contents of first scalar store shifted to produce standard matrix. 
ι<J

LZ20B 195 Move matrix and convert to scheme A or B,

If b=0, C=A and at most the last track of C may overlap A. If b=15 a
Scheme A matrix is converted to Scheme B with round-off; C must not 
overlap A. If b=2, A in Scheme B form is converted to Scheme A form, 
a=0 is permissible.

LZ21B 196 Vector of maximum elements from each row. (Superseded by LZ2lB∕l)

LZ21B∕1 376 Vector of maximum or minimum elements from each row.

C is a row vector of m elements; it is not shifted up if it does not 
reach P30. If b=0, c. is the element of largest modulus in row i of

A; if b=1, it is the algebraically largest element and if b=2, the 
algebraically smallest. ’ . , ' ' '
b = 16, c^ = ∣ a^| if this is the largest modulus in row i, otherwise

c .=0.1
b = 17, = a if this is the largest element in row i, otherwise

c.=01 ∙
b = 18, c. = a„„ if this is the smallest element in row i, otherwise

e.=0. G=a is permissible.

LZ22B 197 Float element divided by element.

c. . = a. ∕b. „ and is fully floating. b. . = 0 gives c. . = 0 and starts 
r J ιj lj ij

the alarm. At most the last track of C may overlap A or B.

LZ23B 198 Floating arithmetic on scalars, (0$ b^ 8) (See LZ23B∕l)

Uses A^ fully floating with up to 14 elements numbered from 0 onwards.

If and (i are elements of A^ numbered a and b then the resultant Y

replaces both element number c and the first scalar store.
When h = 0 1 2 3 4 '5 6 7 8
Result ∕ = c, oC of-h∣i <X-β c£/& Λe X.

, l Jo7
where is treated as an 8 digit signed binary integer.

LZ23l∕l 403 Floating arithmetic on scalars (θ ^,b1 1l)

As LZ23B plus t>ι = S9, × = contents of 1st scalar store 

b-, =10» 6 = scalar read from a card 

b. ½ 11, Y = OC punched out in standard form

LZ24B 216 Form m^ by null matrix,

C has m^ rows and n_ columns and zero b.p,, b=c, a=b, a=c are all 

permissible. Occupies DL’s 2 and 3.

LZ25B 217 Form null matrix with a rows and b columns,
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1 II 2 1, 29-31 X Scalar sum failure 12- 15 1200 LZ19B
2, 1-31 X a or b = 0

1 II 2 2, 29-31 X Scalar sum failure «■ 1304 LZ19B∕1
2, 1-31 X a or b = 0

1 II 4 3, 29-31 X Sum failure on A 1,2 1200 LZ20B
4,5 s>
12

1 II 4 3, 29-31 X Sum failure on A 12- 15 1200 LZ21B

1 II 4 3, 29-31 X Sum failure on A 12- 15 1221 LZ21B∕1

•

*

1 II I 7‘ 9 0-31 X nA + V "½ + ⅛ 6-8 9 1200 LZ22B

5, 29-31 X Sum failure on A 12- 15
6, 29-31 X Sum failure on B

1 II 6 1, 29-31 X Sum failure on A1 9-1 z
, 9 1200 LZ23B

5, 1-31 X Wrong b,∣ 12- 15
4, 31-29 Zero divisor
5, 27-29 Negative number for root

1 II 8 1, 29-31 X Sum f ailure on a1 9-1 1, 1245 LZ23B∕1
4, 31-29 Zero divisor 12- 15
5, 27-29 Negative number for root
1, 29-31 1st scalar sum failure (b.=9)
0, 31-29 χ) Wrong row sum on card (b.=1θ)
1, 12-24 x) S<,S. to re-read. 1

1 II 2 None - 1123 LZ24B

•
1 II 3 None - 1124 LZ25B

•
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LZ26B 218 Form a. x a lower triangular matrix of ones.

Rew i of C consists of (i+l) ones followed by (a-i-l) zeros, 0≤i≤a-1.
C is to 29 bβpβ

LZ27B 219 Form 2a x a lower triangular matrix of ones.

Rows 2i and 2i+1 are alike, with (i+l) ones followed by (a-i-l) zeros,
0 ≤ i ≤ a-1. C is to 29 b.p.

LZ2.8B 220 Construct diagonal composition of 2 x 2 matrices.

Given A (l x n) or(n x l) form C of n(2 x 2) matrices on the diagonal 
with zeros elsewhere. The ith (2 x 2) matrix is∕¾y7, ai ∕k ∖ 
where a. is the ith element of A. I ' ? ' J

'ai∕6 ¾∕31

LZ50B 224 Change dimensions to (l x mn). (Superseded by LZ30l∕3)

LZ30⅞∕1 225 Change dimensions to (mn x 1). (Superseded by LZ3O¾∕3)

LZ30B∕2 238 Flatten matrix® (Superseded by LZ3OB∕3)

LZ3O¾∕3 349 Flatten matrix (with clear read).

Changes dimensions to (1 x mn) if b=0 or (mn x l) if b∕θ. Does not 
work on one-shots. See also LZ51B.

LZ31B 226 Change dimensions to (b x c). (Superseded by LZ31l∕3)

LZ√1B∕i 348 Change dimensions to (b x c). (Superseded by LZ31B∕3)

LZ31B∕2 390 Change dimensions to (m^, x n^) (See also LZ31∑∕3)

Given A, B, C, changes dimensions of A to π⅛ x n without altering 
its elements.

LZ31B∕3 425 Change dimensions to (b x c) faster.

Elements are unaltered. See also LZ51B.

LZ32A 234 Move down two places,

Esch element of A is shifted down 2 places and b.p. adjusted 
accordingly.

LZ33B 246 Find next track.

Finds number T of the first track after the matrix at a,, b' or c', 
where a5, b’, c’ are in 12^ according as a=0, 1 or 2 respectively, 

(Some bricks store in 12^ 1^,∙ the values of a, b, c supplied to them). 

Result is TPj,, TP„ and TP^„ in G.I.P. stores 97, 98 and 99 respectively. 

These are liable to be overwritten by following bricks.

LZ34B 254 Find dimensions of matrix. (See LZ34B∕l)

Finds m and n of matrix at a’, b, or c,, (where a', b’ and c* are in 
12^2 and sometimes left there by the brick previously used) 

according as a-0, 1 or 2. Result is m.Pn in G.I.P. store 104, m∙P.-7
√ If

in 105s n,P. in 106 and n.P∩ in 107. These stores are liable to be 1 y
overwritten by following bricks.
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1 II 3 4, 29-29 X a or c too large so that 
liable to be overwritten, 
continue.

bricks are
S.S. to

1125 LZ26B

1 II 3 As LZ26B - 1126 LZ27B

1 II 6 1, 31-29 
3, 29-31

X
X

A not a vector
Sum failure on A

- 1127 LZ28B

1 II 1 None 1129 LZ30B

1 II 1 None - 1129 LZ3OB∕1

1 II 1 None - LZ30Q∕2

1 II 1 None η 1197 LZ3CB∕3

• 1 II 2 2, 31-29 X mr⅜tbc _> LZ31B

1 II 2 2, 31-29 X mr/bc - 1196 LZ31B∕1

1 II 2 2, 31-29 X ¾ z ⅞nc - 1233 LZ31B∕2

1 II 1 1, 21-28 mn ∕ be - 1265 LZ31B∕3

1 II 2 2, 29-31 X Matrix store check 4,3 1490 LZ32A

1 II 1 None 1150 LZ33B

1 II 1 None - 1151 LZ34B

•

⅜
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LZ34B∕l 409 Find, parameters. (See LZ34B and LZ47B)

Writes m, n, p of A in G. I.P. stores. Similar to LZ3⅛B but easier to 
use. Result is p^.P^-, in store 101, m^.P^ in 1θ4, in 105, m^P^

in 106, n^P^ in 107, in 108, n^.P1-, in 109,

LZ37B 27i Replace specified elements with zeros*, (Superseded by LZ37B∕l)

LZ37B∕1 600 Replace specified elements with zeros.

Marker word in DaL.12, onwards (b ≥ 1), Pj in 121 refers to first 
b ' 1 b

element of A,P9 to 2nd etc. Zero digits indicate elements to be made

zero in C, ones indicate elements to remain. Largest possible marker 
is 12^ 2Q (896 elements).

LZ3δB 277 Modify codes.

From C is extracted m , n or p according as b=0, 1 or 2 and this is c’ c 1c & 1 ’
added to codeword a times P,, Pr, or P.^ according as b =0,1 or 2.

1 9 17 2 ,
b=b +l6bg. A negative result will affect the rest of the codeword.

LZ39B 302 Linear interpolation between two matrices.

Section I calculates the interpolation factor, σC . AU corresponding 
pairs of elements a^ and b^ are examined}when they have opposite signs
or when b =0 then Λ = ^r is calculated; if these conditions are ∙

' b -ar r
never satisfied then negative markers are put in I2rι , and section II

2 J 3 *
is omitted0 If a^=0, a^ and b^ are regarded as having the same sign.

The largest β , calledc∕., is stored in to 30 b.p. and the index

number of the pair of elements that produced oC is stored as rP in 
12y if several pairs all yielded oC their numbers are successively

stored in 12, ...
4-11

Section II interpolates to give C where c^ = 06a^+(l-σc) b^ for all r.

Once oC has been produced this section can be used by itself to 
interpolate between any two compatible matrices D and E say. c=a 
and c=b are permissible. Using Section II alone it is permissible 
for the "a" location of D to equal original a of section I OR the 
"b" location of E to equal original b but NOT both. If all elements 
of A and B differ in sign large errors are liable in C because round 
off errors will be shifted up. To use with S.I.P. see 6√3.1.

LZ40B 306 Reversed progressive sum.
n

Forms vector at c with elements c =? ⅛ where a is r’th element
S T Γr=s

of vector at a. All a^ must be positive.

LZ41B 318 Eliminate a row or column.

If b has a P.r a column is eliminated, if not a row is eliminated.16 ’
b also gives the row or column number r, 0 $ r < 128τ The max. 
element of C may possibly not reach ^θ. a=c as permissible but 

no other overlap.
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1 II 1 None 1251 LZ34√1

1 II 5 5, 29-51 X Sum failure on A. 1152 LZ37B

1 II 4 3, 29-31 X Sum failure on A. Used. 1391 LZ37B∕1

1 II 2 None - 1200 LZ38B

2 II 15 Section I 2, 0-29 X A and. B not compatible 1-14 1167 LZ39B
(9 tracks 5, 29-31 x Store failure
in Sectior 3, 1- 1 x More than 9 pairs of
2) V elements form β.

•
Section II 6, 29-31 x

S.S. to continue.
Store failure

7, 24-31 X Arithmetic failure
te 7, 13-29 X Sum check failure

1, 21-29 X Store failure
1, 0-29 x A and. B or D and. E not 

compatible.

1 II 4 3, 29-31 X) 
1, 29-31 X) Grand, sum failure. 12-15 1200 LZ40B

1 II 4 4, 31-29 X Non-existent row or column specified. 12-15 1181 LZ41B
4, 29-31 X Grand, sum failure.

S.S. to repeat brick (unless c=a)

•

⅜
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LZ⅛2B 322 Form symmetric matrix.

From row vector (a ..... a ) n $ 22, forms square symmetric matrix
π . ,, f n ∖ th
C with (ar, a^1, ------a2, a1, a2, ,an,rt,√ as r row.

LZ43B 329 Forms a x b matrix (,jP^ + iP^-,).

Forms c. . = jPj, + iP.with 0 ≤ i < a and 0 j < b. If a=0 or 
ιj 1 17

b=0 track c is cleared except for (a+b P>∣γ, a^17, ^17 m,c,s∙

0-2 respectively..

LZ44B 330 Extract general sub-matrix (See LZ46b).

mA, nA 1' Requires a row sieve (qθ .... q12γ) an j (G.I.P.
stores 96-99) and a column sieve (sn . s,--7) in 19o z, 20o , (G.I.P.

U 1 ( <L 5 j i~ 9 y

stores 104-107)i C contains those a. . for which q. = s . = 1. The 
ιj aι j

max. element of C may possibly not reach P ∩. If* all q's or all 
s’s are zero track c will be clear except for parameters in m.c.s.
0-3. a=c is permissible.

LZ45B 331 Form unit matrix (to 29 b.p.)

C is (m^ x m^) if b=0 and (n^ x n^) if b∕θ. a=c is permissible.

LZ46B 333 Extract or omit sub-matrix. (See LZ44B)

If m , m are the residues (mod. m. ) of b , c and n , n the residues 
A I I I ∣ Z

(rood, n,,) of a, b then C is (m, x n') with p,„ b.p. The elements are

those a. . for which, if m. < mn then mj < i < mo (so m’ = m„ - mj,)

and if m^ ≥ m2 then i < m2 or m^ > i (so mi = m - ι∏2 + m^) and similarly

for n and j, The parameters are interpreted as signed integers and 
negative values refer to a row numbered from the bottom or a column 
numbered from the right. Thus c^ = -2 is equivalent to c^=(m^1~2)

and refers to the penultimate row, so that it is not necessary to
know dimensions in advance. Thus b =0, cj = -1, a = 0, b = -2 

11
gives C as A^ less the last row and the last two columns. Other

examples are b = 5, c^∣ = 4, a = b = 0, which omits row 4{

0 ≤ b1 < c,∣ ≤ m^1, 0 ≤ a < b⅛ n^ , c^ < 128, b < 128 which is the

same as LZ10B; b^∣≈4> c^=0, a=-1, b=3 omits firsi. four rows and all

columns except the first three and the last one. The max. element 
of C may possibly not reach P^θ. D.L.6 is used for storage.

LZ47B 334 Extract parameters.

Forms C (1 x 4) to 16 b.p. with elements 0, m^, n., p^ respectively.

LZ4δB 351 Form cos or sin of elements.

c. . = cos fΓ a. . if b=0 or c. .=sin'7f^ a. . if b∕θ. -2 ⅛ p. ≤ 62: 
ιj — ιj ιj — ιj z rA

Pc=29. O
LZ49B 362 Compound two matrices diagonally.

C =^A 0j Any of m^, n^, nig., nθ can be zero- C must not overwrite 

A or B.
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1 II 5 1, 13-29 X
5, 13-29 X

Sum failure on A. S«S. repeats.
New grand, sum formed incorrectly.

- 1184 LZ42B

1 II 4 3, 2-13
2, 3-13

X
X

after fetching l5∕l47-, ) 
after storing 15/15^1 ) in B06.

4 1187 LZ43B

¼

1 II 5 5, 29-31 
4, 3-13 
3, 4-13

X
X
X

Store failure
after fetching 15∕14^.) 
after storing 15∕15^^ ) in Bθ6.

1188 LZ44B

1 II 4 4, 3-13
3, 4-13

X
X

after fetching 15∕l4, ,∣) 
after storing 15∕15^1 ) in Bθ6

4 1189 LZ45B

1
*

II 5 5, 29-31 
4, 3-13
3, 4-13

X
X
X

Store failure
after fetching 15∕l4,,) 
after storing 15∕l5^^ ) in B06.

1190 LZ46B

1 II 1 None 1191 LZ47B

1 II 5 4, 29-31
5, 23-14

5, 24-14

X Sum failure on A. 
Pa>62
Pa^ -2

12-15 1199 LZ48B

1 II 6 5, 29-31 X Sum failure on A or B - 1206 LZ49B

•
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LZ50B 378 Linear interpolation from set of curves. (Superseded by LZ50B∕l)

Will not deal with a single curve.

LZ50B∕1 428 Linear interpolation from set of curves.

For set of curves (b∕θ) C is produced from Aj∣, B , C , A, B, where A,

is (1 x n) vector of abscissae xg (1 s ≤ n), is (l x m) vector of

curve parameters z^ (l $ r ≤ m), c is (m x n) matrix of ordinates

(y. ., y,n,∙*∙y y ), Ais(lx h) vector of abscissae x3,
'11 ∙'rs *zm,n t
(1 ∙≈¾ t ≤ h), B is (1 x h) vector of curve parameters z'^ (l ≤ t ≤ h)

and C is (1 x h) vector of ordinates y1 (1 ≤ t $ h) y is 
b PS

ordinate of point with abscissa xg on curve with parameter zf and
y1 is ordinate of point (x' , z, ). The y, are linearly inter- 

υ t T t
polated between the y with regard to the values of x and z on rs s r
either side of the points (x' , z' ).

L> u
For single curve (b=θ) C is produced from A , C^⅛, A; where only C^

differs from above, being (1 x n) vector of ordinates y (1 ⅛ s C. n).
s

The y*, are linearly interpolated between the (x , y ). t s s
The brick will do limited extrapolation. Cj∣ is not sum-checked so

unless some other brick has done so LC06B (No,- 377) should follow for 
this purpose. 1 ≤ h ⅛ 28, 2 ⅛ m $ 127, 2 ■$. n ⅛ 127 . C may overwrite 
any track of any matrix except C^r

LZ51B 381 Change matrix parameters,

Operates on A. ∩) b∕θ, c∕θ, changes dimensions to (b x c), as in 
LZ31B/3; (2) ⅛c=0 flattens to (b=θ) row vector (1 x mn) or (b∕θ) 
column vector (mn x 1), as in LZ3OB/3; (3) b=0, c∕θ, increases the
b. p. parameter by c (-128 ⅛ c ≤ 127), as in LM11B.

LZ52B 386 Form moving averages.

A and C (1 x n) vectors. Range of the average =b, 1 ≤ b ≤∙ 32.
c4 =0 for 1≤ i≤b-1. c, = ar+1 &r+2 * + ab+r for

b+r ---------------__------- ---------------

0 $• r ≤ n~b.

LZ53B 416 Raise elements to power x.

c. . = (a. .) where x = b if b/0; x is in the first scalar store if
1J χ

b=0. x is +ve or -ve and 0 =0. c=a is permissible, x may be
non-integral, To use with S.I.P. see 6.3.1.
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1 II 8 As for LZ5OB∕l except 3, 30-29 X instead of 3, 28-29 2 1-8, ‘1223 LZ50B 
8, 28-29 X instead of 5, 29-29 12 
5, 29-29 X instead of 5, 30-29 2'

1 II 8 6, 29-31 X Sum failure, set machine to STOP, 1-8,15 1271 LZ50B∕l
S.S. twice to give

(i) 1, 12-14 on I.S. If 0.S. has 6, 11-14
failure is A., otherwise A;1

or (ii) 2, 11-12 on I.S. As (i) with B>,j B for A1,A 
1, 24~3'lX Arithmetic failure. Set machine to step aid ∞ej

30-13 Cont, T.T. on Ext Tree, S.S. twice.
1, 1-6 indicates 1st stage;, 1, 12-1 2nd stage.
8, 31-29 X h>28. S S as necessary, to give resul; 
for first 28 elements, which are the only ones having 
meaning, though these will not punch normally.
3, 0-29 X B,∣ and C2 have different m,or A^ and

different n.
3, 28-29 X Data out of range. p^ > 1 +p^ (Data in

D.L.9) or pn, > 1+pτ, (instructions in DL9)±51 ±5
5» 29-29 X Data out of range. x, » max. x or 

x∖ « min x (Data in DL9)

or zit » max. zf or z'^ <⅛t min.

(instructions in DL9)
S.S. as necessary (checking 0.S.) to continue with
artificial zero in C and by-passing 30-29 X test for
that t, which is on 0.S. times P,-,,

17
5, 30-29 X Data out of range. y,-y with pθj∣ b.p.

reaches P31 (y is any of the four ordinates used to 
extrapolate for y’) S.S. to continue with artificial 
zero in C.

1 II 2 2, 31-29 X Incompatible dimensions specified in (1) - 1226 LZ51B

1 II 4 None - 1229 LZ52B

1 II 9 1, 29-31 X Scalar store failure, S.S. repeats 1-6, 1258 LZ53B
3» 29-31 X Sum failure on A (nothing yet ) 12

written on drum) )S.S, to
4, 29-31 X Sum failure on A (c. . on drum) )exit

4, 29-29 X ((TS13 -ve) a. . outside 2~254<γ ∣a. .∣ $ 2+254 
? ' iJ ιj,
((TS13 +ve) j x log2 aijl> 226

4, l6-29 X a. . is -ve whilst x is non-integral, 
x J

giving an imaginary result, (if b=0
this occurs also if x is integιal)

3, 20-29 X p .P,-7 exceeds P,o rc 17 32
Unless otherwise stated S.S. exits.
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LZ54B 407 Permute rows and columns and transpose.

Forms C by permuting rc^ks and columns of Aλ and transposing. The

order of the rows of C is defined by a vector bj∣ comprising a

permutation of the set of m numbers 0 ⅛ i < m and similarly the St I Hi
columns by a vector c^; these numbers are stored to 16 b.p. C may 

overwrite A , partially or wholly. At least 200 m.s. are taken per 

element and tr and c^ should preferably be in the same head position.

Does not work on one-shots.

LZ55B 408 Calculate X,
9 Z -L _ q, ∖ 2

C is (1 x 1) containing X" = ≥ v^ i,∕j i,y 
ιtj aij

LZ5δB 410 Form matrix a,. .1-----------------------∣1-J∣

From (1 x n) vector A forms C (n x n) such that c. . = a,. ,, c C may 
ιj ∣ι-j I

overwrite A partially or wholly. Does not work on one-shots.

LZ57B1√ 1 591 Normalise by rows.

c.'. a. . to 29 b.p. C must not overwrite A,
ιj ιjχX

n-1 9
,r a. .
Z_ 1J
j=0

LZ58B 419 Term by term log of floating matrix.

c. . = log a. , to 25 b.p. where a. . is in s.f,b. Punch log 2 ιj e ιj ιj ⅛
in s.fcb, in 6n , to use base x. Valid for exponents of a. . in 

2,3 r lj
the range -29 to 31 inclusive.

LZ59B 420 Sum Chebyshev series.

Given a vector A of coefficients a , 0≤ r < 28. and vector B 
r(0xG-b ≤ 1, b to 29 b.p ; ) forms the vector C where c = ⅛-' a T * (b ).

S S S Γ 3? S

Γ -1 1 r=θ
(x) = cos J_r cos (2x-l)J . Space must be left at

track 0 for a 1 x s double length vector of Chebyshev, sums,

LZ60B 44'∕ Truncate matrix.

a^j is double length, c^<, is truncated to single length. 

pC = pA ^32'

LZ61B 448 Term by term matrix arithmetic, (See LZ6lBMi∕l)

cij = aij punc^a-on = 1 gives addition, aj∣ =2 subtraction

aj∣=3 multiplication and aj∣=4 division (this yields 0 if b^=θ).

A and B must have at least one dimension in common unless one of 
them is a scalar (l x 1). If A and B have one dimension different 
the matrix with fewer elements must be a vector and is treated as 
an expanded matrix with the dimensions of the larger matrix, 
β,g. (ι1 x2 xj) (y11 y12 y13) = (x1y11 xjyl

y21 y22 y23' (χ1y21 x2y22 x3y23 ’

In such a case the expanded matrix must not be overwritten by C.
A matrix A (or B) not to be expanded, can only be overwritten if 
c ≤ a (or b). To use with S.I.P. see 6,3,1∙ *
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S Ty Tr FAILURES. DL12 F.D., No..

1 II 8 1, 29-31 X Store failure (l9or.z) or incorrect 0-3, 1249 LZ54B
56assembly of result (l9^∏z) 9 11

4, 2- 2 x) Impossible values of a , m , n
6, 1- 1 X) supplied. a
8, 6- 6 X Dimensions incompatible
8, 7~ 7 X Incorrect permutation vectors.

1 II 7 4, 31-29 a, =0 -1250 LZ55B
5, 29-31 X) Store failure
7, 29-31 X)
4, 30-29 X ma. na > mb. %

1 II 6 5, 27-31 x store failure on A 0-3 1252 LZ56B
5, 28-31 X Result not correctly assembled 
4, 29-31 X Store failure on C

1 II 7 (∣) 5, 2- 2X Switch Mark IIA OFF and S.S. to - 1369 LZ57BJ√1
4, 7-24 Division failure continue.
7s 7^24 Square root failure, sum of squares

exceeds double length

*
⅛

1 II 6 6, 7-24 a. . negative - 1259 LZ5δB
1J

4, 6-24X s.f.b. sum wrong. S.S. repeats.

2 II 9 6, 29-31 X Sum failure on A. S.S. repeats 2,3,5, 1260 LZ59B
5, 9-29 X B not to 29 b.p. S.S. puts p^θ on 0.S. 7,8,
1, 31-29 X b out of range (b ,< 0), col. no. + P,o ^-15 

s s 9Z
on 0,S, S.S, continues with that c =0

7, 29—31 X Sum failure on B, S.S. repeats. s 
1, 24-31 X Result not single length) „ ς
1, 29-31 X Arithmetic failure ) °b° exits.

1 II 4 3, 27-27 X ∏a is odd . 10,12, 1289 LZ60B

2, 29-31 X Sum failure on A 14

2 II 12 3, 7"24 X Dimensions incompatible 0-28 1290 LZ61B
8, 4- 4 X Sum failure
8s, 2- 2 X a1 > 1, 2, 3, 4,

8, 3- 3 X Sum failure
In all cases SoS. stims buzzer and exits

• . .
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LZ6lBK∕l673 T erm by term matrix arithmetic (see LZ61B)

This is similar to LZ61B but twice as fast for a,∣=1, 2 and 3 though

it takes more space. It will also accept a scalar in the first 
scalar store, in which case a or b = 255, and a^ need not be reset .

for consecutive operationsc Adding or subtrεcting a zero matrix 
to a non-zero one with a difference in b,p. of more than 32 will 
give inaccuracies. To use with S.I.P. see 6.3d.

LZ62B 454 Fetch parameter or reciprocal of parameter.

This was made to facilitate statistical analysis requiring covariance.
If b 128 G.I.P, store 104 (assumed to be to 16 b.p.) is transferred 
to the first scalar store; with 2<,128, b=Φ, c∖ or 2,m∙jn. or p respectively 
is placed in store 104 and in the first scalar store; with 2 < b<31 the 
(b-2)th element (assumed to 16 b,p.) of A is placed in store 104 and the first 
scalar store. All these facilities necessitate e-0; with c∕θ the same item 
is put in store 104 but its reprocal is put in the first, scalar store.

LZ63BM 455 Form matrix e a. (Superseded by LZ63BM∕l)

~ a, a . 11 ∙7-7c. . = e ιj. c must not = a. 1 ≤ p, ≤- 33 ■ r j A
LZ63Blξ∕ 1505 Form matrix eA or e ~u„

a. „ ~a. .
c. . - e if b=0, c. .=e if b∕θ. p, > 1, If p, 62, c. .=1 for 
ιj ιeJ A A ij

all ⅛ and j, The range of a, . should not be too large or c. . will be 
ιj ιj

zero for the smaller a..a 
-1 a 13

LZ64BM 469 Form matrix tan, S 
, a. .

c . . = tan ' ——= 9 . . (-l80c< θ. . ≤ 180°) where a. . = r sin 8. 
lj bij lj lj 1J ij,

b. . = r cos 8 . . 
ij 1J

LZ65BM 476 Form complex matrix from two real matrices.

C = A + iB (See 5=4.3«- P=36) a=b is permissible,

LZ66BM 486 Convert block floating matrix to fully floating, 

c must not =a. A need not be in standard form.

LZ67BM 487 Separate complex matrix into two real matrices.

Given (X+iY) at a, C=X if b--0, C=Y if b∕θ. C is shifted up, if 
necessary, to reach P^θ. Uses as a temporary store,

LZ68B 489 Discrimination brick.

If (1st scalar store) minus (2nd scalar store) = D then brick goes 
to codeword a if D > 0, b if D-0, c if D < 0. Liable to error if 
either scalar is zero to 0 b.p.

LZ69B 602 Standardise schem⅝ B matrixc

C is A made standard ie. shifted (up or down) so that its largest 
element reaches P^q≈ is rounded off if A is shifted down.

A null matrix is unaltered.

>
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S Ty Tr FAILURES. DL12 F.D. No.

2 II 14 6, 2- 2 X
6, 7-24 X
6, 2- 2 X

6, 5- 5 X
6, 3- 3 X
In all cases

Scalar store sum failure
Dimensions incompatible 
a1 ∕ 1, 2, 3 or 4

Store failure
Sum failure
S.S. exits

0-28 1468 LZ61BM∕1

1 II 2 2, 31-29 x Number selected is zero, buzzer 
indicates c∕θ, no buzzer c=0 ∙ S.S. 
exits, leaving store 104 empty and 
zero to 16 b.p. in first scalar store.

9-11 1296 LZ62B

1 II 7

i .

As LZ63B⅛∕l
1, 4- 4 X

and also
PA> 33

- 1297 LZ63BM

1 II 7 1, 24-31 X
1, 3- 3 X 
ι, 5- 5 X

Sum failure on A
pA<1
Wrong number of b.p. in 0.

1337 LZ63B1⅝∕1

1 II 6
•

2, 29-29 X
2, 29-31 X

A and B incompatible. S.S. exits
Store failure. S.S. repeats

12-15 1309 LZ64BM

1 II 3 1, 0-29 X
2, 29-31 X

A and B incompatible. S.S. exits
Sum failure. S.S. repeats

12-15 1313 LZ65BM

1 II 3 2, 29-31 x Sum failure on A. S.S. repeats - 1323 LZ66BM

1 II 4 4, 31-29 X.

4, 29-31 X

is odd i.e. A is not complex.

S.S. exits.
Sum failure on A. S.S. repeats

4 1324 LZ67BM

1 II 2 2, 29-31 x Scalar sum incorrect. S.S. exits. - 1326 LZ68B

1 II 5

•

•

4, 1- 1 X)
5, 2- 2 X)

Sum failure on A 12-15 1393 LZ69B
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LZ70BK 691 Store matrix on magnetic tape.

Reads matrix M (-a,i h. as a l6 digit integer) or sub-matrix S (=a, b
I 5

as a 16 digit integer) of matrix M, from track and stores it on

deck c. Matrices are numbered from 1 onwards and sub-matrices from 
0 onwards within the main matrix. Sub-matrices can only be written 
if the highest S has been planted by LZ71BK. A partitioned matrix 
may be overwritten only if all the sub-matrices are overwritten and 
if the correct write gap was planted by LZ71BK. S=0 and D=16 for 
an unpartitioned matrix.- Use only with G0IβP. 8 or S.I.Po 2 and 
with y 30 other brickse

LZ71BK 692 Prepare to store partitioned matrix on magnetic tape.

If a partitioned matrix is to be stored on deck c this brick must be 
used before LZ7θBK (unless a, b, a, and b, are the same as for the 

previous matrix) to store the write-gap a^, b, (a 16-digit integer =

2,2 Nj + 2j rounded up, where the m th sub-matrix occupies N^ tracks)

and the highest sub-matrix number a, b (a 16-digit integer) sub
matrices being numbered from 0„ If none of the matrices are to be 
overwritten set a^ = bd =0. Use only with G. IoPβ 8 or S.I.P. 2.

LZ72BK 693 Fetch matrix from magnetic tape.

Fetches matrix M = a^,, b^ (l6 digit integer) sub-matrix S = as b

(16-digit integer) from deck c to track c c a, b = 0 for a single 4

matrix. The directory must have been set by LZ71BK. Use only with 
G,I,Pj 8 or S.I<,Pe, 2 and with 30 other bricks, ∙

LZ73BK 694 Set up tape or check t apes and directory.

Checks or writes and checks tape numbers on specified decks, as 
specified by c parameter cards which each contain; Y-row tape no.
(in any form), X-row deck no. x P,, 0-row zero if checking, P^oif 

writing and checking, 1-row (M+1) P∣-, where M is highest numbered

matrix already completely written on the tape, 2-row (required only 
if 0-row is zero) highest sub-matrix no. x P4 + write gap x P,_

1 17
applicable to partitioned matrix not yet completely written on the 
tape .

⅜
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2 II 13 6, 6-24 X Matrix M-1 not yet stored. Set
correct MP,-, on ID and S.S.

1 I
Sub-matrix S-1 not yet stored. Set

⅛-8 1462 LZ70BK

3, 6-24 X
correct SP,1 on ID and S.S.1

3, 27-24 X Fails to find correct place to store ma trix
or after 10 m4-4" failures. S.S. repeats

6, 31-29 X Matrix larger than one being overwritten.
4j> 4- 4 X Parity failure. S.S. repeats.
•1" > 2- 2 X Occurs after 10 ,,4-⅛X" failures. A S.S 

initiates a further 10 attempts.
X 3- 3 X End of tape warning, S.S. continues

with incorrect storage.

1 II 1 None 1463 LZ71BK

2 II 11 4s 6-24 X Matrix M not stored. Set correct l-fi 1465 LZ72BK
MP^γ on ID and S.S.

1, 6-24 X Sub-matrix S not stored. Set correct
r SPjj on ID and S.S.

1s 27-24 X Fails to find correct place from which ;o
• fetch matrix or after 10 *4-4" failures
e

5, 4- 4 X
S.S. repeats
Parity failure. S.S. repeats

6, 2- 2 X Parity failure. S.S. repeats
2» 50-28 X Parity failure. S»S» repeats
6, 29-31 mn = 0
6, 31-29 X Sum failure. (May occur if rubbish is

left at end of matrix) S.S9 to try
reading matrix again.

6, 3- 3 X Matrix too large for drum. S.S. reads 
new track no. x Pc- from I.D.

6, 29-29 X Parity failure, S.S. repeats.

1 II 4 1, '1 — 1 χ) Parity failure on 1st, 2nd or 3rd or all 1482 LZ73BKA
1 2 - 2- 2 ∑} 3 tape no. blocks respectively.
1, 3- 3 x^ (See below). S.S. to continue.
1» 4- 4 x.
1, 0-27 X without a failure card, indicates an 

erroneous E.T.W. •

The tape no. is written 3 times and, when checked.
any of the 3 which agrees with the no. on the parameter
card is accepted, otherwise a card is punched with the
3rd attempt on. the Y-row and the no. from the card on
the X~row and machine stops on 1, 0-27 X. A S.S, with
ID clear tries again J. with a P _ on ID exits to next

e

e

codeword. √<≈-
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XRO1B 443 Form triangle of sum of squares and, cross-products.

Reads an m by n (m ≥ 1, 1 4 n < 32) decimal matrix and forms a 
.double length lower triangular matrix of sums of squares and 
cross-products, bordered on the left by the sums of columns.
The decimal matrix has two parameter cards containing on the 
Y, X and 0 rows respectively rP^7, sP^_, and (s,τ∙s) P17 for the

first card and mPj,-,s nP._, and DP. for the second. Then come 
17 17 1

m (n+1+r) cards containing m (n+l) signed s-digit numbers (s $ 9)
r

to D d.p. (0$ D ≤ 9) punched r per card (it r $ 16) in DEUCE 
columns 1 to rs’; s’ = s or s+1 according as signs (negative 
only required) are over or preceding the first digit; s’ ½∙ 2, ,
rs’ ≤ 32. The elements x, . (θ ≤ i < m, 0 ≤ j < n) are punched

X J
hy rows with a spilt row sum in the (n+l)th position, each row 
starting on a new card. Given x„ . = 1 for 0 i < m and

ι~1 gn χ-, 61
-1 ≤ j ≤ k<n, x. . must satisfy -2≤, 10*^ . x. . x < 2 o

1 j 1 j ik

C has n+1 rows and columns viz.

m.io2d

Σ.γ,2D '=> 2 j,r2Dxi0'^0 s ∙^-- xiC ’ 1θ
i i

2 *i1∙ w2ds 2. *i0 *ir102i∖ ½ xi12∙1θ2ly 
11i

etc.

On an 80 column machine the cards of any row are read at 200 or 
100 per min. according as r(2s*+5) < 74 or > 74.
See also XR02B.

XR02B 444 Form covariance triangle.

Requires N, a positive integer with p^ b.p., in the first scalar

store, A, (n x n) double length triangle and B, (l x m) double 
length matrix where l.m = n. Forms a double length triangle of 
covariances C (n x n). This brick is intended to be used with 
XRO1B.

XT01B 48θ Construct histogram.

Takes a random number generating routine and constructs a histogram 
as a (1 x b) vector at c. Reference should be made to the report 
NS t 1317 for further details. Uses 6 tracks + random no. 
generator.

ZC02B 239 Replace programmes for G.I.Pa 3.

Used only in G.I.P. 3 and includes Restore Control. If b=0, 
replaces bricks a onwards (at least (a-l) bricks must be already 
stored) reading in c bricks altogether. If b∕θ, reads one 
1-section brick and obeys it with the given values of a, b and c.

ZC03B 240 Auxiliary codes programme. (See also ZC03∕1, p. 43 )

Puts the given values of a, b, c into QS17 to provide a , b » cI "1 I
for the following brick. Superseded by r - 48 in G.I.P. 5 onwards.

⅛

w
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30

12
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5,
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No.

XR01B16 1,
5,

2s
4,

2-31 X 
21-29 X

24-31 X 
29-31 X

s or D > 9
Decimal row sum wrong, 
re-read row,
Arithmetic failure
Store failure

S.S. to

r
*
•
e

3 II 14 7, 30-31 ∞ N~-0 2-5 9 1286 XR02B
7, 27-27 χ A not triangular 8-1 5
1s 31-29 X A not square
5, 0-29 x lm ∕- n
1» 29-31 x Distributive failure on B.
5, 29-31 x Sum failure on A.
6, 29-31 x Internal sum failure on C.

1 II 8 6, 31-31 x I > 3. S.S. to read new parameter card - 1317 XT01B
5s 29-31 x x > h⅛. S.S. to re-enter generator
5s 27-31 χ » x/h <0. S.S. to re-enter generator
6> 13-29 χ Division failure. S.S. to read new

par ameter card

1 II 5 7» 1-31 x Brick (a-1) is not on drum - ZC02B

1 II 1 None - 1200 ZC03B

DEUCE News No.; 63
Report No.; ~K∕kk y 32

Sheet No.: 99
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ZCO⅛B 241 Read a, b, c, r. (See also ZC0l∕l, P« 43)

Reads aPr, b.Pr, c.Pr, r.P,_ from the first 4 rows of a card into 
3 3 5 17

1δ0-3'

ZC1OB 292 Interchange bricks, etc., slow. (See ZC1Ol∕l)

ZCIO3∕1 293 Interchange bricks, etc., fast.

ZC1OB and this brick are for use with G.I.P. 3 only. When first 
used it transfers either (b=θ) bricks a onwards or (b-l) the 
codewords or (b=2) both,from their normal positions to the tracks 
immediately preceding the last brick. When used subsequently it 
interchanges the transferred bricks or codes or both with those 
read into the normal stores meanwhile. The second set of bricks 
must not occupy more tracks than the original set transferred,
Jtot more than 30 sections may be in the store at any one time.
ZCIO3∕1 is faster than ZC10B but uses more space.

ZC12B 325 Transfer tracks.

Transfers b tracks at a to c. Useful if more than 96 codewords 
are required; the extra codewords can be stored on the drum and 
then transferred to tracks 249, 250 or 251 when required.

ZP33B 7θ Punch non-zero tracks from a to (e-l) inclusive.

Triads are punched with track number times P„_, on Y-row of first
17 *

card. c > a, c=a has no effect.
*

ZTO1A 289 Cartesian - Polar Conversion. e

x and y in the 1st and 2nd scalar stores are replaced by
/2 2 -1 

r = √ x + y and θ=tan y
x
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1 I 1 None 30 1200 ZC04B

1 II 3 3, 1-31 X Brick a not stored. 1160 ZC10B

1 II 4 3, 1-31 X Brick a not stored.. 0-3 1 1161 ZC1O^1

1 II 1 1, 31-29 X b=0 1185 ZC"12B

1 II 1 None 1200 ZP33B

1 II 8 None 9-1 5 1158 ZTO"A
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θ- j 5 s∣ ® > 1 p20
and 3.2 p24

allocation of values to 3.2.7 p27
a15 bV cι 3.2.3 p24

Addition of matrices p 1
Assembly of G. I<,P. pack 3.1 p23
Auxiliary parameters 3.2.3 p24
Auxiliary programs 6.6 p42

b.p. of a matrix 5.1 P31
Blank codewords 3.2.2 .p24
Block floating form 5-1 P31
Binary - decimal conversion

of codewords 6.6,2 P43
of matrices 5.3-5 P35

Binary matrices on cards 5.3 P34
Binary matrices in machine 5.2 P32
Binary places of a matrix 5.1 P31
Binary scalars 5.3.4 P34
Binary vectors 5∙3.2 P34
Bricks, see Standard Bricks
Brick Assembly, ZC14 6.3.3 p4l

C-typs matrices 5.4.7 p37
Card column 1 2.5.4 P22
Catalogue of bricks Appx2 p52
Code numbers of bricks Aρpx2 p52
Codeword compiler 6.6.1 p42
Codeword stores 3.2.4 p25
Codewords, 3.2 p24

allocating values a, b, c 3.2.7 p27
bin-dec conversion 6.6.2 P43
blank 3.2.2 p24
causing bricks to be

obeyed 3.2.3 p24
dec-bin conversion 6.6.1 p42
DEUCE instructions 3.2.6 p27
display on 0.S. 3.3.1 p28
jump 3.2.5 p26
number from 0 3.2.1 p24
obeyed in sequence 3.2.2 p24
on cards 3.2.8 p28
operating on codewords 3.2.5 p26
punching of 3.2.8 p28
r ≥ 32 3.2.5 p26
triads of 3.2.8 p28
subroutines of (r=46) 3.2.5 p26

Column vectors 5.3.2 p34
Comparative times of G. IbP.,

S<,I<,P. and ZC14 6.4 p41
Compatibility of matrices p1<½2
Compiling codewords 6,6,1 p42
Complex matrices 5.4.3 p36
Constant matrices 5.4.5 P37
Contents of DL’s,

on obeying a brick 3.2.3 p25
on obeying a DEUCE

instruction 3.2,6 P27
Converting scheme A matrices to

scheme B and v.v. 5.7 p38

Para.Page,

Decimal-binary conversion
of codewords 6.6.1 p42
of matrices 5.3.5 p35

Decimal matrices 5.3.5 p35
Decimal scalars 5.3.8 p35
Decimalise codewords 6.6.2 p43
Details of G.I.P. 6.1 p38
DEUCE instructions 3.2,6 p27
DEUCE library number system Appx2 p52
Diagonals,

on cards 5.3.3 p34
scheme A, in the machine 5.2.2 p32
scheme B, in the machine 5.2.8 p33

Dictionary of bricks Appx2 p52
Directory in G.I.P. 6d p38
Directory of bricks Appx2 p52
Display of codeword on 0.S. 3.3.1 p28
DLs, contents of,

on obeying a brick 3.2.3 p25
on obeying a DEUCE

instruction 3.2.6 p27
DL 1¾-31 6.1 p38

DL 12, use of,
in bricks 2.5∙3 p21

and Appx2
in scheme A 5.2,4 p32

Double field matrices 5.3.1 p34
Double length matrices 5o4.1 p36

I

Examples Part I
and Appx1 p4δ

External tree 3.3.4 p29

Failure instructions, 2.7 p23
and 3.3.7 p30

list of, in bricks Appx2
Floating matrices 5«4.2 p36
Flow diagrams for bricks Appx2

General Interpretive Program 1 p20
G.I.P. , 1 p20

differences between
G.I.P. ,s 1-8 6,2 p39

internal details 6.1 p3δ
not used with initial input 3.1 p24
programs on the machine 3.3 p28
read in as a brick 3.1 p24
stores 3.2,4 p25

G. I.P. stores 3.2.4 p25
Grand sum,

scheme A 5.2.6 p33
scheme B 5.2e11p34

High speed store, contents of. See contents
(.' 'θ, ■ ι'- l ,', of DL's.
How a brick ends 2.5.2 p21

«
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Injecting codewords on the
machine 3.3Λ p29

Int e rch ange ab il ity
of scheme A, B, Z bricks 2.3 p21
of scheme A, B, Z matrices 5.7 P38

Internal details of G-.I.P. 6.1 P38

Jump codewords 3.2.5 p26

Key to the list of bricks Appx2 P53

Latent roots by scheme Z 6.7 p44
Leading digit of a matrix 5.2 P32
Library numbering system Appx2 P52
List of bricks Appx2 p52
LK15T and LK16T 5.3.6 P55
LZ35, Omit elements from

vector 6.6,6 p43
LZ36, Shift matrix elements

up or down 6.6.7 P⅛4

Magnetics sequences 6.8 p44
Magnetic tape, use of 6.9 P47
Matrices,

binary on cards 5.3.1 P34
C~type matrices 5.4.7 P37
complex matrices 5.4.3 p36
constant matrices 5.4.5 P37
conventions 5 P31
decimal matrices 5.3.5 P35
double length matrices 5.4.1 P36
floating matrices 5.4.2 p36
in the machine 5.2 P32
mesh matrices 5.4∙8 p37
mod-2 matrices 5.4.8 P37
null matrices 5 ∙4.4 P37
on cards 5.3 p34
on magnetic tape 6.9 p47
overwriting and overlapping 3.2,7 p28
64 column 5.3.1 p34
submatrices 5.5 p37
32 column 5.3.1 p34
trapezoids 5.4.6 P37
zero matrices 5∙4.4 P37

Matrix arithmetic operations,
addition P 1
inversion P 3
multiplicat ion P 2
subtraction P 1
transposition ρ 6

Mesh matrices 5.4.8 P37
Mixing scheme's A, Bs and Z

bricks 2.3 p21
matrices 5.7 p38

"Modified for use from reader" Appx2 P53
Mod, 2 matrices 5Λ.8 P37
More than 96 codewords requd. 3.1 p24
Mult, of matrix by matrix P 2
Mult, of matrix by scalar P 2
Multi-sectioned bricks 2,4 p21
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New bricks, writing 2,j6 p22
96 codewords required,

more than 3.1 p24
Null matrices 5.4.4 p37
Number of b.p. in a matrix 5.1 p31
Number of sections in brick 2.4 p21
Numbering bricks for codewords 3.1 p24
Numbering of codewords 3.2.1 p24
Numbering of rows, etc. 5 «6 p37
Numbering system for bricks Appx2 P52

Obeying bricks from the reader 4 p3l
Obeying bricks under G<,IoPe, 3 p23
Omit elements from vector

LZ35 6.6.6 P43
Organisation of a calculation P 7

and 3.2.7 p27
Overlapping and overwriting

matrices 3.2.7 p28

Parameters for bricks 3.2. p24
Place a, b, c from reader 6 06 „5 p43
Place εz, b,, c,∣ from reader 6 & 6 ⅛ 4 p43

Place reader links, ZP45 6.6.3 P43
Post Mortem 3.3.6 p30
Program Changing Routine,

ZC11 6.3.2 ρ40
Program testing 3.3 p28
P32 on I.D. facility 3.3.2 p29
Punching out stores etc. 3.3.6 p30

r ≥ 32 3.2.5 p26
Replacing codewords in the

machine 3.3.4 p29
Representative tracks 6.1 p3θ
Request stop 3.3.3 p29
Restore control 3.3.5 p29
Row sum shift, scheme A 5.2.5 p33
Row sum shift, scheme B 5.2.1Op33
Row vectors 5.3.2 p34
Rules obeyed by bricks 2,5 p21

Scalars,
binary, on cards 5.3.4 P34
decimal 5.3.8 P35
in the machine, scheme A 5.2.3 p32
in the machine, scheme B 5.2.9 P33

Schemes A, B, Z 1 P2O
Scheme A, B, Z bricks 2.2 p20
Scheme A,

diagonals in the machine 5.2r2 p32
grand sum, etc. 5.2.6 P33
matrices in the machine 5.2,1 P32
matrices on cards, binary 5.3.1 p34
matrices on cards, dec. 5.3.5 P35
matrices to scheme B 5.7 ρ38
scalars in the machine 5-2,3 p32
scalars on cards, binary 5.3.4 p34
scalars on cards, decimal 5.3.8 p35
use of DL12 5.2.4 p32
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Scheme B,
diagonals in the machine 5-2.8 p33
grand sum 5.2,llp34
matrices in the machine 5.2.7 P33
matrices on cards, binary 5∙3.1 P34
matrices on cards, dec. 5-3.5 p35
matrices to scheme A 5-7 P-38
scalars in the machine 5,2,9 P33
scalars on cards, binary 5∙3≈4 P34
scalars on cards, decimal 5-3.8 P35

Shift matrix elements up or
down, LZ36 6.6,7 p44

Single field matrices 5∙3.1 p34
S.I.P. 6.3.1 p40
6⅛-column bricks 2.5.5 p22
64-column matrices 5.3.1 P34
Special Interpretive Program 6.3.1 p40
Standard bricks,

code numbers of Appx2 p52
definition of 2 p20
list of Appx2
multi-sectioned 2.4 p21
numbering system xXAppx2 P52
obeyed from the reader 4 p31
rules obeyed by 2.5 P21
scheme A, B, Z 2.2 p20
6⅛ column 2.5.5 p22
32 column 2.5.5 p22
use under G. I.P. 3 p23

Standard failure instructions 2.7 P23
Standard magnetics sequences 6,8 p44
Storage of matrices in machine 5∙2 P32
Subtraction of matrices P 1
Symbols used in list of bricks Appx2 p53

Testing a G.I,P. program 3.3 p28
32 column bricks 2.5.5 p22
32 column matrices 5.3.1 P34
Times, comparative, of G.I.P.,

S.I.P. and ZC14 6,4 p41
Times for matrix operations 6.-5 p42
Time to invert a matrix 6.5 p42
Time to mult. 2 matrices 6.5 p42
Tracks 0 onwards 3.2,7 p27
Tracks required by G.I.P. etc. 3-2,7 p27
Trapezoids 5,4.6 p37
Triads of codewords 3.2,8 p28
Triangular matrices 5.4.6 P37
12

29-31
6.1 p38

12, use of DL, in bricks 2,5.3 p21
Type I and type II bricks 2.1 p20

and 2.5.8 P22
Type I and type II initial

cards 2,5.6 P22

Use of bricks from reader 4 p3i
Use of bricks under G.I.P. 3 p23
Use of DL12 in bricks 2-5-3 p21
Use of DL12 in scheme A 5.2-4 P32
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Vectors 5∙3.2 P34

Writing new bricks 2.6 P22

Zero codewords 3.2.2 p24
Zero matrices 5-4-4 p37
ZCO1,etc√, G.I.P. 6.2 P39
ZCO3∕l, Place a,, b^, c. from1

reader 6,6-4 P43
ZCO⅛∕1, Place a, b, c from

reader 6.6,5 p43
ZCO6, Decimalise codewords 6.6,2 P43
ZC07∕l, Restore control 3.3.5 P3O
ZC11, Program changing routine 6.3,2 P4O
ZC14, etc., Brick assembly 6.3,3 P41
ZC25T, Codeword compiler 6.6.1 P42
ZP29T∕3, Post mortem 3 3-6 P3O
ZP45> Place reader links 6,63 P43


